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with Secretary of State Antonio
Mr. McManus will take overOF
.
the management of the Institution toGRINDING AM
IN CONGRESS
Molobon, Crystal; Earl T. Moulton,
Lucia; Bess B. McCoy, Mountalnalr;
Jessie K. Tompkins, Orchard Park;
D. M. Chavez, San Mateo.
Notaries Publlo Appointed,
The following were Saturday com-
missioned notaries publlo by Gover
morrow morning.
Requisition Issued.JUDGE POPEHI 14A requisition on the governor ofAlabama for the rendition of Jesse
Gardener Adams was issued this
morning by Governor W. C. McDonon Judiciary Good Legislation Should Be Democrats Reconsider Actionald. Adams Is wanted In Cbaves counPenitentiary Warden McManus Will Take Charge
A Late Date After the Legit
lature Has Adjourned la
Selected
ty for forgory.- C. R. Toung, sheriff of
nor W, C, McDonald: Jose Romero,
Bernardo; William Fleming, Clovis,
Curry county; Earl T, Read, Roswell,
Chavea county
The Tueumoarl Bank Failure.
State bank Examiner Joerns com-
pleted his examination of the affairs
Unanimously Advocates
Hit Confirmation
Evolved from Multitude
of Investigations
Fixing It as Late as
June 10Chaves county, was appointed agentto present the requisition and to take
of the International Bank of., Com OWEN-V- AN STONE CONTESTACTION PROBABLE MONDAY BORAH OBJECTS TO HERRICK GOVERNOR IS HOME AGAINTUCUMCARI BANK FAILURE
merce and made his report to the
stockholders of the bank last Satur
charge of Adams. Adams 1b now In
Jail at Mobile, Alabama. ,.,
Warning thi Indians.
Superintendent Coggeshall of the
U. S. Indian School left for the north-
ern pueblos this forenoon and will
post 400 muslin signs warning against
the sale of Intoxicants to Indians and
the cutting of timber on Pueblo grants
day. The report of the examiner Corporation Commiision GetsBank Examiner John Joernt Will Recommend That LegislaSteel Corporation Presents Its
Side of the Laborshows the condition of the bank to
Twenty-Fiv- e Army PotU to Be
Abolished For Economy's
Sake.
be better than was at first supposed Valuable Pointers fromOklahoma IAppoint
H B- Jone
Hit Deputy.
ture Pan Law Against
Prize Fighting.Question.However, It is said that the report
showed that the entire capital stock
of the bank had been disposed of and and Indian reservations. Superin-tendent Cogges-hal- Is determined thatXXXXX'XXXXXXXXXS XK.SXXXXXXXSpecial to the New Mexican.
Washington, D, C, February 13.
SSXXXXKXXXXXSXX
X June 10 was set as the date X that additional losses which woui 8enata. X Chairman Hugh H. Wllliama
XXXXXSXSXXXXX
X A state convention of Pro- - X
gresaivei has been called at Xaggregate about $51,0u0.00 not includ
the strict letter of the law protecting
the Indians In these respects, shall being loan! which were considered
(or the Democratic state con- - X
ventlou and Clovis as the place, X
by the Central Committee at X
The Senate on JudN
clary consisting of Senators Hoot,
Cummins and Bacon reported unani-
mously In favor of the confirmation
doubtful which would add about 12, enforced.Notaries Publlo Appointed.000.00. The entire loss to creditor!
X Santa Fe on March 8, the same
X date as the Republican conven- -
X Hon, and It is believed that at
X that time, any differences that
V have existed in the Republican
X party, will he compromised.
The following were yesterday com
X In session 2 p. m.
X Minority report on election
X corruption Investigation of Sen- -
X ator Stephenson will be framed
X tonight and presented on
Thursday or Friday.
V Machine tool manufacturers
protested at steel tariff hear- -
X of the Corporation Cpmmlsslon X
X and Chief Clerk George W. X
X Armljo returned this after-- X
X noon from the official trip they XX had taken to Topeka, Kansas, X
X and Oklahomi City, to post XX themselves on the work that is X
X being done by the corporation X
and depositors, not including the of William' H. Pope as federal judge missioned notaries public by Govern
or W. C. McDonald: Earl L. Read,doubtful loans will be about $8,000.00. for Mew Mexico, but a member of theIt Is thought that possibly fifty per Roswell, Chaves county; Placldo GarXXXXXXXXXSXXXXXcent of the doubtful loans will bj io'
full committee requested that the
matter go over until next Monday so
that he might examine Into the
cia, Velarde, Rio Arriba county; Elllected so that the loss to creditor tng against placing machine C. Cummlngs, Delphos, RooseveltHugh H. Williams, chairman of theX tools on free list. . '
X commissions of those two X
X states, which they describe as X
X most efficient and courteous. X
and depositors will be In the nelghbo
X
X
v
x
charges.
Its meeting at Albuquerque
this afternoon. Part of the com-
mittee favored April 9, but
Summer! Burkhart of
and J. D. Hend of Lob
Alamos led the fight for the
late date. Clovis, Blen and A-
lbuquerque contested for the
convention vigorously. Two
delegates tor each Senator and
Representative, or eight in all,
will be sent to tbe Baltimore
National Convention.
A. H. Hudspeth of White
county; John A. McDonald, Kelly, So
corro county: J. P. Deen. Portales,state corporation commission, andhood of fourteen thousand dollars. H. N. Salmon, the Santa Fe merchant,
Roosevelt county; O. G. Martinez, ArGeorge W. Armljo, clerk, were at their
accustomed places In the office of the
B. Jones was appointed as deputy to
Mr. Joerns and he Is now in charge of
X Everywhere they found active X
X interest in New Mexico and X
X at every opportunity they X
today Informed Congressman Curry
that Santa Fe does not look upon his
efforts to ..ave the federal court meet
royo Hondo, Taos county; Edna C
Hammel, Socorro, Socorro county.commission this rooming. Both Mr.
Foreign relations committee
decided to report favorably the
nomination of Myron T. Her-ric- k
as ambassador to France.
House.
Met at noon.
Debated Pacific fur seal
treaty legislative bill.
the bank. Tucumcari News.
Post Office Established. Williams and Mr. Armljo are enthusi J. B. McManus Takes Chargeat various points In New Mexico, with
any too great favor and the matter astic in regard to the methods of pubWaterloo, Lu&u county from Dent
X boosted for the Sunshine X
X State. The trip really proved X
X a most important one and will X
X smoothe the1 way for legislation X
X that is necessary In order to X
ing, 20 ms V appears under the head will be held in abeyance until Con J. B. McManus. recently appointedlic utilities commissions which theyinvestigated In Topeka and Oklahoma
City. The corporation commission of
of post offices established.
Postal Savings Depositories.
superintendent of the state peniten-
tiary, will take over the management
of the penal Institution tomorrow.Oklahoma more nearly fits the condiFort Sumner, San Marclal and Wag
gressman Curry comes to Santa Fe
next month to consult with Santa Fe
people. Salmon and lines, his part-
ner, left Washington today for New
York.
Foreign affairs committee
decided to report favorably res-
olution providing for Ameri-
can participation International
t!ons In New Mexico, Mr. Williamson .Mound are designated as postal
X place the New Mexico com nils-- X
X slon on a substantial and effec-- X
X tlve bnsls.
XXXSXXXXXXXXSXXN
Thirty-tw- o positions will be filled by
thinks.savings depositories. appointment by Mr. McManus, but it
Is expected that many reappointmentsDistrict Court, flsh conservation conference.Fortifications appropriationWashington, D. C, Feb. 13. The
"The commission of Oklahoma," Is
especially popular with the people ofThree divorce suits were filed this will be made of persons now employtwenty-fiv- army posts which experts bill, carrying $4,036,2l!i re Governor W. C. McDonald returnedthat state," he said. "So successful ed at tbe institution. The announcemorning from Rio Arriba county in of the War Department advocate abol has It been Investigating public util inent of the names of the appointeeseach of which the wife is made the de ported.Steel corporation's "side" ofishing will not be provided for In the
last evening from Albuquerque and
was at his desk In the Capitol thisfendant to charge of desertion. Leon- - army appropriation bill now before
morning busily engaged in disposing
ities of the state that they are able
to render decisions which are accep-
table to both the people and the cor
Ides Y. Gallegos wishes a divorce
X labor questions was given
Stanley committee by Percivalthe House. By a vote today of 52 to
will be made tomorrow. The retiring
head of the penitentiary, Cleofes Ro-
mero, will return to his ranch near
Vegas. His record while In charge
f tbe mall and routine official busifiom his wife Ricarda S. de Gallegos; 13, money for their maintenance or ness which accumulated In his abporations they control. In the rateIgnaclo Martinez y Trujillo from Br! repair was withdrawn.
department an expert rate man hanglda Zamora de Martinez and Manuel A reduction ot $100,000 In the fund the penitentiary has been a cleanone and Santa Fe regrets that he must
make his home elsewhere.
dles the cases In which the shipperA. Martinez from Manuela D. de Mar
sence. While in Albuquerque, the gov-
ernor did not attend the meeting- - r
the Democratic State Central Ccl V
tee though he was much lnterestea in
for barrack! and quarters also wastinez. In each Instance the husband made. and the railroad Is Interested and by
exact figures determines whether aasks for the custody of minor chil ts deliberations. In regard to a sup
Roberts, a director.
Florida Drainage Engineer
Wright testified regarding
agricultural department's rela-
tions with Everglades reclama-
tion.
Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner Lane told Interstate
Commerce Commission investi-
gation showed numerous devia-
tions by express companies
from published rates.
dren. particular tariff is equitable or not."
Owen-Va- n Ptone Quo Warranto.
Proceedings.
In the Owen-Va- n Stone quo warran
SUNSET MINING COMPANY posed Interview first published in an"J. E. Love, chairman of the OklaTreasure's Receipts. WORKING ON SMELTER. ,Vlbuquerque paper and then sent outThe following sumo of money were to proceeding to try the titb of Vanhoma commission, told us that the
powers given to the commission Inreceived In the office of the state Concentrator Is Being Placed to Treat
through the Associated Press, in
which he is quoted as sternly repress-
ing the hopes of New Mexico fight
fans, the governor said:
New Mexico would enau.e It to pertreasurer O. N. Marron this morning: Ores From Hungry Gulch Fill-
ing Approaches to Bridge. form satisfactory work, but that ItCitizens State Bank of Tularosa,bank examination fees, $25: R. W. would take some time to become effixxxxxxsxxxxxx "I have' heard of the matter only
Stone to tbe office of state corporation
commission, Mr. Van Stone appeared
before Judge Abbott this morning ac-
companied by his attorney! Nell B.
Field and Franci! C. Wilson. Mr.
Owen wa represented by his attor-
ney, H. D. Terrell, of Clovi.j. The at-
torneys for Van Stone presented a
cient."Heflln, treasurer of San Juan county. Special to the New Mexican. through rumor. Representatives ofBorah Will Fljjht Herrick's Conhr
matlon.Will M, Martin, treasurer of Cerrlllos, N. M., Feb. 13. The con- The names of the members of theOklahoma corporation commission he fight syndicate have not called onSocorro county, $2,088.94; Thomas ract for filling the approaches of the Washington, D. C. Feb. 14. TheA. H. HUD8PETH,
Elected State Chairman. uaoie, game protection fund. new steel span bridge here, has been$37.75.
are: J. E. Love, chairman; A. P. Wat-
son, and George A. Henshsw, mem-
bers; J. H. Hyde, secretary.
nearly completed by J. F. Williams motion to strike much of the Informa-
tion, but their motion was at oncehose bid was accepted for the work.
Senate committee on foreign relations
today decided to report favorably the
nomination of Myron T. Herrlck of
Ohio, to be American ambassador to
France. A progressive Senator who
Land Office Ruling.
The recent ruling of the
me. I have not threatened to call on
the mounted police to stop anything
not covered by the law. If there Is
no law to stop such an exhibition I
shall ask the legislature to enact one. "
It Is true that a fight would advertise '
New Mexico, but whether It is the
kind of advertisement.'.,tne pedbtt'""
The bridge is one of tbe three In overruled by the court and they wereX Oaks n selected state chair- - X While the Kansas public utilities
commission does not so nearly titSanta Fe county by the Midland given until 2 o'clock this afternoon toX man. X land office In Washington regardingthe necessity of Ave years' actual Bridge Company of Kansas City. the conditions in New Mexico, Mr.has taken exception to remarks atXXXXXXXXXX.XXXXX answer to the Informalon. Their an-
swer has been filed awJ is ry voluThe ladies of Cerrlllos have organ Williams says, yet it is more logicaltributed to Mr. Herrlrk, which heresidence on the homestead In order
to prove up does away with the six ized a club of 20 members and meet and Its business is handled with minous. In bis sworn answer Vanregards as a slur on Senator LaFol- -The Democratic tentral committee want Is another question. The money
it would bring to the state wouldThursday afternoonsmonths' "constructive residence" great facility. The power of themet this aflernoon at Albuquerque, lette, probably will light confirmation Stone says that he verily believes
that both himself and Owen havehe purpose of the club Is needlewhich has heretofore been accented Kansas commission Is ont so great asbehind closed doors, as usual. The
work and amusement. been elected to the office of state cor
on the Senate floor. Senator Borah
of Idaho today formally reserved the
right to do so.
indications are that Albuquerque will
starcely compensate for the unsav-
ory reputation gained."
The governor was very much pleas
where the claimant went upon the
land In good faith and established The Sunset Mining Company Is now
that of the Oklahoma department,
however.
The members of the Kansas public
be selected for the state convention, poration commissioners and alleges.
working a force ot ten or twelve menresidence on the land within sixsrd Judge N. B. Laughlln, chairman, on information and belief, that In ikeEmployes Wanted to Work Twelve
Hours.at the smelter where a concentratormonths after the date of his entry. utilities commission are: George counties of Socorro, Valencia, Berna
I he rule now is to date the resi Washington, D. C Feb. 14PercI-- lillo, Santa Fe, San Miguel and RioPlumb, chairman; Frank J. Ryan and
John White, members; E. H. Hoglan,dence from the date of actual bona Arriba, gross frauds were practiced
Is being placed by President Staley,
who soon hopes to be successfully run-
ning the ores from the recently leas-
ed properties of HungTy Gulch and
other mines in that groiyp.
fide residence, and not from the date
val Roberts, a director In the United
States steel corporation, today told
the House "steel trust" Investigating
secretary.
ed over the reception tendered him in
Las Vegas, last week. "There was
an entire absence of political lines,'
he said.
"Few people were present except
citizens of Las Vegas, but the func-
tion did not lack brilliancy on that
account. Las Vegas was the first
place at which I stopped when I first
and perpetrated by judges and clerks
of election, and great numbers ofIn both states, the New Mexico repof entry as heretofore, and the claim-
ant and witness must show actual committee today tha the employes of
the corporation labored twelve hours
votes were returned as having been
cast for H. H. Williams, M. S; Grovesresidence on the land as a home for
resentatives were treated with the
greatest courtesy. In Oklahoma City,
they were told that the members offive years, exclusive of absences on a PERSIA HAS ORDERED nd George W. Armljo, by personsleave of absence. AMERICANS DETAINED. the commission of that state would ho did not actually vote at the said came to New Mexico and I feel that
a day in the mills because they want-
ed to do so. .
Mr. Roberts declared that the corp-
oration "had done more to better the
In the case of commutation proof, election and who were not present orthe old rule to permit the claimant to Twelve of W. Morgan Shuster'i As
be glad to come to New Mexico and
assist In organizing the work of the
commission here.
the greetings of the people of the
Meadow City were In tbe nature of a
personal tribute. I never attended anconditions
of steel workers thnn the
combined efforts of the employes
count the first six months of the life
of the entry as actual residence where
he went upon the land within the six
e Ifair at which every one so thorough-
ly enjoyed himself."themselves, in the entire nineteenthonths and established actual resi century." The matter of the resignation of
Traveling Auditor John Joerns Is
still pending according' to the govern
dence, is also changed and the claim-
ant making commuted proof now must
show an actual bona fide residence of
fourteen months continuous presence or, and he is unwilling to chance an
participating therein; and other great
numbers of votes were returned as
having been cast forH. H. Williams,
M. S. Groves and George Armljo by
persons who were not qualified elec-
tors and who were not lawfully entit-
led to vote at said election; and other
great numbers of votes were actuary
cast by qualified electors In the said
counties ior this respondent and for
O. L. Owen and S. Martinez, the Dem-
ocratic candidates, which were re-
turned and canvassed- as having been
cast for H. H. Wllliama - and M. S.
Grove! and George W. Armijo, giving
Governor's Message.
Governor W. C. McDonald Is calling
for the reports of all state officials
preparatory to preparing his message
to the legislature.
To Prevent Forest Fires.
District Forester A. C. Rlnglund of
Albuquerque, consulted with Governor
McDonald yesterday in reference to
In fighting forest fires
and building roads on national for-
ests.
Treasurer's Receipts.
n the land.
The question Is often raised wheth- -
UNCLE SAM PAID
$11,017 FOR ENGINEERING.
Investigation! in Florida Everglades
Not as Expensive ai Had
Betn Charged.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. Engin
residence on a homestead counts
sistant Not Permitted to
Leave Country.
St." Petersburg, Feb. 13. The Per-
sian government has telegraphed or-
ders to the municipal officials at En
zell and Resht, instructing them to
detain F. E. Cairns and the eleven
other Americans who formerly com-
posed the staff of W. Morgan Sinister,
the general of Persia, ac-
cording to a dispatch received by the
Evening Vremya from Teheran.
Irregularities in Shutter's Accounts.
St Petersburg, Feb. 13. Mr. Cairns
and his former associates will be re-
quired, the newspaper dispatch says,
to answer for Irregularities which the
PerBlan officials allege have been dis-
covered In the accounts of Mr. Shus-te- r
while he acted as
opinion of what the outcome will be.
There has been no appointments re-
cently, though It Is generally under-
stood that the governor was In con-
ference with Flladelfo D. Baca while
in Las Vegas, and that the latter
where J he claimant goes upon a tract
that he is contesting, and establishes
residence before being allowed to en-
ter the land. The general land office
has ruled that actual residence on a
pgreed to relieve Acasio Gallegos as
assistant superintendent of public in-- s
ruction on February 29.
eering Investigations of the Florida
Everglades have cost the government
$11,017 to date according to A.
chief disbursing officers of the
act of land does. not count unless
The two following sums of money
were received In the ollice of the state
treasurer, O. N. Marron, this morn-lrg- ;
W. H. Merchant, treasurer of
Eddy county, $908.79, and Thomas P.
the land is subject to entry by the Work of Mounted Police.
After siiendlng a short time at Villa- -Department of Agriculture today, beclaimant who Is residing thereon, or fore the House commlt.tce which hastually entered by him. The mere nueva, where he had been InvestigatCable, game and flsh warden, gamefact that a contest has been instituted Indertaken an Inquiry
Chairman Moss was forced to ad ing
several cases of cattle killing,
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena has redoes not give the claimant the right fund $.50. "Mounted Police.
A letter received by the mounted
journ the session because of the fail
the number! of the precinct! and tne
number of votea. It li understood
that Judge Terrell will move to strike
out he larger part of the answer
irrelevant and contemptu-
ous. The case promises to be very
Interesting, as Van Stone raises again,
as he did on former motion, the en-
tire question of fraud and Irregulari-
ties at the list election as It affects
practically every other candidate from
governor flown.
Judge E. C. Abbott gave the relator
uiitll tomorrow forenoon to file a
motion or make reply.
count his residence on the land e
contested entry Is cancelled
turned to his headquarters In Las Ve-
gas. Mr. Sena found the hides of a
nd his own entry allowed.
ure of J. O, Wright, chief drainage of-
ficer of the state of Florida to arrive.
Mr. Wright formerly win connected
with tht Department of Agriculture.
ftw slaughtered cattle burled under
the rocks In an placeIn the case of a claimant making
desert land entry for 320 acres of
police here asks the help of the de-
partment In the location of a Pack-
ard touring car itolen from W. G.
Frazler at Atlantic City July Inst.
The letter Is signed by E. R. Whfllen,
captain of detective!.
to succeed A. A. Jones, resigned.
Governor Will Go to Las Cruces,
Governor McDonald will be tn Las
Cruces on March 4th to meet with
' the board of Regents of the New
Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.
Registered Their Trade Mark.
The M. Spczier and Company of Los
.Angeles filed their trade mark "Len-nox-
with Secretary of State Antonio
I.ucero. The trade mark covers the
company'! caustic soda and like pro-
ducts.
Gallegos Resignation Accepted
The resignation of Acasio Gallegos,
assistant superintendent of public in-
struction, was this morning accepted
by Alyan N. White, state superintend-
ent of public Instruction. The resig-
nation is to take effect February 29.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were recorded in the local land office
Saturday: Terry R. Hooten, Stanley;
" Charles O. Camp, Stanley; James A.
Tolcman, Rome, Kas.; Mary McDer-mal-
Mlnton, Aatec; Maxlmlnio Mon-toy-
Cabezon; Jose Inez Sena, Varla-der-
Ella Haskins, Harper, Kas.;
Harry C. Kinsell, Stanley; George R.
I. amb, Morlarty; Charles Baker, Gal-
lup.
Corporations Must Report.
If the corporations that have not yet
Bent In their annual report to the of-
fice of Internal Revenue Collector H.
II. Bardshar, do not do so by March 1,
they will be subject to a fine of from
51,000 to $10,000. The report must be
made whether the corporations have
operated at a profit or loss. The re-
port to the internal revenue collector
has nothing to do with the one made
lo the state corporation commission.
Hilton Here on Good Roads.
1 Colonel A. H. Hilton of San Antonio,
Socorro county, came up to Santa Fe
yesterday to interview Governor Mc-
Donald on good roads matters. He
favors a scenic highway from San
Antonio via Silver City and- Clifton
to connect with the southern Ocean
to Ocean highway.
, County Surveyor "King, S. Bonem
and Frank Johnson were with Colonel
Hilton. They returned to San Marclal
last evening.
Military Institute.
The Board of Regents of the New
Mexico Military Institute met at Ros-
well. The resignation of Major Eu-
gene A. Lehman, who goes to the reg-
ular army, was accepted. Captain J.
"W. Chisum was appointed to succeed
him as instructor in Spanish, and
Captain Ewlng Lusk Is to be acting
commandant.
Postmaster! Commissioned.
The following were commissioned
postmaster! according to the postof-1lc-
e
bulletin; John T. Bolton, Carl!-had- ;
Don H. ICcdzle, Lordsburg;
Charles O. Leach, Portales; Jcbbb A.
land on which ho resides the neces He was unable to make train
He gained some Information which ho
expects will result In the arrest of the
cuttle killers. Las Vegas Optic.sary fourteen months and then relln- -
ulshing the tract on which he has re Democratic Convention May 14.
Late yesterday afternoon and Jubi
sided with the object of making home- - SAM LANGFORD HAS
ead entry and offering commuted
proof; It has been held by the local
BEST OF JAMES BARRY.
Sydney, Australia, Feb. 12. Sam
before the adjournment of the session
of the Democratic State Central Com-
mittee at Albuquerque the date, June
land office that the residence on the
land while held as a desert land en-
try does not operate to perfect title 10, previously set for the state
con-
vention wns reconsidered and May 14
Langford, the heavyweight American
pugilist and heavy weight champion
of England, today defeated James Burunder tbe homestead laws where the named. The committee officially de
rj the Chicago- heavy weight, onland Is subsequently entered as ahomestead. cided to hold two conventions. The
NEWSPAPER WAR IS
ON IN KANSAS CITY.
Journal Cuts Price to Five Cents a
Week and a Penny a Copy on
Street Sales.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 13. The
Kansas City Journal today announced
a cut In price from two cents a copy
ti one cent on papers bought on the
streets and at news stands, and from
ten to five cents a week on papers de-
livered to subscribers in their homes.
points In a match of twenty rounds. first at Clovis, on May 14, will nameSpecial Excise Tax Returns.
Internal Kevenuo Collector H. ' P. the eight delegates to the national
convention; the second, the date andxxxxxxsxxxxxxxx
X GRANT COUNTY REPORTS XBardshar again calls attention to the
provisions of section 38, act of August
to an assessment of BO per cent addi-
tional to the tax.
Corporations which have not re-
ceived the .blank forms should write
Immediately to the collector for the
same and fill out, and verify and file
the same without delay. The govern-
ment Is under no obligation, however,
tc furnish blanks, but does so only as
a matter of courtesy and convenience.
Failure to receive blanks will not be
regarded as ground for relief from
the penalties incurred.
If on account of sickness or absenc?
of officers, or for other reason, a
company is unable to make Its return
In time to Teach the collector's office
on or before March 1. application
should be made to the collector for
pn extension of time not exceeding 30
days, as provided by the statute. This
application should be made beforo
March 1 and will not be considered if
received later than March 30. ,
Each new corporation which wns or-
ganized during the year should Inform
the collector of that fact, giving Its
exact corporate name, address, and
nature of Its business, so that It may
be plnced upon the list and be fur
nlshed the necessary blank forms.
Nearly all the cases of delinquency
occurring last year were the result of
Ignorance, Inadvertence, or neglect.
It Is hoped that future delinquency
may be avoided, and In order to effect
this result this circular Is Issued, and
collectors are instructed through the
press (without expense) or otherwise,
to give as wide publicity as practlc- -
place which hns not been named, will
nominate Congressmen and Presiden-
tial electors.
' At the close of the session the exec-itiv- e
committee tendered their resig
District Court.
Judge E. C. Abbott ilgned two or-
ders yesterday committing Emilia
Justus Alarid of Santa Fe, and Inez
Quintans of San Ildefonso, to the asy-
lum for the Insane at Lns Vegas. The
first petition wns presented by Jeter
J. Alarid and wns endorsed by Dr. R.
H. Miller. The second petition was
presented by Jose Qulntuna and was
endorsed by Dr. Knapp.
Paying for the Election.
A letter from Congressman George
Curry to Governor McDonald this
morning told of a measure by the
Congressman to make the unused
funds of the $100,000 appropriated for
the constitutional convention avail-
able e state. The balance is
something like $13,000. Governor
McDonald hns recommended that this
money, If made available, be expend-
ed In paying the cost of the slate elec-
tion many of the registration and
election officers being still unpaid.
J. B. McManus Qualifies.
..J B. McMnnus, former city clerk of
Albuquerque, and appointed superin-
tendent nf the state penitentiary a
short time ago by Governor W. C.
McDonald, this afternoon qualified for
the office before Judge R. H. Hanna,
of the State Supreme Court. His
oath and bond of $10,000 were filed
nation. A new executive committee
will bo named by the new chairman,
A. H. Hudspeth, who was not present
X ANOTHER MURDER.
X Joseph Williams, member of
X the hospital corps ot the U. S.
X army sanitarium at Fort Bay- -
X ard, was shot four times and
X fatally wounded by Private
X Keersh of the some corps. Will- -
X lams Is expected to breathe his
X last at any moment, The two
X men, It is said, had some words
X at breakfast after which
X Keersh, It is alleged, went off
X and secured a gun, and when
X he met Williams a short time
BUTTER IS DOWN TO
THIRTY-TW- CENTS.
Elgin, 111., Feb. 12 --Butter firm at
32 cents, same figures as last week.
Output, 025,000 pounds.
at the meeting. He was notified of
his election this morning and accept
ed the honor. He will be here short
5. 1909, relative to annual returns of
corporations, Joint stock companies,
associations, and Insurance companies.
Returns of annual net income for
the calendar year 1911 are required to
he made to collectors of Internal reve
nue on or before March 1, 1912. Pri-
marily', every corporation is subject to
this requirement except such as fall
speclflcnlly within the classes enum-
erated by the statute as exempt.
Corporations whose net Income does
not exceed $5,000, as well as those
whose net Income exceeds that amount
are required to make thlB return.
tinder subsection 8 of the act every
corporation that falls to die Its return
within the required time becomes lia-
ble to a Bpeclflc penalty of from $1,000
to $10,000.
ly and will spend most of his time In
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Santa Fe personally directing the af-
fairs of the party organization. The
meeting of the Central Committee at
Albuquerque yesterday was open to
the public and not behind closed doors
as first reported. The Belen and Cle-
vis delegations made a spirited fight '
for convention honors, Belen especial-
ly having sent a large delegation ot
boosters, but Clovis won.
SHOOTING AT DEMING X
PROVES TO BE KILLING. X
TJ, E. McDnnlel, who while X
he was Intoxicated, so It Is al- - X
leged, wns shot by Ills stepson X
Riley George, last week, iuc- - X
cumbed to his Injuries at the X
Demlng hospital. X
X Inter, deliberately shot him
X down. The military authorities
X promptly turned Keersh over
X to the sheriff! office and he
X was taken to Silver City where
X he was placed In Jnll to awnlt
X preliminary hearing.uble to the Instructions herein con-Failure to file the return In case a XXXXXXXXXXSXSXSxxxxxxsxxxxxxxxtax Is due subjects the company also talned.
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JUST LISTEN DECISION BY
SUPREME COURTSANTA FE WEEKLY MEXICAN REVIEW TO THIS!
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT INQ COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
The report ot the ciuiras uoparimrni ocnnning tne columns or tne uauy
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe New Mexican of tweuty-fiv- e years ago
Railway Company, for the six months one Is Impressed with the fact that
ending December 31, 1911, shows that there were d men and
there were 36 employes of the com-- ! women In those days; that aa far as
pany killed and 3,608 Injured, a de-- sentiment and ambitions are concern-creas-
of 10 killed and 447 Injured, ored, the Santa Fe of twenty-liv- years
a decrease of 28 per cent In the num- - ago was very much akin to the Santa
ber of employes killed, and 12 per Fe of today; that the Improvements
cent In the number Injured. ot today are but a continuation of the
"These figures," said J. D. M. Hamll- - Improvements started then. Even
ton, claims attorney for the Santa Fe, twenty-fiv- e years ago, there were
that there Is sweeping over a! workers who kept the Plata a spot
the country a wave of 'Get the Safety of beauty, who set out trees and kept
FRANK bTURGES,PAUL A, f .WALTER
Editor and President
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure-
Democratic Attorney Has
Nerve to Charge Elec-
tion Frauds
Vic President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
General Manager.
Syllabi of Four Opinions That
Were Handed Down
Early This Week
Entered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe Postoffice,
Habit.' Reports made to tne govern- - lawns green, who planted roses and
rate his place on the state corpora-
tion commission.
Supreme Court,
The state supreme court met this
afternoon to receive the report of the
state board of bar examiners. The
following were admitted to the prac-
tice of law In New Mexico on exam-
ination: urle L. Phillips. Raton;
Dudley S. Darrln, Solano; A. Paul
Siegel, Nana Visa; O. T. Black, Ros-
well; Dean Sherry, Alamogordo. J.
D. Atwood of Artesia was admitted
yesterday, but did not sign the roll
until this afternoon.' Two applicants
who came late were given the exam-
ination and will, If they pass, be ad-
mitted to the bar ai the March ses-
sion of the court
The names of the following appl-
icants were stricken from the flies of
the state board of bar examiners be-
cause they failed to appear for exam-
ination: J. Simpson Morgan, L. C.
Van Hecke, O. D. Williams, O. Hud-
son, Coe Howard and Taylor
Only three applicants who ap-
peared failed to pass the examina-
tion. The court adjourned to March 4
Lands Restored 'o Entry.
The general land office naa restored
Dally, six months, by mall $2.50
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier t .28
Dally, per month, by carrier 75
Dally, oer month, by mall 66
ment and slate authorities show mat took unselfish delight in addingWeekly, six months 1.(0
WILLIA1VIS AND ARMIJO DNTR1P
Well Received by Governor
Stubbs of Kansas and
Other Officials.
CASES OF JOE INTEREST
State Tribunal Is Rapidly Dis-
posing ofBusiness ai It
Carries Up.
Weekly, per year , 1.00 there is a material
reduction In the touch of civic beauty here and there,
number et accidents, not only on rail- - Even then, as at this time, the call
roads, but ir. factorlea and other in-- went out to plnnt more trees, to put In
.SODally, per year, by mall 7.00 Weekly, per quarter.
dustries in which machinery Is used, more lawns and flower beds, to add toOFFICIAL PAPER OF 8ANTA FE COUNTY.
The vigilance of employers, as well as property values by keeping the town
of employes; the character of the era- - clean and sanitary. Twenty-fiv- e years Chairman Hugh H. Williams anduloves. and the g ot ma- - ago, It was thought that the bote!
The New Mexican li the oldest news paper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every poatoffloe In the Territory, and has large and (rowing circulation
among the InteJ'Uent end progressive people ot the Southwest Clerk George W. Armljo of the corchlnery and appliances, have worked problem was solved for good by the
together to bring about this change ot erection ot the Palace hotel, then re-
conditions. ' girded as the finest hostelry In the en- -
poration commission, have left Tope-
ka, Kansas, for Oklahoma City, going
via Kansas City. Armljo conveyed
the greetings ot Governor McDonald
The following opinions were handed
down by the New Mexico Supreme
Court on Tuesday:
Ross vs, Berry.
Case No. 1418, Peter Ross, Jr., ap-
pellant, vs. Patrick Berry, Jr appel-le-
appeal from the district court ot
the Fourth Judicial District, county ot
Colfax, affirmed. Opinion by Frank
"At least .75 per cent of the accidents tire southwest The hotel was erect-t-
labor Is chargeable to carelessness, ed by local subscriptions and by local
The average man having to do with capital which eventually lost heavily to Governor Stubbs and presented
Governor McDonald's letter which
A RAW DEAL. proved very valuable, for the Kansas
the operation of a train Is the personl- - on the venture. Santa Fe people
flcntlcn of carefulness In the protec- - hove always been remarkably liberal,
(Ion ct passengers, but too often be d and have spent sums
Elves no heed to bis own safety. It that In the aggregate run Into the
to entry the lands withdrawn underCongress has given San Diego a
and shabby? Is It not true that M notion
worship has made us disregard-fu- l
of the purely human attributes
that God Intended for the promotion
oi fraternity and . friendship? Can
raw deal In the exposition matter.
Blatant, blustering, bragging San !1 Ji''SS. of the twenty-fiv- e mile, north ot Lord.burg. ! Pt Justice C. J. Robert,, who did notexperience procedure Kan-was with the view of Injecting Into hundred thousand, to secure commer-th-
mental caliber of the railroad man clal and Industrial advantages which participate. D. J. Leahy, DistrictGrant county.aas corporation commission. WllFrancisco, scarlet with vice, by
sheer brute force ot numbers and liamB and Armljo, Incidentally, are
boosting for New Mexico at every op. A Warning Against Wet Feet.Wet and chilled feet usually affect
Judge, sat as a Justice. The Syllabus
ln the case reads:
1. The refusal of the court to
strike out a second amended com-
plaint, filed without leave, cures the
portunity,
anyone deny that In our very public
school the temple of democracy
the age of discretion means the age
of distinction along the lines of cir-
cumstance? May It be honestly claim-
ed that the poor, shabby boy or gir-l-
a more efficient degree oi personal uuen muea to materialize. &ven
safety that the Santa Fe Inaugurated then the city was crowded with 350 to
the 'Safety Habit' campaign six 500 tourists a day who had heard
months ago. The results to date are through publicity of the city's won- -
most satisfactory, and we expect to ders and the grandeur and beauty of
make a better showing In the next Its surroundings. All this teaches
the mucous membrane ot the nose,Governor Home Again.
returned I tnroat and lune"" and Ia Plppe, bron--Governor McDonald has
from Albuquerque. While In the Duke
City he Is reported to have expressedsix months.
that until Santa Fe has a Carnegie, or
cnuis or pneumonia may result.
Watch carefully, particularly the
children, and for tbe racking stubWe also hope to Interest the gen- - some other man of wealth and energy
beyond the age ot ten Is received
Into goodly fellowship without
thought or reference to their clothes
wealth, Is seeking to crush the ambi-
tion ot Sun- Diego to bold an exposi-
tion In 1915 to celebrate 'be opening
of the Panama Canal. The South-
west should stand loyally by San Di-
ego and help that brave little city to
make as fine a showing as enterprise
and determination can get together.
The Insult to San Diego la an Insult
to the Southwest; the victory ot San
Diego will be a triumph for South-
ern California, New Mexico and Ari-
zona, San Diego is typical of this
himself against permitting the Johnera! public in our 'Safety Habit' work, and dreams, to endow it, to build for
People gathering at depots where It great industries, the community
born coughs giv Foley's Koney lb.
Tar Compound. It soothes the Inprize fight
to take place In
New Mexico although he is not against
irregularity of filing the same without
leave.
II. A variance between the com-
plaint and affidavit In replevin, as to
the character tn which the plaintiff
sues, is no ground for striking out
the complaint.
III. The suffix "Jr." of "Sr." are
no part of a man's name and, except
In a few instances, may be disregard
there are moving trains should keep must seek growth and development flamed membranes, and heals the
and general condition? Or that the
poor, shabby man has the same
chance In the world as the prosper In mind tbat care should be exercised along the lines of least resistance, boxing
and legitimate sports,
New Messenger. cough quickly. Take no substituteFor sale by all druggist-- . .ous and son of wealth?" all the time. It Is dangerous to rush and Instead of chasing phantoms
to the edge of a platform when a rap- - must take an Inventory of its real
idly moving train comes In. It is not Imaginary resources, and must
E. L. Hardy has been appointed
messenger of the Federal Weather
Bureau, today succeeding J. C. Feld-ma-
who had been temporary mes
MURDER LU'T A8 ITgreat, portion of the
United States. The San Diego expo dangerous to board a moving train or
seek to develop the country round ed.AFFECTS NEW MEXICO,SANTA FE GETS ALONG ONLITTLE.
The City of Roswell lust had
IV. A plea ln abatement Is waivedsition, as it had been planned, would alight from one, yet this is done dally, about rather than spend money to
nctwltbstandlng the efforts of train line the pockets of outside promoters
men to enforce the rules. We hope to who promise Industries and Invest- -
by a subsequent answer to the merits.senger.Want to Do Business Here.not have encroached on San Francis Official List of Killings Shows Eightthorough audit ot Its books, such as Ico's show, but the force of clreum- The Merchants' Life Association of Homicides Since Territory Be-
came a State- -stances will now enable San Diego to Burlington, Iowa, an assessment com
pany, yesterday applied to Superincrowd the bully on the Golden Gate,
every municipality, county or state ;uterest school teachers In this move- - ments that are not adapted to the lo- -
ought to have at regular Intervals, ment, having them set aside a few ca! conditions.
The report, which Is a very compre- - minutes every day for the purpose of
henslve one, was published In the helping pupils 'Get the Safety Habit.' Up to a few years ago, the Bureau
daily naDers. lust aa official finan. "More people are killed annually ot Immigration had its headouarters
Six persons were deliberately murand the beautiful city on the border tendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves
of Mexico, where the enterprise of the
V. No demand is necessary ln an
action of replevin, where the defend-
ant claims title and right to posses-
sion as an Incident thereto In himself.
VI. Tbe finding of tact ln this case
held to support the conclusions ot law
and the Judgment.
Zederman vs. Thomson,
Case No. 1432, L. M. Zederman, ap
for admission to establish their busi dered in New Mexico last month.
Statistics show that one out of every
10,000 population in the United Sta-
tes met death at the hands of an as- -
cial reports ought to be published while picnicking, hunting, swimming, at Santa Fe. For the convenience of ness
In New Mexico.
Notaries Public Appointed,
everywhere. Rnsnwll althnneh it JJ naing, etc., man are Kiueu in the secretary, an Albuaueraue news. Tbe following were this morning
collects no saloon licenses, last year T8llroa1 accidents, and if the 'Safety paperman, the headquarters were appointed notaries public by Governor sassln, but in New Mexico the rateHabit' were taught to children in tne moved to the Duke City. Santa Fecollected 1119,199.87, or about six W. C, McDonald : Abran Barela, Las lis more than twice the average of the pellant, vs. R. J. Thomson, appellee.
North has Joined with the gentler
graces ot the South, will ultimately
stand forth as the Queen of the Paci-
fic. There Is courage and resolution
In the following words of President
D. C. Collier of the San Diego Exposi-
tion uttered today at Washington,
D. C:
"The war la on. San Diego ac-
cepts the challenge ot San Francisco.
times the income of Santa Fe. It is schools, the casualty list of the next did not screech or protest and Mr.
generation would be greatly reduced. Henlng is proving a corking good sec- - Vegas, San Miguel county; Lawrence rest of the country. There Is muchE. Hanlon, Wlllard, Torrance county; talk of the hazardous trades in whichtrue, (32,000 of that came from the During the last six months of 1911 on- - retary. But the fact remains thatmunicipal water plant, but neverthe C E. Lowder, Albuquerque; Bernalillo some men must engage in order toly two passengers were killed on the hundreds of people come to the capl- -less, direct tax collections brought
In more than (54,000 or about six
county; Robert Smyth, Roswell, Cha- - make a living, but homicide snuffs
ves county. out the lives of twice the number of
appeal from the district court of Quay
county, Judgment of the lower court
reversed and the cause remanded with
instructions to enter Judgment ln fa-
vor of the plaintiff. Opinion by Chief
Justice C. J. Roberts, all Judges con-
curring. The syllabUB in the case
reads:
Santa Fe, proper, covering fi.uoo miles tal each month expecting to find the
of lines. One of these was a circus bureau here, as It is most natural that
man who went to sleep on top of a (UCh a bureau should be at the statetimes what Santa Fe collects from Treasurer's Receipts. persons as are killed in all the Indus- -An unholy alliance has sought to de-
stroy the San Diego exposition. For that source. Occupation licenses The following sums of money were tries.rar fall r1t arA hrnlra hla nwk ThA ..li.l . .. n .. ... -
many months I have seen that the ; mo than f.0. j court Luroad company was not responsible itutUm provides that state officials received yesterday in the office or jn jew Mexico the answer 1bthe state treasurer,' O. N. Marron: . 'booze" and "immorality" In fourlimitations ot the agreement with TU(Vvw, 0 """"" ror tne accident, me otner case was hm,M raiA at th nanitai i ia
1500; auto licenses $240; sprinkling Solomon Luna- - treasurer of Valenciaone ln wnlch the paB8enger wa, shot time therefore that the bureau after of ,ne ,1Xi quor va tn) flr8t cau8(S
lux uiuiuai fii,uuu, auu .ewer rees Dy a craiy man. These, with the 36 having been loaned to Albuquerque'"""11'' J' u' I""u """. but immorality, alias sexual vice,over (3,000. It must be remembered cinn nTM Hi ed. make a Mania. kA . ,. k
..,.'
i nlulw r.mM n nVflr - hand.
that Roswell Is about the size of San
San Francisco which we considered
binding on us, serlous.y Jeopardised
the success- ot our exposition. Tbe
shackles are now stricken off and our
hands are tree, and we will build an
exposition of which the whole Unit-
ed States will be proud. They have
railroad fatality list of 38. In the ed t0 the place where It belongs, and SoIomon Banchef; ll" 0tV maiden. The fact that most of thetnwni nlnnir tho HontB Po In thttt ton. , v ,l i.. .. - lupe COUnty, li12.ll; ChriS Ratttiel, deaths cauBed
1. The transfer of a promissory
note, containing an agreement that the
chattel for the price of which (he note
is given, Is to. remain the property of
the payee, until payment of the prin-
cipal and interest named ln tne note,
transfers the security as an Incident
to the note, end upon default ln the
payment of the note, suit can be
maintained by the transferee for the
were by gunshotta Fe and a much younger town, andtherefore has much less vested pro treasurer of Luna county, $209.53;rltory, during the same period, accord- - yve work under the direct supervision wounds has little bearing on the case
in to the newsnaDer renorts. 3.376 v,iv,i ti,. nhw Thomas P. Gable, game and fish war-- 1 , , , ,k ,perty. It Is evident that elsewhere,
people are willing to tax themselves people met violent deaths in accidents o( commerce Initlated'a proper move-'de- account of 8amf) protectlon Live and red light district carry armsfor the sake of having s e, occurring off the railroad right ot ment when It appointed a committee 14' of one kind or another. The appallingDistrlct Court.modern, progressive, decent town. way. The public, therefore, will read!- - t0 take up this matter with the state fact is that no man's life Is safe and recovery of the property.Judge E. C. Abbott of the First July see tbat the 'safety Hanit' move- - authorities,
ment ought not to be confined to rail-- !
that death from violence comes with
mathematical certainty to a certaindicial District has ordered the clerk
II. In replevin, it Is not necessary
to prove the value of the propertyThe right reason.
deprived us of an official invitation
to Latin America but have thereby
given up th wide world as a field.
We are relieved ot all obligations,
and the way is no Mear tor us to
assemble from every country on the
globe, such exhibits as will be essen-
tial to en exposition absolutely
unique In history. Ever since my ar-
rival In Washington I have realized
of the district to give ten flays no- -ThA TT O m.talt.l'i nfllna ( a am proportion ot all people, as Is shownroad circles, but should be encouragedby society In general as an lnstru- - sought to be recovered where theThe El Paso Herald complains that much a part ot the federal court llce 01 me """""' U,B '""",."" by statistics. It Is Just twice aa ha'If the quit plaintiff is in posresston ot tbe prop-
erty at the time of the trial, and doeszardous to step up to the bar for afoeraay'ear Two Pa" " PreBerVatlD f hum8r . he clerk and erhe Judge. as thegrandandpet.tjur.es The
will
vumg
entirelyl recoverVZZ EE n soe. without saying therefore, that If " to take place February 19 at drink as to work in the coal mines.the court shifts it headouarters five the county court house In the pres- Although the mounted police officedepression and take a fresh start Many wonder why the entire nation nmr. . VMr th mriinr, ntnea ence of three reputable witnesses. of the state Is handicapped by lacklistens when William Jennings Bryan should too. How convenient, for in- - The drawing will be publ'e trom-From this distance, it looks, aa If ElPaso has not only the Mexican revo of a sufficient force yet arrests havespeaks. It seems like granting him stance. if a Chink caught at Roswell. box containing the names of qualified followed nearly every discovery ofan exaggerated importance to heed , ,ept there awaiting deportation un- - talesmen selected this week by the violence. A very Interesting record
not seek to recover damages.
III. The payee ot a conditional sale
note or contract Is not required to
allege and prove a return or tender
ot the note or contract before suit can
bo maintained for the recovery of the
property.
Territory vs. Harrington.
Case No.' 1439, the Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. J. L. Harrington,
lution to blame for depression, but
the wide-ope- policy which Is making
the Pass City Infamous. The money
the possibility of tbe defeat of our
resolution and have been working
along a dozen lines, to secure things
essential to our success. I have not
hesitated in saying that when I re-
turn to San Diego I will be able to
announce plans tor the exposition
which will Justify us In redoubling
tne voice or one Drunant man more tn the marshal's office moves around Jury commlBBlon. There will be
than the voice of another Just as bril- - t0 him in Its annual peregrinations, twenty-seve- granu Jurors and thirty-
spent at the races. In the Red Light,
of all the homicides committed ln tbe
state was begun by Captain Fred
Fornoff when New Mexico became a
atate. A glance at Its pages shows
nam, mougn pernapa more ouscure. just ag the federal court will move up bIx petit Jurors selected.
... auu me necrei nes m puunuuj. nmuo.- - to litigants or wrongdoers, once Incorporation.
puui nans, is an money ianen out ot era man has attained tne eminence oi year jn ts perambulations. Great The Ravado Colonization Companyour efforts. In the last few years we that the first murder of the month ocregular iraae channels. There was a a Kooseveit or a Bryan, every news- - BCheme this nemetual motion idea. 'of nenvcr. Colorado vesterdav filed appeallant, appeal from tbe districthave laid the foundation of a truly pr.per, every press agency, is anxious Tle mountain visiting Mahomet would their charter with the state cornora- - curred on that day, the sixth. Therecord up to date follows: January 6, court for McKlnley county, beforegreat city because of the unity of
time, about a decade ago, when El
Paso ln a moral spaBm, banished all
of these things, end despite the pre
10 quoie mm. jane away irom d.jbii ho ecllDsed as a historic figure of Tho onmnanv Ira A. Abbott, affirmed. Opinion bysentiment within. Out of my heart, of Alex Knapp, city policeman, killed atine means oi puuncuy anu ne wuum gpeech,hearts I say that our defeat If It be Albuquerque, gunshot, cause drunkenwhich does a general real estate, In-
vestment and securities business,soon be forgotten.. It Is a homely lesdiction of the shorts that the City
would go to the dogs, the bank de ness. Theodore Gouler, under arrest.The Gate City is gnef stricken and wishes to establish a New Mexico of-son, but it can be applied even tobusiness and to local conditions. Pub- - January 12, Daniel Nunes, Albuquerposits in a few weeks showed an In will not be comforted. Tbe Raton flee at Springer, Colfax county. The que, blow on skull, liquor and gamo
considered a defeat Is ne of the vic-
torious kind which leads on to cer-
tain triumph In the end. San Diego
Ir known today from ocean to ocean
because she dared to aspire because
she dared to fight Before the expo
Range recalls that Raton was Con- - capital of the concern is given atliclty nowadays Is the secret
ot suc-
cess. In trade, In politics, tbe sue- - ling, A. Rieordate under arrest,gressman Curry's first love, that there $250,000, $9,300 of which has been
Richard H. Hanna, all Judges concur-
ring. The syllabus ot the case is as
follows:
I. A count of an Indictment Is not
double which charges several differ-
ent acts, set forth in a section ot the
statute, as constituting an offence pro-
vided such acts are not repugnant
II. The district court baB Jurisdic-
tion ln larceny cases, even though the
original taking occurred within an In
crease of a million dollars, business
flourished and the City experienced
for the time being the greatest boom
In Its history. In other words, for
lhA aa nt Date unknown, Adolto Garcia,
near Elepant Butte, Socorro, "'" .
" he gave the first exhibition of those Daid un. The capital stock Is divided
county, blow on skull, liquor, Emilloon"that emlnent that took hlm trTMo 2'500 Bharea vaIued at 00 8ard his isiL a . iTJnr!!' TamPa to Manlla. that Ianded m share at par. The names of the ra- -.every condition, there is a reason,sition is over she will be knownthroughout the world as the bravest
city of anything like her size that
de la O under arrest. January 20, Luisbut one should be careful to assign corporators are, A. G. Hagadorn,- - governor's chairs galore, and finallyBut no matter how good his story, un- - . .,, ,,. Chaves, Polvadera, Socorro county.the right reason,ever tackleu a big undertaking." domestic troubles, gunshot, Cayetanoless It be told, It is like the seed that fnmCurry om,u R(lton tne ,ut of
D. Hagadorn and F. J. Hagadorn.
O. L. Owen Contest. dian reservation, where the cattleGarcia, under arrest. January 23,uaa luueu uu n.iitu giuuuu. ,.
.,h or. hnnao ni were driven from the reservation IntoMen and women will get what Euria Chaves, (female), Cubero, VaTHE WRONG IDEAL. The hearing of the arguments be-
fore. Judge E. C. Abbott, of the disshelter the federal court in rotation,they desire, and as civilization ad- lencia county, gunshot. Jealousy, Mrs the Jurisdiction of the district court,
so long as the felonious Intent contiThe suggestion that the fiftieth
an-- 0 course paton. unlike Santa Fe,Every American boy Is told that
some day he might be President, or trict court, on the motion In the quo Nlcanor Chaves Sanchez under arrest.vances, the methods of getting what
they want multiply and are more and nued.nlversary
of the Battle of Glorleta
be properly observed Is a timely one. warranto proceedings
of O. L. Owen
might be worth a million dollars.
did not give Congressman Curry a
majority on election day, but a man's
first love deserves some consideration.
January 23, Pedro Sanchez, Cold
Springs, strangulation, robbery, no III. The brand law does not requireof Clovls, versus George H, Van Stonemore easily available. Lasting re" The legislature will be In- session at
that (ImB an1 will nrnhnhlv ho tn ttform, therefore, will make It Its chief ot Estancia, will probably be complet arrest reported. Two murders have that ownership must be proven by thebrand alone, but ownership may beed today. Judge Abbott is expected been reported so far this month soflm. b05" and glrl 10 deslre mood to take a holiday and visit the
which Is good for them and for htii.nirt. Th further suestion that It is quite evident that the aver
That Is good as far as it goes, but
It leaves the wrong Ideal uiless it
Is amplified by parent and tevher.
The ambition to be president, or to
attain great wealth li a good one,
but If It imbues every boy with the
Idea that he must be a professional
to act on the matter Immediately, and
if he decides ln favor of the relator,
Twenty-fiv- e years ago, the late An-
tonio Joseph, then a delegate ln
without a vote and a Democrat
the community, and to control their that the battlefield be made a park age of ninety tor the year will be
maintained, to which must be addedO. L. Owen, Information against Mr.desire. If that desire can not be de at that, secured for Santa Fe an Iniand a playground has been advanced
before this, and the State shouldstroyed altogether, for those things tial appropriation of $52,000 for the at least ten for persons who myste-
riously disappear and murders thatwhich are not good for them and thepolitician, or a money grabbef whose heed It. It Is to be regretted that
thus far, outside of the Santa Fecommunity. AH other efforts at re are never reported.
proven by flesh marks or other prop-
er evidence, as If no brand law exist-
ed.
IV. Statements made ln the pre-
sence of a defendant of sufficient Im-
portance to call for affirmance or de-
nial, may be presumed to have been
acquiesced ln by him by virtue of his
silence.
V. If counsel fall to ask for Ins-
truction which they think should be
given, the failure of such' court to
beautiful federal building at the head
ot Lincoln avenue. Congressman
Curry might rehabilitate himself in
the graces of Santa Fe people by se
Van Stone will be filed Immediately
and the case brought to speedy trial.
In hlB argument yesterday, Nell B.
Field, attorney for Mr, Van Stohe on
the motion to discharge the rule, as-
serted tbat Mr. Van Stone contended
that Mr. Owen was elected a state
form can bring about no lasting re-
sults, ln other words to stop the
Trail monument ot the Daughters of
the American Revolution, no other This Is the Season of the year when
chief aim In life is to land ln some
public office, or to accumulate wealth,
it Is detrimental. Not every boy Is
fitted, either by temperament, char-
acter or attainments for the Presid-
ency, or for office holding, or to be a
enormous loss by fires, only fireproof 8haft mai.kB the spot where was motherB feel very much concernedcuring an adequate appropriation for
a postoffice building at the Capital. Hestubborn and the over the frequent colds contracteduuiiuiues Biiuuiu consiruciea. how-ever- ,that does not say that If a build fought the
most
bloodiest battle commissioner, but that fie, himself,knows conditions here and knowsln the Southwest by their children, and have abundant
durlna- the Civil War. Beine on the that a postoffice building Is a great, was also lawfully elected. He gave
as the basis of his contention that
ing Is ablaze that no effort should be
made to extinguish the flames, or If give such Instructions cannot be tak--
nnancier, and yet, every boy has it
drummed Into him that the greatest
reason for It as every cold weakens
the lungs, lowers the vitality andhistoric Santa Fe trail and along the and "t merely an imaginary need, in en advantage of on appeal.there had been election frauds perpeaim m life is to aspire to the Presid- paves the way for the more seriousSanta Fe Railway right of way, the M" communitya community is rotten with vice, thatefforts to root out the evil or to re-- trated In various counties mentioning diseases that so often follow. Chamvuv, uespue ine tact that only one battlefield Is not only pleasantly but Socorro and Valencia counties as exduce It to a minimum should not be
pushed with vigor.
berlaln's Cough Remedy Is famous for
its cures, and Is pleasant and safe to
boy in ten million can possibly at-
tain it, or to be a millionaire, a pin-
also conveniently located for a state
or a national park. amples. In the two counties mention,
The RoBwell Morning News, which
walls because Judge W, H. Pope did
not decide cases as swiftly as some ed, Mr. Field said, when the frauds take. For sale by all dealers.
were uncovered, Commissioners
uaue mai is tar interior to many
others. A boy who can grow the
finest ear of corn, has attained Just
Sawmill Co. vs. Lumber Co.
Case No. 1455, Orange Saw Mill Co.,
appellant, vb. C&rmlchael Lumber oo,,
appellee, appeal from the district court
of Chaves county, the court excludes
proffered testimony and the Judgment
Is affirmed. Opinion by Chief Justice
C. J. Roberts, all Judges concurring.
The syllabus of the case reads:
Held that plaintiff, having failed to
The New Mexican believes that Will Robinson over Roswell way, of the favorite lawyers of the News
wished but did not work for, now ad Groves and Williams would be unpartisanship should be cut out of the Jumps roughshod on the edtlor of the
municipal election less than two New Mexican accusing him of being
seated. The attorney further stated
tbat in nine precincts in Valencia he
as nign a place in the world as the
boy who some day Is elected presid months hence. Santa Fe faces not a biased In favor of President Taft be- - had Information that over 600 votes
vocates a perambulating federal court
that would pack its duds every two
months and go on a trip and thus be
the cause of vexatious delays year In
and year out. One would expect a
little consistency from a newspaper
PIERPONT HA $100,000
IN ART TREASURE8.
Proposes to Bring His Splendid Lon-
don Collection to New
York City.
New York, N. Y., Feb. 12. The re
were canvassed fraudulently tbat badpunucai, dui a material problem, aproblem of business and Industrial
ent, or who can control Wall Street.
As far as usefulness to the world Is
concerned, an Edison Is of greater never been cast. H. D. Terrell,
cause the latter is keeping the afore-
said editor in office as postmaster ot
Santa Fe. Two postmasters have
come and gone, and a third has been
on the Job tor over a year, since the
deliver a copy of the account, properly
demanded under of 09 of
Sec. 2G85, C. L. 1897, and the defend
prosperity, a problem ln which the
businessmen and tax payers, ln factservice to humanity than was Andrew
counsel for the relator, contend-
ed that leave to file Information
every man, woman and child Is vitJackson or than Is the average millionalre.
that acts as spokesman for the Dem-
ocratic party.ally Interested. There will be enough
ant having interposed objeotlon, evid-
ence of the account was properlyaforesaid editor voluntarily resigned
cent announcement that J. Plerpont
Morgan would bring a portion of hiswhooping her up politically this fall, the postmastershlp to engage In more
It is because the wrong Ideals are
Inculcated that the following from the With silver at sixty and copper atduring the presidential election. If congenial work than being a footmat
santa Fe wants to get ahead. Its
art collection from London to New
York, has led to the discovery that
the financier has invested a sum es-
timated at more than $100,000,000 In
against Mr. Van Stone should be
granted as a matter of rTght, law
and Justice,
Owen Wins First Round.
The argument in the O. L. Owen
quo warranto proceeding ln the dis-
trict court before Judge E. C. Abbott
was closed this morning. The princi-
pal grounds of motion filed by Attor-
neys Field, Wilson and Cleveland on
ousmessmen snouid get together to
The Sound Sleep or uood Health,
la not for those suffering from kid-
ney ailments and Irregularities. The
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
discuss the municipal election, act
In unison, casting aside partisan strife
fourteen cents, there should be an ev-
en greater Increase ln the production
of those two metals ln New Mexico
than was recorded the past few
months. If these values are maintain-
ed, 1912 will eclipse all former annual
records as far as the production ot
art treasures. Mr. Morgan's London
Kocny Mountain News is true:
"And yet, getting right down to It,
what is there ln the average life but
love, friendship and succesB? The
great souls have triumphed over
opposition and poverty, but
they have been few and far betweea
and nearly all of them had success
for the dear public. Robinson must
lay the New Mexican's partiality for
Taft to no other cause than that Taft
has made good, and that It Is the
New Mexican's sincere belief that tbe
nation will be best off if It makes no
change in the Presidency for another
four years.
and personal Jealousies for the sake collections are estimated at more
than $20,000,000 value. His New Yorkof tbe common good. dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
and strengthen Bore, weak and ailing
kidneys, restore the normal action.tbe behalf of their client, George H
art treasures are valued fully twice
as high.those two metals is concerned.As the New Mexican had predicted. Van Stone, tbe defendant ln the pro and with It health and strength. Mrs.
'alntlngs and art objects loaned todisgust Is followed by remorse, and ceedlng, was overruled. The formalIn their common desire to rob San M. F. Spalsbury, Sterling, II)., says.the Albuquerque Journal now savs: wi"ia,n Jennings Bryan is not Im- - "I suffered great pain In my back
"The Booster who boosts bis town DreBei wlth the sincerity of his D"-
Bignlng of the decision will take place museums swell the estimated fund by
at the county court house this after-- , $1,000,000 while an equal sum, It Is
noon. Judge H. D. Terrell, attorney believed, Is no taenxdA ttJlSHBD
ta Fe of the federal court, the Albu-
querque Morning Journal and the Ros-we-
Mnrninff News have klsned and
and kidneys, could not sleep at night.
memories mat burned.
But you and I, and all the rest of us
who hnve no chance to win the pin-
nacles of the world, are tremendously
dependent upon the help and liking
of our fellows.
"And do we get it when wj are poor
and- could not raise my bands over
my head. But two bottles of Foley
Kidney Pills cured me." For sale by
all druggists,
by knocking the rest of the state mocratlc brethren H Congress. Ho
reminds one of the man who sawed rather thinks they are un ler the
off the limb between himself and thel'humb of the money power. He cer-tree-
ought to know.jtainly
made up and are again lying In each fcr the relator will now file Informa- - believed, is not an excessive estimate
other's arms. You can never take t'0" against Mr, Van Stone to compel of the value of art objects he has e
newspapers seriously, htm to answer why he should not vp.-- , en away.
I situation of the man or men who do
It? Will he or they have any right to! Politics and Politicians
turned to his home in Prescott and the Sunday closing law, the saloon
will not return to Phoenix until the men should take a hint and prevent
time arrives for the Judges to take trouble. As long as the saloons com-th- e
oath of office. ply with the law, there will be little
From the present status of the against them. In almost
nolntment lt Is certain that one or the every case where a fight has been
other of the trio of Judges will have started against saloons, the saloon
3 ThePower
behind
men have brought It upon themselves
by their disregard of the rights of
the dough
tkhr
Eddy County Republicans.
The Eddy county Republican con-
vention will meet at Carlsbad on Feb-
ruary 17, to elect five delegates to
the state convention on March 8 at
Santa Fe.
A Wise Guy.
We are sometimes admonished to
"take the bull by the horns," but our
acquamiance wun ira nun lamuy pre -
chides any possibility of finding a sin
gle member who will stand for It
Cimarron News,
Fascinating Troubles.
The village campaign has started,
three or four already want to run for
mayor and by the time things begin to
warm up there will probably be a doz-
en candidates. The troubles of the
position seem to be fascinating. Col-
fax County Stockman.
Legislative Contest.
Hon. Remljlo Loiez, representative-elec- t
of Mora county, left Tuesday
for Las Vegas and other points to file
an answer to the contest which has
been commenced against him by Mar- -
The power behind the dough must be quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and wholesome. K C Balling Powder is the scientific com- -)..'....... ni fi t .1 ..
V of good housewives know that
V nr ..... ..L - .,.
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pore under all pure food
,
laws. Your grocer will return
.not pleased. It will solve
How lo get thecellno Martinez, defeated Republican central committees of the various
for the same office. Span- - Htical organizations of the town, and Tte KC Coot's Boot, eontaininx tested,
easily-mad- e recifies. sent frtt utton
receipt of the colored certificate packed in the 5 cent
, can.
Mfg.
slate may give a Democratic majority
in the November election.
"It's a sure thing that If the Repub
lican party nominates a conservative
candidate for President, New Mexi-
co will go Democratic," said Mr. Fer-
gusson, at the New Ebbitt.
That is," he added, "If the Demo
crats name a progressive. There nev
er was a state came Into the Union
that Is more progressive than New
Mexico. The people are for progres-
sive policies, and they will support a
progressive candidate for President.
"Until very recently the majority of
New Mexico Democrats have been
ardent supporters of Woodrow Wilson,
Hut in the last few weeks the former
Princeton president may have lost
some ground. Personally, I think the
Watterson incident has strengthened
him. If Wilson should not be the the sessions of the first state legisla-choic- e
of New Mexico, I think It a ture. By reading the dire forebodings
sure thing that the delegation will be! of these papers a stranger within our
for Champ Clark, and it is not lmprob- - gates could hardly resist the conclu-abl- e
that the delegates will give him sion that the sole) purpose of the ir
vote on the first ballot. There publican majority In the legislature Is
i a very strong Clark sentiment going to be to embarrass Governor
throughout the state. It Is my belief McDonald In every way possible in
that If Wilson is not nominated on his patriotic efforts to promote the
the first or second ballot at Baltl- - welfare and glorify the name of our
more, he will never be chosen and (new state In fact, that certain black
then. 1 think, Speaker Clark stands and mysterious plots are already
Drnhthl.tlnnlRtB A lA AoarflSBlVft,
The temperance people of the state
are setting ready to open headquar- -
- ters at Santa Fe and be on hand,
thoroughly organized for business
when the legislature meets. Their ef-
forts to get some legislation favor-
able to their cause will be watched
with great interest by people through-
out the state. Colfax County Stock-
man.
New Mexico Has Three 8eptuagen-arla- n
Candidates.
People never get too old to ran for
the Senate, end the sachems who
think the wise thunks and grow old
in that Bacred Institution, never k.iow
tow to quit. Senator Cullom 0!
who is eighty-thre- e xars old. Is
out with a statement this .veek telling
why he should be returned to tne up- -
per branch of Congress.-McKin- ley
County Republican j
Democrat! squaooie uver n.
pervlsors. '
The board of county commissioner
of Sierra county confirmed the ap-
pointment of Juan Analla, named by
Onmmlnaloner Bolorauez. and Sele- -
don Chaves, named by Commissioner
Neal Sullivan for road supervisors but
turned down the name of Francisco
Apodaca chosen by Commissioner V.
O Trujillo, appointing Leandro
a Democrat, In his seat.
In the Hands of Her Friends.
Congressman Curry has Introduced
a bill providing for the creation of a
land office at Socorro and Congress-
man Fergusson has introduced one
for the creation of one at Farmington,
both localities being in the Santa
Fe Land District Mr. Curry has also
introduced a bill providing for the
holding of sessions of the federal
court at other towns In th e state
other than Santa Fe. Artesia hereby
makes application for the state capi-
tal one halt the time. Pecos Valley
News.
City Books Audited.
Showing a saving of approximated
410,000, despite the fact that the tax
mlllage was reduced from 22 to 20
mills, Auditor Gessert, who was em
ployed recently by the city council to
make an audit of the city books since
April 18, 1910, tendered his report to
the city council at Its regular monthly
meeting. The report was received
and filed and the auditor voted com-
pensation for bis work. Roswell
Dally Record.
Mayor Young Declines.
Mayor Young avers he will not al-
low the use of his name as a mayor-
alty candidate and his friends be-
lieve he means lt. Mayor Young's
friends declare he must again take
the office and finish up the work he
has now so well under headway. How
ever, Mayor Young says that citizen-
ship does not demand further sacrl-'fle- e
from one who has already dis-
charged
'
his entire duty as a citizen
and as mayor, and he declines to take
the view his friends entertain. Rio
Orande Republican.
sneer at Andrews? It Is but one step
from actual tampering to taking ad-
vantage of the tampering work of oth-
ers." Silver City Enterprise.
,
School Teachers and Judgeships,
Two of the present district Judges
In New Mexico, elected on the 7th of
last November, taught school In
Springer when they first landed in
New Mexico In the 90's from their
homes In the Hast.
They are District Judge T. D. Lelb,
of Raton, Judge of the eighth district
which comprises the counties of Col- -
rnx, Union, Quay and Taos, and Dls
trict Judge D, J. Leahy, of Las Vegas,
Judge of the fourth district which In-
cludes the counties of San Miguel,
Mora and Guadalupe,
David J. Leahy came to Springer
from his home In Indiana end was
given the princlpalshlp of the Spring-
er public schools, a position he held
for two or three terms with much
credit to the schools as well as to him
self, afterwards going to Raton,
where he entered the law office of
his brother, Jeremiah Leahy. He
served one term as superintendent of
schools of Colfax county, When the
Spanish-America- n war broke out In
1898 he enlisted as a Rough Rider,
and was brevlted a captain. He has,
up to the advent of statehood, served
the territory as U. S. district attorney.
In those days Dave could run faster,
Jump farther and play a better game
of blllards and pool than most of the
boys arounu, but no doubt the dignity
0! the court has cut this out now.
Judge Lelb came to Springer from
eastern Kansas a few years later than
Judge Leahy, and at once assumed
the princlpalshlp of the Springer pub-
lic schools. He too was very success-
ful. Before coming here he had stud-le- d
law, and from here he went to
Raton, where he was soon afterwards
admitted to the New Mexico bar. In
this city he was highly respected,
and when our people first learned of
his candidacy for district Judge
last fall they enthusiastically rallied
to his support and on election day
rolled up for him a handsome majori-
ty so strong was their regard for a
former good citizen.
The people of this city who were
here when D. J. Leahy and T. D. Lelb
were at the head of the schools, are
pleased to know that they have risen
in the affairs of the world, for they
know they are e men, deserv- -
lng of the positions of honor they now
occupy. Colfax County Stockmen.
Democratto Troubles In Arizona.
Phoenix, Arl7., Feb. 12 With the
approach of statehood, the question
0! appointments looms large In the
political horizon of Arizona.
George W. P. Hunt will be " In bad"
with a lot of people Inside the next
month. The new governor was out
strong In favor of Joseph Dillon, for-
mer chairmen of the state Democratic
committee, for the position of clerk
of the supreme court Dillon was
said to be a strong candidate, and it
ii said he wants the place. However,
the governor has endorsed a Cochise
man for the Job.
Frank De Sousa Is still the one best
bet, as he has the endorsement of the
strongest men in the territory. A
young Democrat with a record of hav
ing worked faithfully for his party,
he is said to have the endorsement
of two of the Judges. While an effort
is being made to keep harmony with-
in the ranks of the new administrat-
ion, the statement is made that the
Hunt machine cannot handle the new
Judges.
Hunt Is finding it hard enough to
handle his own appointments. The
mine Inspector's Job Is going to be
one of the plums? There is a three
cornered split In the party at present
over this. One of the strongest fac-
tors in the new party, a man from the
north who is assured of the presi-
dency of the Senate, M. G. Cunniff, is
supporting a Prescott man, while the
governor is said to have his eye on a
Cochise man. Another strong candi-
date is looming up In Gila, and he Is
said to have the endorsement of a
large number of strong Democrats.
The labor federation has endorsed a
candidate, and the fight promises to
be a pretty one.
The speakership fight Is still smoul-
dering. Maricopa men feel that they
have a candidate who is more able
than any man who has yet come out,
bat they fear the old iry: "Maricopa
is grabbing everything."
Lynch is the strongest figure In the
race today, but there are develop-
ments in store. Should some strong
man come out with the endorsement
of the Cochise delegation, he would
have a good chance to cop the flag.
Lynch Is said to. have been promi-
sed the support of the entire Marico-
pa delegation by a couple of mem-
bers of the delegation; that there will
be a change Is possible.
Henry Ashurst stated when he was
In Phoenix that he had not the slight-
est Idea who his secretary would oe.
The man who cops the Job must be a
first class stenographer and have the
other requirements which go to make
up a successful "ecretar" for a Unit-
ed States senator.
There are not only a number, of
applicants for 'he appointment for the
clerk of the United States court un-
der
"
the federal appolnttee as Judge
but that members of the supreme
court have troubles of their own In
the selection of a clerk. There are
said to be no legs than five applicants
for the appointment under Judges
Franklin, Cunningham and Ross.
Three of them are from Yavapai coun-
ty, one from Marlcoi and one from
Cochise. Those from Yavapai county
are Joe Dillon, Reese Ling's son end
a young man named Fox. From Ma-
ricopa Frank DeSousa is an applicant
while from Cochise, Charles H. Howe,
Hie present county assessor, is an ap-
plicant,
At the recent conference between
Ihe Judges In Phoenix the appoint-
ment of the clerk was discussed but
no choice was made and none will be
made until the Judges meet again as
Judge Ross has left Phoenix and re--
to abandon bis favorite choice and
support the endorsement of one of
his collegues.
There are live applicants at present
for the appointment as federal court
clerk under Sloan, provided he lands
the Judgeship. They are George
Mauk, present territorial auditor; Al-
lan B. Jaynes, present clerk of the
district court of Pima county; Sims
Ely, former editor of the Phoenix
Republican; major Watts of Prescott
and M. E. Cassldy, he Blsbee post-
master.
A n Call for Cash.
The proposition of a self constitut
ed committee of county school super
intendents to maintain a lobby during
the session of the legislature for the
purpose of cajoling that body Into pay-
ing them large salaries Is a rotten
proposition from start to finish. This
n'ove displays the most ill advised at-
tempt to raise money with which to
Insult the members-elec- t of the legis-
lature that we ever witnessed In New
Mexico. It Is a declaration on the
part of those who issue the cull for
cash and of any who answer it with a
contribution that they sought public
office for the purpose of plunder only.
That this call for cash should emlnate
from those entrusted with the educa
tion of the youth of the state makes it
doubly shameful. The call for cash Is
igned by the superintendent of
schools of the county of Eddy, the
banner Democratic county of the
state, the county which boasts that It
does not permit a "Mexican" to vote
within its borders; it Is signed by the
superintendent of schools of the coun-
ty of San Miguel, one of tbe banner
Republican counties, one which Is
largely Spanish-America- It is sign
ed by the lady superintendent of the
county of Colfax, the most cosmopoli-
tan county and the one most subject
to spasms of Insurgency and reform,
so that lt may be presumed that this
call for cash Is neither a party Issue,
a race move or a sexual impulse, but
the itching of Individual palms for
that which they covet Farmington
EntorpriBe.
He Will Be
President Taft refuses to be
by the Roosevelt boom, and
gees on accumulating delegates as jf
nothing was In his road. Taft has
n ade a good President, and deserves
a second term. Roosevelt has had
two terms and that'! all that the
American people should allow him.
San Juan County Index.
Intended to Hurt Hening.
A letter from Will Robinson was re-
ceived yesterday stating the reported
sole of the Register-Tribun- e "Is Just a
plain He fathered by some who want
to beat Hening for as
secretary or the state board of Immi-
gration." The Current is glad to
know that the ReglBter-Trlbun- e will
remain in Its present competent hands
and wishes the present management
continued prosperity. Carlsbad Cur
rent.
Taos County Republicans.
The Republican Central Committee
has issued a call for a delegate con
vention to be held in Taos on Satur-
day, March 2, for the purpose of se-
lecting fourteen delegates to repre-
sent Taos county In the State Conven-
tion which Is to be held in Santa Fe
on March 8th, to select eight delegates
to the Republican National Con
vention to be held in Chicago on June
18, 1912, to nominate candidates for
President and Vice President. The
Republican primary for Precinct No.
1. will be held In the court house on
Saturday, February 24, at 2 p. m.
This precinct has five delegates in
the county convention.
So Say We All of U.
Matters of vital importance to the
well being of the state of New Mexi
co await the attention of the legisla-
ture and It would be uncharitable, to
say the least, to predict In advance
that the legislature will fall to meas-
ure up to the expectations of the fair
minded citizens of the state in giv-
ing honest and thoughtful considera-
tion thereto. The News cannot be-
lieve that any considerable number of
the legislators-elec- t are partisans first
and citizens afterwards. We have
made our boasts that we live In a land
of freedom and that the will of tbej
majority shall be law. The people of
New Mexico have made their selec-
tion of public servants and It Is tho
duty of those servants to work har
moniously together for the common
good of tho state. The News has In-
sisted that there Is small room for po-
litics in the action of our legislature,
lut there Is wide room for the exer-
cise of the best and most concerted
efforts of all the members of our law
making body in working for the gen-
eral good. Roswell Morning News,
He Must Be a Good One.
The new sheriff of Curry county
has put the lid 011 Clovis. Anyone
who can do that Is bound to make
good as sheriff In that county. Albu-
querque Herald.
ik
Sunday Closing at Wagon Mound.
A movement is being organized by
tho church .people to enforce the Sun-
day closing law in Wagon Mound,
and those interested Bay that unless
the law In this instance is obeyed,
they will carry their case direct to
the governor of tho state. The
church people charge that In sever-
al eases the saloons and other places
whidh should be closed on Sunday,
are being run wide open, and they
are going to make it their business
to Bee that the law is enforced. The
church people are considering the
question of starting a local option
cainpaln here in the hope of closing
the saloons entirely. Local option Is
being agitated In Levy and Nolan,
and the movement, would spread here
with but little effort. The Panta-grap-
does not believe the time for
local option for Wagon Mound has
come, but if there are violations of
ordinance of the city not blowing
beer, wine or other 'j at
banquets or In club rooms, at the
meeting of the Elks last night, W. C.
Reld, alderman and parliamentarian
in the city council stated that he was
in favor of "the present prohibition
ordinance being amended so that the
mayor may grant permits to serve
wine and malt, llnunm nt hnn.i.ft,iM
, banquet g,ven by fraterna, ,ocot0.
or at club smokers" this period to be
granted for twenty-fou- r hours.
When the statement was 'made the
Elks cheered the alderman
.0 the
echo. Roswell Morning News.
Municipal Campaign.
Clovis, N. M., Feb. 12. The law
and Order League of Clovis held a
meeting last night In the district
court room and very much to the sur
prise of the general public they failed
to nominate a ticket for the coming
city election. It was generally under-
stood that this organization would
place a citizen's ticket In the field,
but, Instead, they instructed their ex-
ecutive committee to confer with the
ascertain if these- - political organiza
tions would Join them In a general
mass meeting to discuss the advlsa- -
billty of conducting a
campaign.
From the Democratic Standpoint.
The Republicans of New Mexico
confident that they will be able to
effect a reconciliation between the
heretofore waring factions, that the
state will send two stand-pa- t Repub-
licans to the United States Senate,
are now busy figuring out the TWO.
A. B. Fall, of Three Rivers, and Solo-
mon Luna, of Albuquerque, are two
who are prominently mentioned, while
Andrews, of Albuquerque, T. B. Cat-
ron of Santa Fe, Charles Springer, of
Colfax county, W. J.
Mills of Las Vegas, and numerous
others are actively after the togos.
The Democrats are saying nothing
while they saw wood. It Is hoped that
a combination with the Progressive
Republlcans ,., make lt pogslble t0
have two good and representative
New Mexicans sent to the United
mtm Senate from ,ne ew ,tate.
clovlB journai.
A Democratic Scrap.
The local Democratic organization
Is not In the best of humor with the
state Democratic Central Committee
If It Is to be Judged by expressions
heard about the streets within the
past few days, because of the failure
on the part of the state committee to
Hsslst vigorously In the prosecution
0' the suit of O. L. Owen, elected
state corporation commissioner,
against Van Stone who, on account of
an error in printing the name of Owen
cn the ballots In two of the counties,
was given the certificate. It Is un-
derstood the local Democrats are to
make a demand on the state com-
mittee If something does not mater-
ialize soon. Mr. Owen expects to
prosecute the case vigorously, how
ever, even If altogether at Individual
expense. The case Is now In the dis-
trict court. Clovis Journal.
No Need for Strife.
It is very true that' there are likely
to be differences of opinion in regard
to the merits of proposed legislation,
possibly some differences between
Governor McDonald and the Republi-
can majority. It would be surprising
if such a contingency did not arise.
Nevertheless, there Is no good reason
t(j beHeve a such al(ferences
may not be adjusted In a dispassion
ate and sensible way that will do no
violence to anybody's moral or politic-
al sensibilities. Such adjustments
can be made, they have been made,
and It Ib altogether better to assume
until evidence Is forthcoming to the
contrary that they will be made tn
the case. This will at least spare ev-
erybody the unenviable distinction
that comes from proclaiming that all
who are not of some one political
faith must necessarily be either im-
beciles or knaves." Colfax County
Stockman.
Legislative Slush Fund.
The report that the collection of
the slush fund to Influence the fixing
0' salaries of county officials is well
under way, the facts of which were
first given to the people of the state
hv tho Reelster-Trlbune- . emphasizes
I' he protects the people in this mat-
ter he will have very largely made
good. Roswell Register- - Tribune.
Andrews Is the Logical Candidate.
The Roswell Morning News, a
Afniinnh nenincrntic naner Bays tne
Republican party could go long and
look fur and do a great deal worse
than elect W. H. Andrews to the Sen- -
ate. This has raised a storm of pro- -
test among those Republican papers
who have other axes to grind and they
howl the News has been won over to
the Andrews couse, either with or
without "reason." But the editor of
that paper calmly comes back and
asks who put Andrews as the logical
candidate of the party. Reasons the
News quite correctly, "Plain ordinary
common horse sense should convince
anyone' that the Republican majority
will go on and elect two of their kind
as United States Senators unless they
are tampered with. Now who is to do
this tampering, and what will be the
those who are opposed to the liquor
business. Wagoa Mound Pants- -
graph.
Democrats 8quabble Over Fees,
Attorney general elect George P.
Dullard of Arizona has Issued a state
ment declaring that all foreign in
surance companies In Arizona, who
pay their annual fees to Secretary of
the Territory Young prior to the ad
mission of the territory as a state on
February 12, will be made defendants
in suits to compel them to surrender
their certificates which authorize
them to do business in Arizona.
This statement followed a charge by
F. A. Jones, a member of the corpora
tion commission, that Insurance men
declared they had been sol'clted to
pay their annual fees before admis-
sion day. The fees are due in March
or sooner. If they are paid now half
of the amount goes to the secretory
of the territory, but 'f payment Is de
ferred all w.il go to the state school
fund.
Where Does Artesia Come In?
The Incoming legislature will be
colled upon to carve two counties out
Eddy county. One of them will
take In the plains country and will
comprise practically the East half
0' Eddy county and the dry belt that
l.i watered by surface wells. Knowles
will be the county seat of this county,
If established. The other county will
take In the northwest portion of
Eday county, the southwest portion
of Chaves county and a portion of
the northeast section of Otero county
with a county seat at Hope. The
Eddy county senator and representa-
tives In the legislature are pledged
to the forming of the two counties
and as there Is no serious opposition
to the proposition from the voters
of Eddy county the new counties will
probably be established. El Paso
Herald.
No Credit on Fees.
Probate Clerk Bennett is having no
end of annoyance these days In keep-
ing the deposits on recording fees
straight. The old custom of extending
credit for filing fees must under the
ntw order of things be abolished, as
the county recorder is now under a
salary system, and must account to
the county for every fee for filing doc-
uments. If he extends credit for his
filings he must deposit in cash the
amount of this filing, and then carry
a3 a personal account, the Item. On
this account he would have to carry
a separate set of books to accommo-
date people who are more able to carry
the Investment than he, and advance
money for the filings, absolutely with
out interest or other remuneration.
Under the old system the county re-
corder was paid fees, and the fees
for recording were his own personal
remuneration. For this reason, he
needed to have no especial accounting
for them, and If he desired to do a
credit business he had the same right
as the grocer or the butcher. Now
the county clerk must collect the fees
of his office or pay them Into the
county treasury out of his own pocket
the amounts due the county for record-
ing papers. It will be well to remem-
ber, in sending papers for recording,
lhat the new order of things requires
the recorder to receive cash for all
recording done in his office, and that
he must turn over the entire receipts
of his office to the county treasury.
The county clerk will receive a
straight salary for his services. Rio
Grande Republican.
An Awful Lot of Smiths.
To the four Smiths who now adorn
the United Slates Senate Is to De
added a fifth when Mark Smith as
sumes the toga from Arizona. This
is going some for the Smith family.
It comprises about five per cent of
the membership of that august body
and Is in accordance with our demo-
cratic ideas.
There are those who sometimes
feel that fate has tried to conceal
them from manifest destiny by impos
ing upon them the name of Smith.
On the contrary we should say that
in every walk of life the Smiths are
getting all that Is coming to them
and sometimes a little bit more.
There are more Smiths In the coun-
try than men of any other name, but
than men of any other name, but
they need not complain. The Browns
and the Joneses and the Robinsons
seem to De away behind In the secur-
ing of excellent rewards of virtue
and Intelligence.
The name is an excellent one. It
comes down from the remotest antiq
uity. When man ,lrst managed to
ake Iron tools we do not know, out
I'. was some eons before history be-
gun to be recorded. In the days be
fore gunpowder the Smith was a
mighty man. He was the one who
forged the swords and turned out the
sl.eetiron overcoats for the protec
tion of the gallant knights. Gunpow-
der put him Into new specialties, but
he is still with us. Andrew Carnegie
ought to have been named Smith, the
most prominent name In Scotland, as
he Is the mightiest of the smiths, a
descendant of ancestors who forged
the claymores with which
the Highlanders used to cut off the
heads of their enemies with exceed-
ing Joy, ns related in the ballads of
the period. Pittsburg Dispatch.
New Mexico is Republican.
New Mexico, the new state, sent
two representatives to Congress, one
11 Republican, tho other a Democrat
Governor Curry, who was formerly
the chief executive of the territory,
won the Republican election, and H
H. Fergusson, who Is acknowledged
to be the leading Democrat of the new
suite, Is tho other representative.
Naturally, their opinions diffor, Gov -
einor Currv claiming that New Mexl- -
co will always be a Republican state.
while Mr. Fergusson argues that the
: . : . - tt J .. . r . ..
K C has made hake-da- y a pleas
AH .,!. .... If f ft. k Ih
your money If you are
your bake-da- y problems.
Cook's Book Free
oena u toaay. 9
Co.
Not until very recently has there been,
one word in the papers of this district
derogatory to Judge Pope. President
Taft and the outside world bad every
reason to believe that the Judge en-
joyed the confidence and respect of
the entire district. Under these ap-
parently favorable conditions, we be-
lieve that the President promised bis
support and if so, he should keep his
word and should not be called to ac-
count for a matter in which the peo-
ple of this Judicial district are large-
ly to blame. Let us be Just, Will, to
the man who has had no reason for
changing his mind, etc. Pecos Val
ley News.
The Governor and the Legislature.
Some of the papers of tbe state are
working themselves Into a fine frenzy
over visions of turbulent times during
hatching to that end.
Now nobody doubts that Governor
McDonald Is going to make an earnest
patriotic effort to serve the state well
In the honorable station to which he
has been chosen. He is a representa-
tive American citizen, and representa
tive American citizens have that way
about them. But to assume that any
considerable part of the state leglsla- -'
ture Is going to play high Jinks with
wise legislative measures merely for
the sake of short-sighte- d and tempor-
ary political advantage, is to insult
the intelligence of our legislators,
who also are representative of the
citizenship of the state. Besides, such
an assumption is a discreditable ex-
hibition of the workings of certain
narrow and bigoted minds whose
dominating idea In politics is that po--
lltlcal virtue Is the peculiar attribute
of one party and political vice the pe-
culiar attribute of the other. There
is of course no ground whatever for
such an assumption and the sooner lt
Is abandoned the more creditable lt
will be for all concerned.
It Is very true that there are likely
to be differences of opinion in regard
to the merits of proposed legislation,
possibly some differences between
Governor McDonald and the Republi-
can majority. It would be surprising
If such a contingency did not arise.
Nevertheless, there Is no good reason
to believe that all such differences
may not be adjusted In a dispassion-
ate and sensible way that will do no
violence to anybody's moral or politic
al sensibilities. Such adjustments
can be ma(iet they have been made,
and It Is altogether better to assume
until evidence Ib forthcoming to the
contrary that they will be made In
this case. This will at least spare
everybody the unenviable distinction,
that comes from proclaiming that all
who are not of some one political
faith must necessarily be either im-
beciles or knaves. Socorro Chieftain.
New Mexico For Taft.
From New Mexico came the news
that the first state convention in the
commonwealth would be held March
s an(i that all of the eight delegate
.
. the Chicago convention would be
n8tmcted for Taft. While it is ad--
n.ltted that Colonel RooBevelt has
mnnv friends In New Mexico, the Pres- -
i(imt'8 followers claim they will ensi- -
,v organize the convention, Pittsburg
ximes-Gazette- .
et redjy Alone,
.. .
.,
.
uri,nK a man to
run tor rresiuent 01 m uincru u....
If Theodore does not want the place,
tf.ke him at his word. If he should bo
elected and things not turn out as he
the best chance of any candidate."
Washington Post.
Court of Last Resort
Of course we wo i't get the proper
perspective on this Wilson-Harve- In-
cident until T. R. finds time to eluci-
date It In an editorial. Philadelphia
Record.
A Good Appointment.
W. D. Newcomb has this week been
appointed deputy county clerk for
Socorro, Valencia, and Sierra coun-
ties. He Is also exofficlo district
clerk for this district. W. H. Hill is
also a deputy county clerk for So-
corro county. Socorro Chieftain.
County Seat Ambitions.
What'! all this we hear about Tal- -
ban crowing over It'i many advan-
tages as a county seat; they even
hove the nerve to throw their String
Band into the Jack pot as an added
Inducement.
Tut, tut, and again tut! Why Ft,
Sumner can show the sleepiest, laz-
iest, onrlest lot of burros and the
handsomest bunch of bear tubs nib-- 1
bling, eating goats in this part
of the new stale and, mind you, ev
ery one assessable, too Fort Sum
ner Review.
Popular Nathan Jaffa.
Hon. Nathan Jaffa, after an absence
of several years at the state capital,
returns to Roswell and will sOon ba
at home tn the residence of Judge
Pope. Judge Pope hopes soon to oc-
cupy (he Jaffa residence In Santa Fe
and serve es federal Judge of this dls- -
trict. Nathan Jaffa has made an en--
viable record and at the same time en
deared himself to the people among
whom he has been living these years.
Santa Fe reluctantly extends the part-
ing hand while Roswell, and indeed,
the entire Pecos Valley, welcomes his
return to his former home. People
have confidence In Nathan Jaffa and
there are good things yet In store for
him Pecos Valley News.
Grasps the Situation.
Governor McDonald Is grasping the
situation of state affairs In a business
manner which should command the
appreciation of all good citizens. He
is going slow, too slow, perhaps, for;
pollticlans and office seekers, but he
wishes to get right and know Just
" here he is at" before he makes
many chunges and initiates needed re--
forms in the several departments of
the new state. In a half hour conver-- j
sutlon with him last Monday we werei
most favorably Impressed with his talk
upon the business and political situa--
tlon which he Is called upon to meet
and adjust to the new condition of
transferring a territorial form of
ernment Into a pomplex state organi-
zation. Let us give him a hearty sup
port in his efforts. There will be plen-
ty of time to "round him up" If lie
ads different from what lie should do.
Belcn Tribune.
Partisan Blindness.
The Register-Tribun- e Is disposed
to hold President Taft responsible In
case Judge Pope is appointed federal
Judge, and predicts the loss of the New
Mexico delegation to Mr. Taft if Pope
is successful. Not so, William. In
times past and gone, we have read
n.anif atmA TenvAa In.......lha RpfHnfpr.,,, p, c
Not Humorous But Dastardly. the fact that the commonwealth has
That the opposition made by a local many things to watch out for at tne
ring to defeat the eonflrmatlon of the first session of the legislature. No
nomination of the Hon. W. H. Pope as reasonable person will object to the
federal Judge of New Mexico Is not establishment of a fair schedule for
limiting any headway at the national the officers. Neither will any
reaBOn-cupita- l
Is indicated In a letter received 1'ble person argue that the slush fund
here today by a well known resident Is being gotten together for that
pur-o- f
the city from a prominent United pose, but wholly for a scale that will
States senator In which the senator be unjust and out of proportions to
says "the opposition to Pope is regard- - the principle of good business
ana
cd as a Joke here." The letter further equity. It Is not clear that the
s
that there is every Indication payers can do anything In the matter,
that the Hon. Mr. Pope will be ap- - They must rely solely upon the honor
pointed there being nothing in the of Governor McDonald, and the
good-.i- ,
.Armotinn nf hi. nnml. pounding declarations he hns made.
w,gh tho clmll(.oa lire le would
nation by the Senate at this time.
Roswell Dally Record.
A Qood Idea.
Governor McDonald'B idea that each
of the .state educational Institutions
.,1 1,1 nn,nn i,i,nif tn tlifl line of
work for which it wbb created Is ex- -
nctly to the point and should by all
means be put Into execution. Under
the conditions that have prevailed at
these institutions ever since their es- -
tabllshment there has been a great
deal of duplication of work which
could be done away with to the ad- -
vantage of all concerned. The ex-
-
pense would be no greater and the
quality of work done would be much
Improved. If Governor McDonald and
the state legislature will see to it
that a statute is enacted regulating
this matter, their action will be a
long step In the right direction, So- -
corro Chieftain.
W. C. Reld on Prohibition,
Referrlng'to the recent prohibition
not hesitate to say he did not aesire
tho honor. Theodore should be per-
mitted to remain Just where ho Is.
The country can go forward without
him. Rock Island Tribune.
A Herd Law Proposed.
State Senator W. M. McCoy has
had prepared a herd law for Introduc-
tion at the coming session of the leg-
islature. This bill if passed, will fur-
nish adequate protection to the farm-
er and his crops and will not work a
hardship on anyone concerned. Copies
ot this bill will be cheerfully fur--
...... ,, M.p - hr.iTrlbune commending Judge rope ana,"" -- w - -
this paper has extolled his good qual- - may be Interested, upon appl cation
htles until the uninitiated might have made to him at Mountainair, N. M.
been excused for looking for a halo. Estancia News. j
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nnny suggestions that ought to make NEW MEXICAN.
NEW MEXICO'S LIVESTOCK.
The official Crop Reporter of the
Department of Agriculture for Feb-
ruary publishes the livestock statts- -
SCOTTISH RITESanta Fe must be fully asas Albuquerque or any other rival the bnfllf A BtniiitnT,! In tivarv anulh. I iiicnj ni-- a irw uilllKH mill, IIU11U- -
city; Santa Fe cannot permit theSANTA FE WEEKLY MEXICAN REVIEW clans In New Mexico are outgrowing.tics for the United Slates on Janu-jDuk- ) Clty ,0 g(Jt gny )he MeT of It
western school library, 1(1 fact, In
every school room. Beavers, deer,
quail, trout, and other specimens ot
New Mexico animal life are given
ary 1, 1012, with an interesting com by reason ot a businesslike munlcl The standpoint that a friend or
newspaper must go with the party canparison of numbers and prices during pal government or because of expan dldntes or the party officials throughseparate chapters. Game Warden Gasion by. taking in the suburbs. This
Is the critical time In the history of ble has been very successful, In in-troducing elk In New Mexico, In trans
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS,
PAUL A. F .WALTER FRANK &TUSGE8,
Editor and President Vice President.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, CH.XS. M. 8TAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure- General Manager.
thick and thin, right or wrong, Is one
of these. The New Mexican may be
a Republican paper and still criticizethe Capital's destiny, for now it willbe determined whether it is always to
years preceding.
The number of horses In the United
States was 20,509,000, as against
on April 1, 1910, the census
year. The aggregate value of these
Is given as 12,172,694,000 or an
average of $1 05.94 a piece. New
Preparations Are Under
Way to Make It a Not-
able Event
planting qunll from regions where
they were too plentiful to sections
thlch had none, in stocking streams.
Republican officials, or disagree with
Republican leaders. It may evenremain a town of five or six thousandEntered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe Postofflce. in every activity that betokens an Sive Democrats their due, and praisepeople or whether It is to expand
in-
to a lively city that will grow by leapsRATE OF SUBSCRIPTION 'Mexico 1b credited with 185,000 head anxiety, a zeal, to preserve the wild iJemocratio officials if they do What
life for the benefit of stiortsnion as is right and proper. Because the y VISITORS WILL GOME
well as the general nubile, New Mexican has disagreed with
Daily, per week, by carrier $ .25 Daily, six months, by mall (2.50 at a total value of $9,250,000. It ranks
Dally, per month, by carrier .75 .Weekly, six months ,.. 1.00 twenty-nint- h In the number of horses
Dally, per month, by mail .66 (weekly, per year......... 2.00 among Ihe stntes of the Union, Iowa
Dally, per year, by mall 7.00 Weekly,' per Quarter .69 leading with 1,56S,000, Illinois being
There are pages of useful statistics Congressman Curry .on the matter of
and bounds. The following from to-
day's Albuquerque Journal Is good
medicine, for Albuquerque as well as
Santa Fe, and should be heeded :
"One of the most encouraging signs
oi the time is the spread of the gen
and lists of deputy game wardens. a peripatetic federal court, the LasB,.h . nnA .... I , . 'mm irevroui piace in a re-- unices Ultlzen asks why it Is thatsecond wth' L497,mki, ana KansasOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY. , third with 1.169.000, Texas following
Degree Teams Are Practicing
to Conduct the Splendid
Ceremonies.
iiun ui mm miiu. Aiiugeiuer, wie neat, the New Men nnn r,, . ,.
eral sentiment In Albuquerque In fa vnlimia la a. mrul.il thot . ...- ....
. with 1.15S.0O0, Missouri 1,095,000. and iiaiiiiiiea Himnnrr thiwA mnnthi nvor of allowing the plain businessine new Mexican u ine Oldest newspaper in New Mexico, It Is sent to Nebraska with 1.0,r,9,000, all other
rn8a,K0ytSn,dard.nn.d.rfleCtBC,'ed;ifor and now dares to dis--
Ll
warden T "VL g"mn Bnd agree Wltn "' Publicly. The ques- -men of this city the bone and sineevery postoffice in the Territory, and has a largo and growing circulation 8tates having less than a million headamong the intelligent and progressive people of. the Southwest , leach. New Mexico's neighboring states
besides Texas, having the following
of Albuquerque's prosperity, to run a manner all can
The Scottish Rite Masons of the
city are very busy this week preparing
for the Eighth Reunion of the co-or-
the affairs of the city for a while.
uon in ltseu indicates a wrong per-
spective. The New Mexican is notThis feeling shows signs of growingnumber: Oklahoma 750,000; Colorado
read and understand, and that Inc-
identally will give New Mexico splen-
did and extensive advertisement, In nate bodies, beginning Monday and321,000 and Arizona 104,000. aorry
It supported Congressman Carry.It Is proud of the record he is making
greatly in strength between now and
the date of the next municipal elecI t the same time New Mexico was other words, Cnme and Fish Warden concluding Wednesday evening ofnext week.Gable has made good and he Is one J1, WaBn'nBt,on and . hopes to supportcredited with 15,000 mules of the value tion, and It is a most wholesome and A large class Is expected to be pres.nf tin, f ,i,m i k " inn ior congress, jngratifying Indication. Greater Alburoads. I'll bet It against your filing $1,290,000. Arizona had 4,000. Colo- -ARIZONA'S OFFICIAL VOTE, ent to receive the degrees from therado 17.000. Oklahoma 272,000 and querque should bj the sole issue atfee, that you can't live on the landArizona cast only one third as fourth to the thirty-secon- and alsoTexas 703,000, the last named stand the next city election. The commis
aid distinctly that the state is better J.1?0 meanwhlle. ' "111 disagree with
off for his having held a responsible ,on tne fed6ral court Question,
office. And that is a higher and bet- - and
11 win alB0 PPosa him if he
ter test than is usually applied to mnk8 an attempt to deliver the New
many votes at its first state election a number of members of the order reing t. and not Missouri, winch I sion form ot government Is growingas did New Mexico. To be exact, the
five years.
"If you want anything, get it your-
self.
"And may G01 help you, for 1
rciw'arly t apposed to lead; it being
Fecni'd with 3?3,000 and Georgia run- -
siding in different parts of the state
have signified their intention of againneighboring
state cast 22,709 votes, rapidly in popularity anu In any eventit is a safe prophecy that the business officialdom! Mexico delegation against PresidentTaft at the Chicago convention. Theseand only 16,943 votes were cast on the nine r. close third with 310,000. TheConstitutional amendment, frew Mex are matters of individual opinion andwon't!"lP to 15 years ego the land taken IS IT A HIGH CRIME TO SERVE
witnessing the ceremonies. The Rite
now has a membership of over four
hundred and Is growing ranidiv
Interests are going to be In the ascen-
dant when the time comes to select
the men who are to have charge of
ico on the other hand, cast 60.842 vo-
tes of which 67.728 were cast on the
total number In the United States Is
4.362,000, valued at $525,657,000. New
Mexico is twenty-sixt- h as to the num-
ber of mules.
not of party policy. Congressman
Curry would be foolish to expect any
THE PEOPLE AND HELP THE
PARTYfthe city's business. Among all par-
ties, the desire to eliminate city poli The Las Cruces Cltlien advances two vlrl,l newspaper to agree with
as homesteads lay in the humid re-
gions and was adapted to the crops
and the methods with which the
homesteader was familiar.
himconstitutional amendment. In Arizona,
only 1980 citizens voted for the reten Xew Mexico Is credited with 53,000 In every proposition; Just as foolishtion of the recall. Eugene W. Chafln, reasons,
It calls them excuses, why
Republicans should vote for William
H. Andrews for the United States
milch cows valued at 12.279.000, being
torty-thlr- among the forty-eig-The land now opened, calls for en
throughout the state.
The committees having active su-
pervision of the work are as follows:
Executive Richard H. Hanna, 32
degrees K. C, C. H.; Charles F.
32 degrees; Harry H. Dorman,
32 degrees; Nathan Jaffa, 32 degrees
K. C. C. H.; Samuel G. Cartwrlght.
a' one time prohibition candidate for
as would be the New Mexican to ex-
pect Congressman Curry to say "yea"
and "amen" to every one of its
tics, root and branch, is Increasing
Successful business men of good busi-
ness Judgment and who will apply
business meinods to city government
are the need at present There are
tirely different treatment states. Arizona has 31,000, Colorado
The educational process entailed Is.'ibt.ooo. Oklahoma 504.000. and Texa
Senate. It says "that Andrews has
made a good delegate In Congress,"always expensive and frequently dis- - 1.034,000. Other states having more and the other, that William H. Anastrous. 3 th,n . million in the order of their
president, received 88 votes in the en-
tire state of Arizona for Congressman
and ran ten votes ahead of the otner
Prohibitionists at that. Governor
Hunt was given a plurality ot 1,957,
over Judge Edward Wells, The Re-
publican candidate, as against 1,3017
32 degrees. "VODKA AND WOMEN.
plenty of such men whose object will
be to make Albuquerque a prosperous
city, a good place to live In and to
The present condltioas call for standing are: Wisconsin 1.504,000;
drews was very generous to help the
party during the election of laBt No Reception Eomund Of Abbott, 32Whfli t h am ,.,MJ akn.. 1bomesteac. legislation laid on new and New York 1,495,000, Iowa 1,393.000,
vember. officer that he should be shielded J es; Edward R. Paul, 32 degreesgive the taxpayers the worth of theirmore enllghtenea lines. It detracts nothing from these state. the consequences of hi. nwn ln,mri. Melvln T.,Dunlavy, 32 degrees; Lamoney, dollar for dollar."Here are a few things that shouldplurality given Governor McDonald Minnesota 1,107.000, Illinois 1,049,000.The total number in the United 8tates
'r 20,699,000 valued at $815,414,000.
New Mexico stands twelfth In the
The official count snows some
'
mighty Interesting facts. It shows
ments that the Citizen sneers at lty? The common geezer has an B' VIck Roy' 32 aereeB: Ernestthese "excuses," and seeks to argue presslon anyway, that morality' and E Meler' 32 deree- -from them that Andrews should not sobriety are not as high virtues in! Entertalnmnt Arthur Seligman,be elected. The Senatorshlps are not army crlcles as they ought to be The 32 degrees; Richard H. Hanna, 32 de--
THE SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE
number of range cattle being creditedfor Instance, that in the race for the Opening with a paean that describwith 900.000 head valued at $21,060,
be provided for:
Before opening any section of coun-
try for homesteadlng, the government
should put down enough test wells to
make it certain that sufficient water
for farm animals can be obtained at
. reasonable depth. If this could not
senate Marcus A. Smith, Democrat, to be regarded as a reward of merit army Is hurt more by these two can k-000, which is slightly above the value
on the assessment returns. Colorado
turned a neat trick on Ralph Came-
ron, Republican,, who had defeated
sicca iv. j, v. n.; oumuei u.
32 degrees.
MubIc Robert J. Crichton, 32
for past work done or for campaign
'
wi than it could possibly be.by, any
contributions, but it certainly Is not a exposure of the high links that havehas 921,000, Arizona 741,000, Okla
es tne zest of life out of doors In
New Mexico in alluring terms,, the re-
port of Game and Fish Warden Thom-
as P. Gable just made to Governor
McDonald and covering three years
ot work of the department. Is an ex.
him for delegate in 1908. In that elec-
tion Cameron's plurality was 708 and disqualification
to have done effective prevailed more or less at army posts,
work at Washington for seven vears If the Edmunds law was a good thinebe secured, the land should not bethrown open to homesteadlng but
homa 1,242,000 and Texas 5,507,000.
The other states ahead of New Mexico
In their order are: Iowa 2,773,000; Ne
in tne wte election Smith won over
otherwise disposed of.
as a voteless representative of this Ior tne Mormon, It would prove Just
commonwealth, nor is It a high crime a" beneficial if enforced against armybraska 2,002,000; Kansas 1,872,000 ample
of what an official report oughttb be. It clothes the drv bonna nfThen require the homesteader to to have contributed to the nnrtv ot. omcers. it drunkenness unfits a manCalifornia 1,515.000: Missouri 1,504,keep s certain number of milch csws
Electrician Arthur J. Griffin, 32"
degrees.
Master of Wardrobe Alan R.
32 degrees; Frederick Muller,
32 degrees.
Stage Directors Charles F. Kanen,.
32 degrees, John Pflneger, 32 degrees-Examinati-
John W. Mayes. 33 I.
000; Illinois 1,266,000; Minnesota
1,151,000 and Wisconsin 1.146,000. Theif he wants to prove up in three years.The present law calling for 80
facts and statistics In a garb that at-
tracts and interests', that makes them
breathe and live, and that will make
the report read and understood when
chequer in an election In which An- - J for ordinary business, it certainly is
drews himself was not a candidate a calamlty 'or the efficiency of the
for anything. In fact, many who are armr' Somehow, among the common
seeking favors from Republican hands pePIe- - President Taft will not And
Cameron by 958, which shows a
change of 1666.
The vote for senatorial candidates
shows that the question of conserva-
tism and insurgency did not cut as
much figure as might have Been ex-
pected. For Instance, Henry F. Ash-urs-
an out and out insurgent, got
only 274 votes more than Smith, who
United States has 37,260,000 valued atteres cultivation on 320 acres Is $790,064,000.based on a mistaken idea. other official reports are flung aside fnre-e- that it ,n.t. . i'"ui;u njwiiainy in tne precuoament inIn sheep, New Mexico makes a stillIt takes too much horsepower that witn a mere glance.
Is of no use a great part of the year, nut it must be remembered, that
tain an organisation' and conduct al,Thlf.h he.ha! "f6" plac1 b the,b'
campaign. It Is certainly not against ii"0" f(ih IetteGovernor W. C. McDonald, ' for ., a politlclan-arm- officer
better showing for It Is fourth In the
states of the Union, having 3,300,000
sheep valued at $9,240,000. Colorado Oame and Fish Warden Thomas P.and becomes a bill of expense. WhereIs, or at least'always has been, a con-
servative. Cameron and Hovel Smith,
u. a., naward K. Paul, 32 degrees,.
Harry H. Dorman, 32 degrees.
CIsbs Directors Charles F. Easley,32 degrees, Charles A. Wheelon, 32 de.
grees K. C. C. H.
.
Tylers George A. Riddle, 32 de-
grees, William H. Kennedy, 14
Gable has been heart and soul in his from the consequences of his own folhas 1,579.000; Arizona 1,510,000; Okla
the Republican candidates, made stance, that he contributed 2,000 tothe Democratic campaign fund that ly
on the plea that it would hurt thehoma 72.000 and Texas 2,032,000. The work; bis office has not been a merebread and butter proposition, not atheir campaign on the same platform states having more sheep are: Mon elected him governor.tana 5.011,000; Wyoming 4,969,000 and
ai my to expose the culprit. The high-
er the moral tone in the army and" the
more general the abstention, of its
members from booze, the more'effl- -
One of the things thttt Hurt the
and It was a distinctly progressive
platform. Yet Cameron got 412 more
mere doing his duty, but an agreeable
vocation in which he sought to do all
in his power to preserve the same
Ohio 3,694,000, the strangest part be
as the same Investment in cows
would bring in an Income during all
the year to support the family.
This is one Important point which
Is too often overlooked.
A short period of homestead settle-
ment Is open to the objection under
our present tews, that It makes it pos-
sible tor individuals or corporations
Republican party at the last electioning that Ohio hasn't an acre of public and that hurts it now. is that the FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OFand fish of the commonwealth, tn clent the organization will prove asrange. There are in the United States
votes than his running mate. The
truth seems to be that the Democratic
, candidates won, not because they
were Insurgents, but because they
52,362,000 sheep valued at $181,170, make the forests and streams thev'ry men who nave Deen bearing theMecca of sportsmen and (tourists, of neat and burden of political cam- -
a fighting machine In case of need. It I
was vodka and women that, defeated '
BATTLE OF GLORIETA.
It. Will Be Celebrated Nnt u..ik.
000.
lovers of nature where those who Patfn who have contributed liberal- - tne Russians several years ago, hotV' swine, New Mexico has 50,000,to acquire large tracts to be held for the japs.sDMMilstlnn vaiuea Bi a?iu,uuu. lueiv uit 10 hear the ca)J of the wild may find & ln "me. effort and money td Repub-thei- rheart's,, desire and content. And"can success without seeking office for
were Democrats. It was simply s
Democratic year in Arizona.
On the day before the election one
of the insurgent leaders In Phoenix
announced that Ashurst would run at
h ooin iri i.---s-'- states matexceea it in numoer. toio- -
and Santa F Should Arrange '
a Celebration.
. kl- - Santa.i'e, February 9. 1912.Editor Santa Fe New Mexican.
As time goes on, I become more In
he has succeeded beyond measure! themselves, were made Uhe objectsrsdo is credited with 211.000; Arizona rrr-, tThe suggestion made in "Congressfrom Canada, which provides against Accompanying his word nletura nf'2,000; Oklahoma 1,410,000, and that the United States Army be used
in fighting forest fires Is one that. Is
the speculation evil by a system of
taxation which makes the holding ofleast 1500 ahead of Mark Smith; but
tne beauties of New Mexico's almoet(Illimitable extent of forests, of game
of venomous, unjust attack from
within their party ranks.
No, the Citizen will have to think
up other excuses for opposing any
Texas 2,544.000. Iowa leads with
9,689,000, then comes Illinois withthe result seems to demonstrate that
terested in the celebration of the
anniversary of the battle of Glo-
rieta. There are but thr nf (h m
preserves, of mountains, mesas, val4,640,000. and Missouri with 4,491.000,large tracts, unimproved, lor specula-tion unprofitable.
in iwe wun me recent uerman concep,
tion that the army is an instrumenteven Insurgent prophets can be mis leys, and streams as viewed by the senatorial candidate, than theother states having more than 4,000,taken at times. Asburst's vote Is sportsman arid by others who delight! that be has made good in official no.'Df P"08 88 we" " of war and that .First Colorado regiment In New Mex- -GOO each, being Nebraska 4,267,000The Canadian system puts all thetax on the land. Improvements and i o commune with nature, there are sitlon and that he has been liberal peaoe' ucn u building lc ana I am in hopes they will beanrf TnHUn, i A91 fthl TTnuonol bum.10,872, M. A. Smith's 10,598,and Hovel Smith's 9228. The live stock are not taxed, bat the land . ' h iino-
.ie the half-ton- and colored plates to in contributing to the legitimate nartySocialist candidates got slightly more pays the same tax whether improved several parts' of New Mexico and in-- ranama uanai, good., roads end lrere on tne 28tn of March. Itworks of every kind, ' "celnl to we that Albuquerque, Las
could be most effectively prosecuted Ve8is and Santa Fe ought to estab- -
i. u.u immuiig is true, ana campaign expenses.or not nearthere is no reason, why In the Is not overdrawn yea, even though
skillfully and enthusiastically done.It don't pay to hold land unlmoroy. under army supervision. This policy "8n B Picnic resort at Glorieta. The
than 1200.
The real Democratic vote getter Is
Carl Hayden, congressman-elec- t Hay-de-
received 11,556 votes, a plurality
of 3071 over Jack Williams. Osborn,
future, New Mexico's wealth from
that source should not exceed that of additional and S8nta Fe can do its part by makingalso furnishes anaoes not rival the reality, because no the fare one dollar from the two for.words can adequately picture the maz--Oklahoma or even approach that of
NEW MEXICO STANDS FOR DE-
CENCY.
The fact that Governor McDonald
has let It be known unofficially that
strong reason why a great army post
should be located at Santa Fe, cen
ed, for speculation In Canada.
Very respectfully yours,
L. L. KLINEFELTER,
Editor Obar Progress.
the much smaller state of. Iowa.
tral to so many million acres of forfor secretary of state, came through
with a plurality of 1194 over Cleave- -
nlficence scattered with such profu-
sion by the Creator over this common-
wealth. The' scenes from the upper
Pecos, especially, as well as the artis
mer places and 50 cents from SantaFe for the round trip. This would be
about what the roads charge up InColorado. Many of the people herein New Mexico know of the Ineatlm.
he Is opposed to the staging of the ests, convenient to great Irritation
To sum up, New Mexico stands
follows:
Sheep, fourth, 3,300,000 valuedland. The Judges of the supreme courtgot about 1350, which may be taken as
Johnson-Flyn- fight in New Mexico projects, also near enough to the Mex-wi-
not only save him much annoy-- 'can border and at the same time of--tic and admirably drawn colored platea$9,240,000.ON THE BRINK OF A VOLCANO.
That even In large cities with an
able good such outings as Melon Day,the average Democratic plurality. ance m the future r hAs nlan amo.. forln,v inani.nooaail Al(mnt.atCattle, twelfth, 900,000, valued of dsn and game birds as they are
native in New Mexico, give glimpses ed a good Impression throughout the tages as well as the purest kind of 'hrUltk?ay and Potato D"y bave- -J21.06O.0OO.ample police force, the work of sup of r life, that will persuadeMules, twenty-sixt- 15,000, $1,290, country, where It was thought that drinking water, admirable tnnnramhv : "s" l" luo."00",e OI tnese townspressing crime and criminals is diffi more than one person this year to new mexico Deing wild ana wooly, ror maneuvers and target ranges,
extend a clamorous welcome nltation and all the other factors Inseek the haunts away from men, and
cult, is apparent from a statement in
the Rocky Mountain News that "a
000.
HorsesV twenty-ninth- , 185,000, $9,
250,000.
UNCLE KLINEFELTER ON THE
LAND LAWS.
Editor L. C. Klinefelter, who was
born and raised In eastern Pennsylva-
nia, has many striking Ideas which he
to the plug-uglie- if for no other eluding ample railroad facilities, thatyet,
in New Mexico, located near and
conveniently to the marts of trade.Milch cows, forty-thir- 53,000, rcuu man mat it neeas tne money, are deemed essential to an ideal in.
wave of crime, the worst known in
Denver tn three years, has held sway
for three weeks," and that " for three
The New Mexican would like to
up there, and the traffic the railroads
enjoyed on said days.
I will be at Glorieta on the 28th of
March and I will explain to whoever
may deBlre to know, Just how the
battle was fought, and will point outthe particular point that eighteen
comrades fell within a rod of where--
stood. JAMES A. CRANK.
$2,279,000. and would like to have the crowds. I cation for army post and camp pur- -quote at length from these word picSwine, forty-fourt- 50,000, $410,000.exploits In the Obar Progress, pub-lished at Obar, Quay county. The urn mere are tilings more to De de- - poses.
-weeks highwaymen, who are little According to the Department of sired than the visit of gangs of sportstures,
and may do so later, but will at
present revert only to a few facta setmore than boys, have been
'
skipping Agriculture, the value of cattle, sheep, and the spending of a hundred thou
New Mexican has repeatedly referred
to them, for "Uncle Kline," as he is ohr,,t .h lt ..u
...... forth In the report, the most import Nof since 1884 has there been
'
so
little snow In thnsand dollars ln Baloons, dlveB and In8 horses, mules and swine in New Mex- -iwTJ!' ,? '? the 'am VlClD' y' Tnelr ico Is $43,529,000. This does not tally ant of which 1b that the preservation
of game In New Mexico costs the tax"- -i iuUre man miny men with the assessment returns but the .....g.
cw ihmico ims a reputation western Colorado says a dispatchfor decency to maintain, a reputation from Denver. That Item is of muchthat has been enhanced by the firm slirnlflcano tn th m ,
TEXAS COMPANY GIVEN
INJUNCTION IT DESIRED.payers nothing;
"that the revenue now
affectionately known. Is a genius, an
original character, whose writingshave a note of their own that Is
In the following open let-
ter to Senator Borah he presents log-
ical arguments for a change in the
derived from licenses issued by the
UU1B lnere no aouotthat New Mexican swears In this respect
wherever police and city authorities by the Department of Agriculture andpermit s wide-ope- town, there fViA oaniiia tjtiirnd father than hv fhp .ul,.uuU ui uovBrnor MCDOna Id Ban Juan anil iinnor nt n- -joffice renders it self sustaining and
no further appropriation will be need..nine is most rampant and hardest to New Mexico assessors. In the entire
that he is against the prize fight and leys of New Mexico. It also empha- - LSt.a, Louis,, Mo, Feb' 13'-- ThB UnIt'would recommend a law to prohibit sizes the urgency of the construction ' Clrcult court ' appeals.ed from the legislature for the gamefederal land laws that strike home
and will produce an echo and ap
and Ash department." That means
pretty good management, does It not?
u ana any other exhibitions of like of permanent storage and irrigation U, . ", , 8ave a aeclBl0I reversing
character. In fact, if the district at, works on the tributaries of the upper 1, ClrcUlt court of Coahoma
him,
torney and the district Judge are with Rio Grande, which has beeTi halted by o n)olnmg the Central Fuel and
uaue- United States, the value of the class- -A map of the city of Denver, print- - es of livestock named is 120 times that
ed in yesterday's News, shows that of New Mexico, exceeding five billion
twenty-nin- e policemen are required at dollars, a sum so large as to stagger
night to guard the RedLlght ordinary comprehension,
dlatrict.whlle in areas ten tufies es rm
Some of the big things done by the
department lately are set forth and they will not need td atretch the unjust and unreasonable embargo
existing laws until they creak, to find on the waters not only of the Rio
a statute that will enable them to Grande, but also Its trlh,.,nri h
not the least is the Impetus given to- -
plause irom every homesteader In
eastern New Mexico, or for that, from
everywhere In the arid regions:
My Dear Senator:
Please pardon a letter from one
who lives outside your ballwlck.
ard the establishment of a nationallarge, only one patrolman Is on duty. The New Mexican is In receipt of prevent the nasty exhibition of bruta- - Reclamation Service.
Ing its product to any other Company .than the Texas Company.
The Oklahoma Company, which
owns many oil wells, and the Texas.
Company, a refiner, made a contract
by which the latter Was tn tlAflna all'
The calloused Indifference of ha the Sketch Book of the Constitutional
decent people to condiSons Convention published by G. S. Peteri write oecause I see you are push-
game preserve on the Pecos forest
which has been practically decided
upon by the United States govern-
ment and which will give New Mexi-
co an attraction that will add to its
ing a bill to modernize our archaic ' vIce tueir immediate neighbor- - ,on of Denver, iormerly of Las Ve- -
my, wmcn ir duplicated between an .
editor and a politician at a street has
ZT, df Prbabl5;tree,u!t ln n ""''or a ""te song. It Lected 2intent to a spirited comnatltlnn. i . JZsystem of homestead Ia nH hood, is one of the nuzzles of hiimani. gas and welllmown in Santa Fe. It oil produced by the Oklahoma corpor--up on the American homesteader and ty' Not untl1 ome member of a so-- ' t0 be 'Hwed by a much larger
n" . t " widely and distributed thousands of
world fame as a tourist resort and a;
sportsman's paradUe. Seventeen!
called "respectable" family Is sand-- ! worlt of a biographical nature devot-
bagged and slugged or killed bv ed to persons ot prominence in the
give him an equal show with the Can-
adian homesteader.
For several years, I was Canadian
townships are to be Included especial
uw,
,ei recovered from iree copies but somehow, no one willthe setback that It received from the1 sing it. On the other hand, complainsJohnson-Jeffrie- s fight staged there. It Governor Hadley, he can hear the fol- -
stray bullet, or dragged down o the new state. This book Is Teally ly convenient, to Santa Fe, Las Ve
me lexas Company afterward
contended the contract gave it the ex-
clusive right to the Oklahoma Com-
pany s oil and brought an action foran injunction.
REACHING THE 8P0T.
depth, are the other members work of art and a historical memorialgovernment Agent in Iowa and am gas and Albuquerque, reached by the
.i, i crowas wno saw lowing at every street corner and inarous.ed to at least a mild protest tnat wl". DO doubt, find wide clrcule-laminar with the Canadian home- - bcenic Highway which the state has
partially constructed. This preserveagainst conditions that seem to hark tlon' The whole page half-ton- e cutssieaa country and system.
.,. i.gui uiu not consist or prospective every
settlers and investors in Nevada, thu Every time I come to townback to the vilest days of Rome or are brought out most artistically andAt present I am a homesteader In
New Mexico, so that I can compare my dogneatnendom, when and where orgies llave cnaracter to them. The Mo
iiuuung me argument that such a .The boys keep
fight would bring people to New Mex- - ' aroun'.
win iurnisn anotner strong reason
why the state should push that road
through to the Pecos. In this connecot Immorality and drunkenness, mark-- ! 8raPhcal notes are brief and avoid
ed the rapid decline of the nation, i 0,8 fu,,om flattery that often mars
ico who would be induced to take up Makes no dlff'rence If he is a houn',
uuinemeaas or InvtW. They
me iwo systems.
In point of liberality, however, there
Is no comparison, since there Is none
It Can Bs Dons, So Scores of SantaFa Citizens Say.To oure an acnlng back,The pains of rheumatism,The tired-ou- t feeiinm.
gotta quit klckln' my dog aroun
tion, Game Warden Gable recom-
mends a closer study of game and in miWhen reading of the destruction nd subscription works of that kind.
fish as affected by environment such
Public taste is a peculiar proposition
and he who can keep up with it has
havoc cauBed by outbreaks of Vesuvi- -
us or Aetna, periodically one often I "Tbere 11 growtngsentlment In fa- - maoe Bis fortune.
nes, railroads and real estate. Reno
and Nevada received more detrimen-
tal knocks from that crowd which 'vi-- ,
sited the fight, than it has from Its
unsavory reputation as a divorce
as Is peculiar to New Mexico. He ad-
vocates private .preserves on which
game and fish are propagated for the
wonders why people are so foolish m T0r of a law by the Legislative As-
to build homes on the brink of a vol ,mbly prohibiting the paroling and
hi tne American system.
Canada says to the homesteader:
"If you go on a quarter section you
get a full 160 acres, nothing out for
roads. I furnish the roadway.
"For 25 cents, you can get a permit
which allows you to go on a timber
Many people will find satisfaction
You must reach the spot-- get atthe cause.
In moBt cases 'tis the kidneys.Etoan's Kidney Pills ar for thakidneys,
Mrs. Agrlplna do Bonzn
market, and why not? If a snort cancano, but the peasants of Italy certain- - pardoning of men found guilty ofb are not more fatalistic and hnrrton. 'murder unless there Is discovery of to read that the nephew of MillionaireHawley who incurred his uncle's dis- -
at the same time be made a profitable
Industry without depriving others of
But aside from all arguments proed than the 'decent' nennio mhn ,i,i new evidence showing the convicted or con, there is such a thing as Tub- - pleasure "because he married a "mere"iluieraie a "wlde.nnn" it man s innocencfl. it is difficult enough ,',""l"",l"!s ,or huiii.uk anu mining, lie decency, and it is well1 that the telegraph operator, will after all get
reserve and cut timber for a house,
stable and fencing. You can take all it
Is about as big an achievement aswith red lights, and all the vice and t0 convlct the average murderer and nrst state governor of New Mexico H.ovvaw of the Hawley estate. It Iscan be accomplished.
Game Warden Gable has for the first has arraigned himself on the side of 10 De "oped that the kind of snobbery
cnme conditions, that Inevitably ac- - n n ne escapes the noose he should
company these. at least be compelled to serve his
time limit. decency. mat objects to a relative marrying a
me timber you needfor fuel.
"When you are ready for a school,I will buiid you a schooihouse nnn
ela St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
1906, I uBed Doan'i Kid-ne- y
Pllli for backache which hadbeen a source of much annoyance. Inthe morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
barely stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan '. via- -
time In the history of New Mexico,
put an effective stop to game depre-
dations by Indians and has taught the
imur gin wno is making her own waj
In th world, has di! with Hawey.iTaking the tariff from zln will in. the
offending culprits a salutary leBon.evitably nn many zinc ore producers
The New
C7nt CommlZin the United States Just a, theI "pro- - ZT fll ere.
School teachers are to be found In
every conceivable political position In
New Mexico from legislators to Judge-
ships. What Is the matter with elect
then I will pay 75 per cent of the
teacher's wages.
"We will help you build roads and
't took energy and tact to do this fora very wge The Albuquerque Morning Journaldeclares It is "disgusted" with theposea reduction of the kisaI ,riir h. the Indian leans on Uncle Sam on
one side and hides behind ancient
Pills, by the good reports I heardwhen you have enough COWS, wn aIll the Democrats will set but thot i. lection for Btate chairman. In A. H.Hudspeth, the New Mexico Demo- - ing a school teacher to the United bogglshness of Santa Fe protesting about them,dustry twentv Vpnn mil ivlllDuiio. you a creamery, onesentlmentalUm nn Stltes Senate? Vaw miM. against beln denrlVAil nf tha fA-a- l i , . .tonlentS Ofprerogatives. .: . .u. " crnnv ho. a mnorv.tlA ..,,. k.4 and - ..v.vw u.,f.u, - - avuui,, iiua ni I nil nAma.lv ..do worse.,um nave uvea on the land ' "'""ana, ot men working In It at " 'hn ,. " : " ' , " 1 " ' u the other, Game Warden Gable him court, fixed here by the Enabling pains and I to stlL thstAct. That is a good sign. Disgust mv cur. h.. hJ!PS?"' "'" oi eacn year lor three " m&a wag to penury. ,"' ' " " " " T elf took the field and
- --
'."Jir!5?' H!r;,;'t,nmu7t;VnX;.,on.years, you got the land." generally precedes repentance.Write Congressman Curry a letterand tell him what you think about hisUncle Sam, on the other hand, vir ror saie by all dealers. Price 60cents. FoBteo-Mllbur- fin.. n,,(riT V V. T '"bment, chagrin and eventual re- -nlfested opportune times during the pentance. 'El Paso is spending $2,600 for anaudit Of tho m,nr)!,atl'a l.nr.l.. .tually says to the- homesteader: attempt to change act New Mexico beat Arizona to it by United States.There Is a quarter section, less the two years past. And It is worth it. Zrn Lir,;. f The accurately and to establish a perambulating fed- - one month and eight days. says Remember 'tha n.mT. ' '.floundered, the various animals, bird, and eral , , 'slow? ",T",n'1, game court, :, that the Sunshine State is yta no other,
i
.1
PRINCE NAMED
E STATE
f Politics and Politicians 1
:
;v
It Wai He Who First Sug
gested Popular Cognomen
with the Republican party was from
aii unselfish motive, via. that the
Republican party of New Mexico was
the party most Interested in the wel-
fare of his people, by giving them
for New Mexico
' v ! ; t v
( c'Y "V..-- V
,
f V
Deputy District Clerk.
Upon today gaining his majority
Wyly Parsona was appointed deputy
dlBtrlct clerk of .the fifth judicial dis-
trict, by County Clerk R. F. Ballard.
yKoswell Record.
Eddy County Republicans.
The Republican party of Eddy counMi equal rights. With Sol Luna refusingto be a candidate, Larrazolo will be CAPT. JACK CRAWFORD'S POEIVa formidable, candidate for the highhonor.
Governor Mills la well known overty will hold a convention In Carlubad, It Advertised the Name WidelySnturday February 17, for the pur- - the state, and as Judge and governor
pose of electing five delegates to the During Chicago World's
Fair.
ho has made good. Ho has also labor-
ed hard for the beBt interests of NewStnfe Republican convention to be
I I Now that New Mexico is really
State, and Its pet name ot "The Sun
held In Santa Fe, March 8. ;
Luna and Fall.
A number of other papers are com-
menting favorably upon the candidacy
of these two gentlemen and no paper,
Democratic or Republican, has op-
posed them.
Mexico and no governor ever made
a better record than William J. Mills
and many would rejoice to see him
elected one of the U. S. senators of
the State of New Mexico.
A. B. Fall the silver-tongue- ora-
tor of the great southwest has a
strong hold upon the people of New
Mexico. The Spanish Americans
shine State" has been universally
adopted, without of
change, It has become an object of
Interest to know something ot the
origin of that designation, In order
The facts are that no two strongei to ascertain with accuracy Tegardlng
this, a representative of the Newmen could be elected to the Senato as a wnoie are rallying to his sup-fro-New Mexico than Judge Fall Port. He is a born leader, a diplo- - Mexican called on Hon. L. Bradford
Prince, who is always credited withand Mr. Lima, and If the legislature mat possessing that magnetic powerlisten to the demand of the public which draws people to hlra by his being the originator of the pet name,and has the best Interests of the new attractive personality. His eloquence An Inquiry on the subject broughtstate at neart tney will be the choice as a speaker would add much to his the governor to a reminiscent moodon the first ballot. x influence in Washington and if elect- -
"Oh, yes," he said, "I remember veryThere are a number of men who ed he would safely guard New Mex- - well when the name was first sugare In the field for these high posl- - ico's interests, and assume a nrom- - gested. It was while I was governor,tlons and there is no disposition to i,ient place among the leading men In the fall of 1891. At that time therebelittle their claims, but both Mr. 0( ne lenate was a volume annually published in
Boston called 'King's Handbook of the
United States' which was a kind of
Luna and Judge Fall are so popularly Tne name of Charles Springer Is
advocated In all parts of the state eometmeB mcntoned In connection
and among all of the citizens that with the , honor
It Is likely there will be no serious fmm . .
JUAN D. CA8A008,Of Clapham, Who Will Represent Un Ion County In the House. gazetteer containing a good deal of
DR. ARTHUR J. EVANS,
Who Will Represent Roosevelt County In the Senate.historical as well as geographical Inopposition to them. Albuquerque . t). . , ... !?;. n sua who uuDiuua UU1J formation with regard to each of theHerald.XSXXXXXXXXXXX X- county, waa born In Bernalillo coun- - feebly expresses the fact. His
Age 47 year. the greatest Inclination toward, andStotoB of the Union, and was to befound in almost every library. It wasV, I. ..I..- - HBnnt a LPerioatetlc Federal Court ' " ''i"l. Ki Pruu- - Age 28 years.edited with great care, and about that' ' """is, which pertain to national af- -Congressman George Curry a pro- - air. H- - i. , tirle. time I received a request for a num
Xj ty on March 8, 18IJ6. His mother died
Xjwhen he wa only nine years old, his
Xifnther, Juan Casados y Chaves died
a tew years ego In Sandoval county.
JJ Young Casados had to make his wayV early in life although he manaeeii to
posed legislation, by which th Unit-- n0 man the ....,,..
ed States court will be held at sev tloh understood the details and the
ber of Items of information regarding
the progress of New Mexico, in order
to make it entirely up to date. After
eral different places In the district
which covers the whole state, hasattend the public schools. He went
the greatest leisure for, politics.
Dr. Evans was born In Blount coun- -
ty, Alabama, on April 5, 1SS3, but he
did not stay long, for the following
year finds him in Texas with his par- -
ents. But even the Lone Star state
jwas not good enough for him,' after
he had come back from medical col- -
lege. He located at Ellda, Roosevelt
X j county, in 1908, upon coming to New
X Mexico.
X Evans attended the public schools
workings' ot the' convention better
than Charles A. Springer. He is
quiet, and unassuming in his manner
but often when Important questions
arise and ht hernmea nrnttacit hv
to the northeastern
these had been sent, there came a
second communication saying that in
all cases they mentioned the pet name
nothing of a novel character. It may
be said that in nearly all the judicial
districts of the country, provision Is
Mexico When ha ai 1Q vjwipi ant
engaged In atockralslng and farming made by for holding courtcongress heated debate h eloquence andana lives at present on bis farm
Clapham, Union county. He carried logic are impressed upon all. If
Born in Blount County, Ala-
bama.
Taken to Texas while an in-
fant by his parents.
In New Mexico since 1908.
Located at Ellda.
Is a Progressive Democrat,
a supporter of Woodrow Wil-
son for the Presidency.
Believes Bryan greatest
American, and Roosevelt sec-
ond greatest.
Educated in public schools
and at Rlenzi college.
"Never" taught school.
Graduated with second hon-
ors from Louisville Medical
College at age of 22 after four
years course.
Practices medicine.
Married and has baby
daughter.
by which the States were called and
that they had them all with the ex-
ception ot that of New Mexico, and
would be glad to know what name
had been adopted or generally UBed for
It. They mentioned a long list of
Mil lexas, then took a two yearssent to Washington, D. C, he would
also be a man whose influence would
in 1S8C. Casados has held various
public positions. For two years, he
had the mall route out of Clayton. He
has been school director and clerk
.. Bora in Bernalillo County!
. Left an orphan when 9
years old. '
X Attended public school.
X Had charge of mail route
X for two years.
X Went to Union County when
V 19 years old.
X Engaged in livestock busi- -
ness.
X Farmer.
Probate Judge.
A Clerk of school district.
X Married.
X Favors:
X Honest Election Law.
X A Spanish-America- for U.
X 8. Senator.
X Normal School at Clayton.
X Good Public Schools.
X Good State and County
X Roads.
X Direct Primary Law and Re--
X call.
X Opposed to creating new
X counties at first session of
X legislature.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
be felt in the senate chamber of the
In several different places. For in-
stance, in Iowa, there are two dis-
tricts, the northern end the southern,
each of which Is divided in three di-
visions, with court to be held at three
different named places. The state
which s nearest to New Mexico in
population, although somewhat less
United States. such names beginning with the "Pine-tre- e
state" for Maine, the "Graniteof the school board and was elected
probate Judge of Union county In
If, when the coming legislature
meets and if Representative Judge state" for New Hampshire, the "Green1898. Toombs of our city, is presented for Mountain state" for Vermont, the
"Bay state" for Massachusetts, thein the legislature, he declares, his
efforts will be devoted to electing a square miles. Its population by the would to indicate. Union county "Nutmeg state" for Connecticut, thecensus of 1910, was 325,594, while will be found to be enthusiastic forSpanish American to the Uwte'd Sta
course at Rlenzi college, and when 18
years old, matriculated at Louisville
Medical college, graduating with sec-
ond honors when he was 22 years old.
He is married and has a beautiful
baby daughter.
Dr. Evans, although at the time a
resident of New Mexico for only three
years, was nominated for the state
senate without opposition, although
the Democratic nomination was equiv-
alent to election in Roosevelt county.
He classes himself among the Pro-
gressives of the Democratic party, Is
ah advocate of the nomination of
Woodrow Wilson for the presidency,
believes William Jennings Bryan the
greatest living American and Theo-
dore Roosevelt the second greatest.
tes Senate; to pass an honest election his support and If elected, no man XXXSSXXXXXXSSSXtlaw, ' a good public school law,
New Mexico had a population of 327,--
Jn 1900 Idaho had much less
than 200,000 of population. Idaho
was admitted to the union in 1890,
would work more energetically for
New Mexico and for the best Interests
of the Republican party and our na
state and county good roads law, State Senator Dr. Arthur J. Evans
with a population of 88,548, and the of Ellda, Roosevelt county, solemnlytion, than our able Claytonlan, bril-
gooa direct primary law, a law for
the recall of officials, and a law for a
normal school at Clayton. He is op
"Empire state" for New York, and so
forth, and wished for the similar ap-
pellation for New Mexico. The let-
ter came from Mr. N. F. Sweetzer,
who was the editor of the book, and
Beemed to take particular interest in
this subject I answered that New
Mexico being a Territory, had not yet
received by common usage or other-
wise any particular pet name, but I
suggested that the most appropriate
whola state, by the enabling act, was ant orator and comlng 1(iader of the
mow UUB juuicm. uisuwi, juoi. fl D. p . tht. nf K -- ,posed to the creation of new' coun
affirms that he has never taught
school, but then he is a physician and
every one knows that next to school
teachers and lawyers, It is ths disci
New
.Mexico now is. In 1892, the Judge 0 T Toomi,,.ties, at the first session of the stateJuan D. Casados, Democrat,
member, of the House from: 'Union legislature. ... state was qmaea into tnree divisions, other mIght e; named who areto be known as the northern, central worthv nf thB h,M. hnnor. hnt hn ples of Aesculapius, who seem to have
and southern divisions, with five, sev- - :ever are elected; will 'be men who
n aad in w, .blv ,.mw,-.Vni'- mm,.
one that could be adopted and which
DR,UNKEN OEMINQ MAN I thought would be generally satisfacMRS. ARMSTRONG CALLED JOHER HEAVENLY HOME' girts.divisions, from which it appears that waItn of New Mexic0 , tne UnitedSHOT BY STEP SON tory was "The Sunshine State."
This was accepted by Mr. Sweet
mm uiiiB me siaie imu omjr eigu- - states senate. Clayton Citizen,teen counties. In 1898 congress pas-- ' " Deep in the mountains'victim In Critical Condition and
ed sides,zer, and the handbook when it ap-
peared gave this as the pet name for
Devout Christian, Loving Wife, Faith-
ful Mother, True 8ervant of Her1
Master.
sd another- act to the same effect. Affairs Will' Brighten.Wound May Prova Fatal Out
on $2,000 Bond. Placed there by hand divine whenshowing that there were twenty-on- e The conditions that prevail In the New Mexico. The substance of the
counties men in tne state, tne court state today are most aratifvlns: Polit- - correspondence was soon published inDemlng, N. M., Feb. 10. A serious
I senses charm.
Thy children love thee with a love as
deep
As ever welled from happy, grate-
ful breasts
They love the broad and grassy vales
which sleep
In emerald beauty 'neath thy tower-in- g
crests.
They love thy bright-winge- song-
birds, whose Bweet notes
Arise in songs ot thankfulness at
morni
the papers of the Territory and the
tn be held at Moscow, Boise City and ically there is a quiet that seemsin the several divisions, natural considering the importance of
New Mexico has twenty-si- counties, the year. If there is any enthusiasm
shooting affray took place in the
rooming house a little after name was fortunate enough to be
earth was young,
An untold wealth of precious metal
hides,
Waiting the gleaming pick by miner
swung,
Lies In Its virgin purity and waits
The dawning of the not far instant
day
midnight. It seems that U. E. McDan- - received with universal acceptance
and approbation.
Even in the state of Wyoming, with over the acquisition of statehood, it isiel came home in a state of Intoxica only, thirteen counties, a population pent up. Things seem to have set- - It was not a great while afterwards145,965, and an area of 97,800 tied down to an ordinary level. But.
Lyda Welder Armstrong, 61 years
old, youngest child of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Welder, a native of New Le-
banon, Pa., died last Monday at 5
o'clock at the Pankey ranch near
Lamy. The Rev. James M. Shimer,
pastor of the St. John's M. E. Church
of Santa Fe conducted the funeral
services at 'he home. Burial was
in the cemetery at Lamy. Beside
her husband she is survived by three
tion, first creating a disturbance in
the new McDaniel rooming house ad when at the Columbian Exposition atChicago we celeorated New Mexicosquare miles, terms of United States the people feel keenly their elevation. When man's great energy shall ope;.
Day, by fitting ceremonials and a gen-
court are held at Cheyenne, Evans- - They are merely Bubdued and modest
ton and Lander Albuquerque Journal and wait the opportunity to do some- - I And speed in liquid music from theirthe gates
joining the telephone exchange on
Silver avenue. He then repaired to
the other McDaniel rooming house
near Ruebush's stable for the purpose
era! distribution of the splendid fruit
of the Territory. Addresses weretning
to show their appreciation. And thrill the universe with its dis-- '
play. j
throats
O'er billowy plains and hills by
canons torn.
Flovd C. Field Hai a Lnt of FauopH... ',s son 88 tne legislature Is in senof getting his Here, it Who will be New Mexico's United fw" lnere wlu De an awakening. The Iis said, be encountered his wife and State aonatnr. la a n,tinn ),ik la """f oi men called to make awa wistepson, Riley George. George at
agitating the minds of many citizens haveu an to accomplish
of the Btate. With the large major- - mucb' " ehw " caliber of the
tempted to prevent his getting his six-
shooter from a shelf above the cot
ity in the state legislature, they un mtcvicu, iueir every move winbe watched from without. They willdoubtedly hold the key to the situa
Slowly but surely, with unceasing
tread.
The march ot progress seeks that
sunny land--By
pioneers of dauntless spirit led,
The gathering hosts sweep in on
every hand.
From out the sleep of centuries
agone.
The West is roused
De able to demonstrate the Intellltion. .. ,. ,
made by distinguished citizens ' and
one of the special features of the oc-
casion was a poem composed and re-
cited by Captain Jack Crawford, en-
titled, "The Sunshine State." I have
a copy filed away, and I am quite sure
that there Is one among the pamphlets
belonging to the Historical Society."
Following this suggestion, the His-
torical Library was visited and the
printed poem found and headed.
"THE SUNSHINE STATE."
(By Captain Jack Crawford, "The
Poet Scout.")
A few among the Democrats would gence
of the community at large,
chosen as they have been bo promlshave us believe that a coalition with
daughters, Ruby, Grace and Marga-
ret, a sister, Mrs. Sarah E. Rupert,
of New Lebanon and four brothers,
Peter, David, Samuel, and John.
Mrs. Armstrong was educated in
the common schools of her native
city and was converted at an early
age, joining the M. E. Church. In
1S85 she was married to John E. Arm-
strong a friend of her childhood. .
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong were so
pleased with the "Land of Sunshine,"
and its promise of health, that they
and their children came to Santa Fe
lest August, where they lived until
November, at which time they moved
to the Pankey ranch-nea- r Lamy.
In all her Christian career she was
cuously. They
'cUonVtwUdroe,
upon which George was sleeping. A
fight ensued, George knocking McDan-
iel down. Recovering himself, he
again attacked George, and the latter
fired at close range, the ball striking
a rib. an his right Bide, and ranging
down. When a phyBlclan was sum-
moned, and the clothing removed, the
ball Tell from his clothing, having
come out of his back on the right
side. He was removed to the ladies'
hospital, and the physicians pronounce
his condition serious. Riley George,
who shot his stepfather U. E. Mc
,
to active life,
acts. They can also do the opposite,but there is hope that the first state
legislature will be one long to be re- -
ed States senators. But that Is prob-
ably among the impossibilities, and And stands proud and resplendant In
the dawnmemoered. This Is merely anticinat
we feel certain that two Republicans
will be sent to the United States sen Dedicated to Hon. L. Bradford Prince, Of peace which crowns the close ofing good, which can be realized should
they all work tnroth,,. fn t. iate. savage strife.
jue uue oi iiew Mexico nas aoie interests of the state as a whni
Godfather of New Mexico, as "The
Sunshine State," and first read on
New Mexico Day at the World's
Fair, Sept. 16th, 1893.
i,l.A k. t.HI... , - Her sunny skies ne'er wore a brighter
They love the breath of health thy
soft winds bear
To bring the flush of life to faded
cheeks,
Which' drives disease back to Its
gruesome lair,
And word of hope to every sufferer
speaks.
They love thy old traditions, handed
down
Through lapse of years from an-
cient Aztec days,
When swarthy chieftains struggled
for the crown
Which now "neath freedom's feet in
fragments lays.
Thy future; mind of man can never
trace,
Its rising sun is dazzling to the eye.
On flashing wings thou'rt soaring to a
place
Upon the citadel of honor high.
Soon will thy plains and lofty moun-
tains teem
With men whose tireless hands
will shape thy fate,
And on the roster of the earth su-
preme
Engrave thy honored name, O!
Sunshine State.
World's Fair, Chicago, 1893.
urou m mo luuui iu rejire-- 1 uovernor McDonald has 'alreadv
sent our great state at Washington shown his capability in tht ho J.Daniel last night, has been admittedlcyal to her church, and her one con face , .n n rri u i t- i. , - .The presumlng desire waa to do the will of ta ba" 8um o' $2,000. Than that which Bmiles a welcomeu.,V(..; mo oiu war nurse oi itepuDU- - poses to do things in his own wavIimtnnrv henrtnr hni hacn oat fni. navther Father and to live the Christ life I often think when God created earth,canism T. B. Catron, is recognized His calling the legislature at i.nh unto those
Who 'neath them seek for an abidingob Deing one oi tne intellectual giants 'ie date was evidently fur the mir. He closed his labors in the far
Southwest, place,m pur siaie. ms initiative versatility, pose 0i naving the legislators preparehis boldness in expressing his opin- - themselves in advance. It is not like- - And there His mind omnipotent gave
Thursday. Mr. McDanlel's condition
Is critical, but it will be several days
according to the statement of the
physicians, before they will be able
to determine whether or not the
wound is fatal. '
Where icy breath of winter never
in the family circle, in society and in
the church. During her last illness
she was conscious that the end was
near at hand, but her only regret in
dying was that of leaving her family
and friends.
ion where the occasion demands 'f mat Be considered the senatorial blows.birth
To beauties which of all His works
were best.
(even though the idea may be unpo- - question at all, though it Is lmnnrt Her breezes never kissed with
pular) command the respect even ant, but not near so much as the mak- - balmier touch
His wondrous handiwork He elseamong those who cannot always ac- - 01 lnws. The cheeks of pilgrims from theGOOD NEWS FOR MEN cept the, inability of his arguments. Tne former would seem to have set-- sultry East, .NOT IF MoDONALD
CAN HELP IT. WHO HELD THEIR WOOL.
where tried,
Each new achievement was a glad
surprise,
Who from the stern, impoverishing
clutch
No man at the constitutional conven- - uea lmo apathetic condition. In
tion demonstrated greater mind acti- - f?ct' no one seems to enthuse over the
vlty, or brain power In discussing the 8ubJec'- Except, maybe, the aspirants
many problems which were presented y't0 wo"ld wish things were a bit
Heavy Trading Reported at Boston In But left His masterpiece, His great Of overcrowded states have beenCurley Visits Las Vegas to Confer
released.Three-eighth- s Territory at
23
est pride,
To build beneath His brightest, sun-
niest skies. New Mexico, the brightest, fairestBoston, Mass., Feb. 12. The de VALUABLE GIFT TO THE
for consideration. If sent to Wash- - '"U,B IUY"n'C- That will eome upon
ington, he would be a power in the ca" of tne flrst name in the leg.
United States Benate, and New Mex- - ",,ature Rnd all are announced. The
ico would be well represented. presnt outlook would indicate a large
Sol Luna is one of New Mexico's &!T,ay , nameB 'r"the two sennto-- -
mand for domestic wools continues Great mountain chnlns whose sum
along broad lines, although dealings in
HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Seventeen years ago, It was Thom
With O'Malley Regarding n
Fight,
East Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 9.
Jack Curley, manager for Jim Flynn
and promoter of the .lohnson-Flyn-
battle for the heavyweight champion-
ship, arrived here last night from the
Pacific coast, and is conferring today
with Charles O'Malley and a commit-
tee of Las Vegas business men, rela
lew grades lead. Values hold firm, and favorlte sons and if he would accept ! .!' ,lne amre ot "ny that
mits pierce the clouds,
Bristling with pines and carpeted
with flowers,seme of the finer grades have been
advanced by the holders. Heavy trad the honorable position, he would nodoubt be eleoted and well represent
New Mexico in the United States sen- -
Their bold peaks ever wrapped ining is reported in three-eight- ter
as Lowtblan, the public spirited mine
owner of Bland, whose liberality In
doubling his subscription, made It
possible for the New Mexico Histor-
ical Society to acquire the magnificent
ritory at 23 while good sales of
a large number be placed In nomina-
tion. It is also the wish that the best
may win. Rock Island Tribune.
PENNSYLVANIA GIANT DEAD
,"
AT M0UNT CARSON.
Pottsvllle, Pa., Feb.
Moore, the "Pennsylvania m. i
snowy shrouds,
On which the sunshine falls in mel-
low showers,
.frlrfw fiwmo
gem
That ever cast a radiance from the
crest
Of Nature's proudest,- - loveliest dia-
dem,
Which rests upon the bold brow of
the West
Shines in that crown as radiant guid-
ing star,
As beacon light from Nature's
mountain domes,
And leads the cream of earth from
lands afar,
To sweet prosperity in peaceful
homes.
Montana in original bags at 20c have
been made. Andrews; name Is worthy of contive to the proposition for staging the
big fistic event here on July 4.
Las Vegas has offered a bonus of
sideration. He has labored faith Bright Btreams of crystal purity,
collection of excavated pottery from
the San Francisco valley In western
Socorro county, which Is the delight offully
for New Mexico and statehood,Bidding for the new clip Is going on
actively, especially In Nevada and end many, think he has earned the
which flo--'.
With rippling melody through can-
ons deep,
$100,000 for the fight. Though no an every antiquarian who visits SantaUtah, with quotations averaging dead at his home nenr Mount Carbon,
of kldnev rilRoaa tr..
.l .nouncement has been made, it is be hqnoredppsIMon, Fe. At that time he also presentedlieved that Curley looks favors bly up about 14 or 16c landed in Boston.Pulled wool rather dull. ' 0, A,,Iiarrazolo is one of the strong pounds, was of 'n.f one stone Idol recently discovered nearon the offors of this city. men of New Mexico, and no doubt Is measured more th . Cochlti. A few days ago his widow,
now Mrs. E. Lowthlan Liddell of Los
Angeles wrote to the society offering
one of the ablest of the Spanish the waist. His strength was enormous
Alhuntiernue is the first choice of . n . . ui na ne irequently carriedj,.u.u.. a 400 poundlarge capacity possessing barrel of oil on his three font .L..m O fair land, bathed
great argumentative skill and is ad- - trs without great effort. Ho jn
PRESIDENT TAFT RETURNS
TO WASHINGTON, D. C.
1
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. Presi-
dent Taft returned to Washington to-
day from New York, He remained
aboard his private car in the Union
station until 8 o'clock when, he was
driven to the White House.
to send a rare piece of c
pottery, which was discovered with
the stone idol. The offer was gladly
accepted by President Prince, and
this Interesting vessel Is now on its
way, and will soon be placed on exhU
bition.
mined by all as being one of the years old,
most eloquent speakers of the great .
Bouthwest. No one doubts that If How rt a.,., .k.
tints
Which naught but hand of heaven
can create,
Well wert thou christened by our
honored Prince
With that bright name of names,
"The Sunshine State."
And with their tinkling music, soft
and low,
At eventlme lull Nature into sleep.
Broad plains rf grassy lovllnesB, o'er
which,
Sleek-coate- cattle roam and feed
at will,
While Nature's brightest floral gems
enrich,
The ever verdant breast ot plain
and hill.
Broad streams whoso smiling faces
catch the bright
And silvery sunshine as It down-
ward drifts,
And. laughs It back unto the God of
' light
In gleaming thankfulness ot all 1113
tTet' twT'0' 'T N";,.MKe,X" Avold tnkln cM " "" kidneys 'are
Jack Curley, manager of Jim Flynn.
the Pueblo fireman, who is matched
to fight Jack Johnson for the world's
heavyweight championship on July 4,
as the place for staging the battle
Other towns under consideration are
Las Vegas, N. M and Wendover and
Jawbrldge, Nev. The foregoing Bums
'
up a statement made last evening by
Curley, who was in Albuquerque for
half an hour; on his way to Las Ve-
gas, where he conferred with fight
fans of the Meadow City, who have
offered $100,000 for"' staging
" of' the
fight there. '
A Btate which hand of . storm-kin- The is no better medicine made
w,. ,.. b,Ila sensitive, cold congests the kid-fi-the position. His recent coming neys, throws too much work uponinto the- - Republican party, may by them, and weakens their action ebe used against him, but it Is rious kidney trouble and even Bright'
conceded by all that if he had re- - disease may result. Strengthen vnnt
never smites, "
Beyond the reach of Winter's out-
stretched arm,' 'malne.4, la rthe Demooratlo party, he kidneys, got rid of the pain and sore- -
For a sprain you will find Cham-
berlains Liniment- excellent. It al-
lays the pain, removes the soreness,
and soon' restores the parts to a
healthy condition. 25 and 50 cent
Lotties. for sale by all dealers.
for ci s than Chamberlain's Cough
Itemei It acts on nature's plan,
relieve the lungs,, opens the secre-
tions, aids expectoration; and resto-
res the system to a healthy condition.
For sals by all dealers,
A land ot cloudless days and starlitwoumnave' Deen nominated and elect- - nesR. build them up by the timely use
ed governor and that fact demon- - W Foley Kidney Pills. Tonlo in ao- - nights,
Where breezes soft the sleepingstrates that bis reason for uniting tion, quick in results.
PAGE 8IX Flftesn Club.
The Fifteen Club mt yesterday
with Mrs. Weltnier. Miss Massle pro- -
Hon. Joseph M, Cravens of Madi-
son, Indiana, a leading Democrat of
the Hoosler state, la a visitor in San-
ta Fe.
Mra. W. H. Goebel left the city last
Tire You Blue and Worried?
Nervous P Some of the time really 111 P Cstoh oold easily and fr.qu.nili suffer
from biliousness or lieadaohe P The reason is that your system does not rid itself
of thf poisons in the blood just as Impossible o. it Is for the grte of a stove to nd
Itsell of clinkers. The waste does to us exactly what the clinkers do to the stoves
mike the fires burn low until enough clinkers have aooumulatod and then prevent
its burning at all. Your liver is sluggish-y-ou are dull and heavy-sl- eep does not
rest, nor is food appetixinj. , In this condition illness develops. Doctor Pierce a
Golden Medical Discovery eradicates the poisons from the body a glyceric alter-
ative extraot made from bloodroot, golden seal and mandrake root, stone and
oueeo'l root, without the use of alcohol. No matter how strong the constitution
Mention.
evening from Socorro.
Judge A. B. Fall ot Three Rivers,
arrived in the city last evening from
Albuquerque. With his family he
has taken possession of the F. C.
Wilson residence on Capitol Heights.
Mra. W. H. Brown returned from a
visit with her parents Mr. and Mrs. J.
M Ernest of Clayton last evening.
Deputy County Clerk Edward L.
S.ifford went to Albuquerque last eve-
ning and will return tomorrow even-
ing.
Misses Stella and Elisabeth Hudson
entertained informally on last Satur-
day evening.
The Joy Club gave a delightful en-
tertainment last evening at the home
of Miss Miriam Cartwiight on De
Vargas street.
Mrs. J. 0. Schumann entertained in-
formally for a limited number of
guests at hor home on Lincoln avenue
lust Monday afternoon.
Miss Elisabeth Tlerney of Denver,
Colorado, will arrive tomorrow and
will be the guest of Mrs. W. H. Brown.
She will be here for two weeks.
Dr. and Mrs. Chnrles A. Wheelon
me liomacn is apt iu vm i -
quenoe the blood is disordered, for the stomach is the labo.
ratory for the constant manufacture of blood.
Mas. BENJ. Hunts, of Port Dover, Ont, Box 98. writes: "I have
boon a Kreat sufferer lor yeart from throat trouble, catarrh,
female troubles, bloating, constipation and nervouiies-- at times would
be in bod, then able to lie up Main. Was under many different doctor
care, and would set better for a little while, then 1 would so down with
chronic Inflammation all throuith mo. For nineteen yean 1 had thia
poison In my blood. After trying; nearly everrtlilnij I irot worse. I read
In The People's Common Sense Medical Advisor Dr. Plerci is Golden
Medical Discovery and Dr. Bane's Catarrh Kemadv. I have taken tha
'Golden Medical Discovery ' and 'Pleasant Pelltits,' and have usee; live,
bottles ot Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy. I am now able to do Jkand walk with i.leaeure. 1 feel I ke new woman. I enjoy y""around me and thank God for letting ma live Ions enough to Snd soma- -
Ilu. Blub. Dr. Pieroe's Pleasant Pellets regulate liver and bowels.
will return tonight from Albuquerque,
where he has been for the past few
days tonight.
Theodore N. Espe, special agent of
the general land office, returned to
the city last night from an official
trip to Las Cruces.
J. P. Leese, of Espanola, chief ran-
ger of the Jemez National Forest, Is
in the city with his family. They are
guests at the Montezuma.
C. C. Hall, supervisor of the Carson
national forest, arrived In the city
last night from Tres Pledras and reg-
istered at the Montezuma.
Robert Rogers, of the forest service,
with headquarters In Albuquerque, ar-
rived in the city last night from his
home. He is at the Montezuma.
Tom Doran. the hotel man, was a
visitor in Albuquerque yesterday,
where he attended the session of the,
Democratic State Central Committee, j
J. H. Crist, who attended the meet-- ;
Ings of the Democratic State Central,
Committee at Albuquerque yesterday,
returned to his home here last even-
ing.
A. C. Rlngllng, district forester for:
the forest district No. 3, arrived lastj
night from his headquarters In Albu
querque. He Is stopping at tne Mon
tezuma.
Ralph Sparks and Robert D. Willi-- :
son, who were In Las Vegas several
days visiting friends, returned to their
home In Santa Fe last night. Las Ve-
gas Optic.
Judge N. B. Laughlln, who was pres
ent at the session of the Democratic
State Central Committee at Albuquer-
que yesterday, returned to Santa Fe
last evening.
Hiram West, Sr., of Morlarty, who
was a census enumerator In 1910, and
la a great booster for W. H. Andrews
of the U. S. Senate, was a visitor in
Santa Fe today.
Karl Green, chief clerk of the Dem-- j
ocratlc State Central Committee, re-- !
turned to the city last night from Al-
buquerque where he attended the ses-
sions of the Democratic State Central
Committee.
J. B. McManus, future head of the
state penitentiary, arrived in the city
last night from Albuquerque, where
he attended the pow-wo- of the Dem-
ocratic State Central Committee.
Alvan N. White, state superintend-
ent of public Instruction, returned last
night from Albuquerque where he at-
tended the deliberations of the Dem-
ocratic State Central Committee.
O. L. Owen, contesting claimant to
a place on the state corporation com
mission, returned from Albuquerque
lost evening where he attended the
sessions of the Democratic State Cen
tral Committee yesterday.
General C. F. Easley and Attorney
C. R. Easley, members of the Demo
cratic State Central Committee, re
turned to the city last night from Al
buquerque where they were present at
the sessions ot the committee.
J. F. Miller. C. Works and G. F.
Pickham, arrived in Santa Fe yester
day afternoon in a motor car from
the Valley ranch on the Pecos. They
are guests at the Montezuma. Mr
Miller is proprietor of the Tanch.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
and Mrs. Lucero, who were In Las Ve
gas Friday night to attend the recep
tion in honor of Governor W. C. Mc
Donald, returned to the Capital City
Saturday night. Las Vegas Optic.
J. S. Hartman, a member of the
Democratic State Central Committee,
arrived in the city last night from Al- -
buquerque en route for his home in
Aztec. It will take nine days for Mr.
riartman to make the trip both ways,
UAIITED-- A
jsidlng. The program opened with quo--i
cations roiiowea oy an interesting i"- -
per read by Mrs. Laughlln on
of Today." A story read
by Mrs. Marsh and a discussion ot
Current Events closed the program.
Besides the members of the club the
following were present as guests:
Mesdames Hanna, Collins and Fisch-
er, and Miss Atkinson,
Dane at Indian School.
The employes of the United States
Indian Industrial School gave a de-
lightful St. Valentine's Day dance at
the school last nlgbt at which over
seventy-fiv- e couples were present.
Thore were many guests from the
city at the function. The decorations,
red hearts, daisies and native ever-
green were distributed about the
rooms In a most tasteful manner.
During the course of the evening,
dainty refreshments were served to
the guests.
C. D. Cleveland went to Albuquer-
que last evening on business.
The infant child or General and
Mrs. A. S. Brookes is reported very
much improved.
W. D. Shea returned this evening
from a business trip to the San Luis
valley, Colorado.
H. G. Clunn, private secretary ot
Judge A. B. Fall, arrived in the city
last night from Albuquerque.
Probate Judge Julius Staab return-
ed to Albuquerque last evening. He
was In the Capital on .business.
M. A. Ross, sales agent for the
Western Tie Company, returned to
his home in Albuquerque last evening.
Attorney Charles Springer after
spending the week In Santa Fe will
leave for his home at Cimarron, Col-
fax county, tonight.
V. W. Moore, a business man of
returned to his home last
eenlng after transacting business
here.
A. M. Bergere left the city yester-
day for points In the southern part
of the state. He will be gone about
a week transacting business.
E. B. Wall of Kansas City, a for
mer newspaperman, underwent a suc-
cessful operation at Sunmount this
forenoon.
A. Paul Slegel, who was admitted to
the bar by the supreme court on ex-
amination, returned to his home in
Nara Visa, Quay county, last evening.
C. S. Rawlcs, formerly of the In
dian Service, and one who knows
Santa Fe and its environs thorough-
ly, yesterday took a party of tourists
to Taos.
Curtis Warren, of Los Angeles, who
has been a guest in the home of Mrs.
Galleher on Johnson street for the
paBt two weeks, returned to his home
yesterday.
B. F. Morris, the postmaster of
Santa Cruz, is in the city visiting his
family who moved here some time ago
that the children might attend the
public schools.
General Charles F. Easley, a mem-
ber of the board of commissioners of
the New Mexico penitentiary, arrived
here last night from Santa Fe. Albu
querque Herald.
James G. Gibson returned from
Kansas City and other eastern points
Tuesday morning, and will spend
a while here. He went to Santa Fe
Wednesday, where he bought forty
acres of land which adjoins his
place. Wagon Mount Pantagraph.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable and
Attorney E. P. Davies left the city last
night for Gallup to investigate the re-
port that a gusher had been struck at
Seven Iakes near the property held
by residents of Santa Fe. The other
claim owners of the city are eagerly
awaiting news from the oil field.
Charles C. Catron, member of the
legislature, and Dr. Standley G.
Small witnessed the prizefight at the
Elks' hall at Albuquerque last even-
ing, in which Edward Gregory of Gal
lup defeated Luis Gonzales In the 21st
round. Catron and Small, in the Cat-
ron auto driven by Hesch, made the
trip from Santa Fe to Albuquerque in
three hours and Ave minutes.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1912.
A. E. P. Robinson went to Albu
querque this forenoon on the flyer.
H. R. Peabody, a ranchman of Stan
ley, is in the city buying supplies of
the local merchants.
Mariano Archuleta, of Las Truchas,
who is employed at Madrid, was In
the city Saturday on his way home.
Colonel A. H. Hilton, the merchant
of San Antonio, is a visitor in Santa
Fe. He is stopping at the Palace.
R. S. Davis, a prospector of the San
I'edro gold and copper mining dis
trict, is in the city purchasing sup-
plies.
Romolo Benavldes, a ranchman and
school director of Rio del Medio, is In
the city trading with the local mer-
chants.
Bishop and Mrs. Mann who were at
Silver City on Sunday have announced
that they will be at Carlsbad on
March 3.
R. M. Reeves, clerk of the school
board of Stanley, is in the city on
business with the county school su-
perintendent.
R. W. Dyer, special agent for the
general land office, relumed Saturday
from an official trip to Fort Sumner,
Guadalupe county,
William A. Ilowen, a capitalist of
Los Angeles, Mrs. Bowen and their
children, are visitors in the city and
guests at the Palace.
Judge N. B. Laughlln left the city
last night for Albuquerque to attend
the meeting today of the Democratic
Slate Central Committee.
Miss Lillian Sutherland, who has
been visiting friends In the city for
the past week, returned to her home
In Tres Piedrus this morning.
Tom Dorman, the hotel man of this
city, went to Albuquerque yeBtertlay
to nttend the meeting of the Demo-
cratic Slate Central Committee.
Karl Green, chief clerk of the Dem-
ocratic Central Committee, left last
night for Albuquerque where he will
attend the boshIou of the committee
today,
J. H. Crist left Santa Fe this
morning for Albuquerque to attend the
meeting of tho .Democratic State Cen-
tral Committee as the proxy of o
Garcia.
Elmer Huenberger, an efficient em- -
Personal
THURSDAY , FEBRUARY 8, 1912.
Guy Reed of Carlsbad, li a guest at
the Moutesuma hotel.
Pedro Ortli y Pino returned to his
home at tlallsteo. yesterday.
Juan Lujan, a rantbman of Kspano-la- .
la In the city buying supplies.
Apoloulo Martinet, a ranchmatt ot
La Cueva, Is a visitor In the cl.".
Angus McGllllvray came In from
Santa Fe thla evening. Estancia
News.
Commissioner I. Sparks
has returned from a business trip to
Dfnver.
Pedro Valdei, clerk of the school
board of Santa Crui, Is In the clt on
business.
Colonel W. M. Borrowdale of
Socorro county, Ib a visitor In
the capital. i
Thomas B. Catron has
relumed from a business visit to
Kansas City.
Leandro Rivera, a ranchman of
is In the city, trading with the
local merchants.
The Fifteen Club will meet tomor-
row afternoon with Mrs. Weltnier.
Miss Massle will preside.
Mrs. A. J. Chapman, assistant oil
inspector, has gone to Socorro for
brief visit with friends.
M. L. Fox, a businessman of Albu-
querque, Is a visitor in the city and
a truest at the Montezuma.
B. G. Randall, the banker and miller
of Taos, arrived in Santa Fe last night
and registered at the Palace.
L. B. Taylor of Us Cruces, who
has been a visitor In Santa Fe, left
for hit home this afternoon.
J. W. Collier of the New Mexico
mounted police, is here today from
Estancia. Albuquerque Herald.
Herman Gerhardt, the Tucumcarl
businessman, who was in Santa Fe on
irrigation matters, has returned home.
M. A. Ross, the lumberman of Al-
buquerque, arrived in the city las;
night and registered at the Monte-sum-
Mrs. Scott of Tucumcari. legisla-
tive superintendent of the ,W. C. TP.l for New Mexico, is a visitor In
Santa Fe.
Frank Martinet, a freighter of Pena
Blanca, arrived 1n Santa Fe yesterday
with several loads of coal for local
consumption.
Lieutenent John W. Collier of the
mounted police went to Belen to at-
tend to some official business. Es-
tancia News.
Esqulpula Giron, member of the
board of county commissioners, re-
turned to his home in Pojoaque yes
terday evening.
H. C. Klnsell the cattle
man and rancher of Stanley, south
ern Santa Fe county, returned to his
home yesterday.
Captain E. P. Bujac of Carlsbad,
who has been a visitor in the capital
for the past week returned to his
home last evening.
George Davis, a ranchman of Stan
ley, returned home yesterday with
provisions which he purchased from
the local merchants.
Judge W. E. Lindsey and Mrs. Lind
sey of Portales passed through the
city today en route to Loc Angeles.
Albuquerque Herald.
Manuel Cordova, of Rio Pueblo, a
member of the state legislature from
Taos county, is visiting his brother-in-la-
at the Mary James mission
school.
The Infant child of General and
Mrs. A. S. Brookes Is reported a
trifle improved tbls morning, al-
though the child remains in critical
condition.
Louise Alarld, a teacher In the pub-
lic schools of Pojoaque, has closed the
school there temporarily on account
of sickness. She is at home here re-
ceiving treatment.
R. C. Rankin, assistant traveling
auditor and bank examiner, who went
to Albuquerque to attend die bank-
ers' banquet, returned to the capi-
tal yesterday.
Ramon Bustos, road commissioner,
who has been in the city attending
the sessions of the board of county
commissioners returned to his home
in Santa Cruz last evening.
Alvan N. White, superintendent of
public Instruction, left the city list
night for Albuquerque. He will re-
turn tomorrow accompanied by Mrs.
White and their children.
G. W. McKeen, district manager of
the Western I'nlon Telegraph and
Cable Company, who has been vlBiting
the local office, returned to bis head-
quarters In Denver last evening.
E. C. Wade, Sr., and E. C. Wade, Jr.,
members of the law firm of Wade and
Wade, returned to their home in Las
Cruces last evening. They were here
on Jegal business before the state su-
preme court.
Miss May Closson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Closson of Santa Fe,
is in the city visiting friends, and
will be an honor guest at the dance
.There is more Catarrh In this sec-
tion of the country than ail other dis-
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incur-
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a lqcal disease and pre-
scribed local remedies, and by con-
stantly tailing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be
constitutional disease an' therefore
requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, 1b
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It Is taken internally In
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on the blood and mu-c-
ts surfaces of the system. They of-
fer one hundred dollars for any case
'
lr. falls to cure, Send for circulars
and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Takes Hall's Family Pills for
night for an extended visit with her
sister-in-law- , Mrs. W, S. Goss of Kan-
sas City, Mo.
ploye of the New Mexican's Job
room, has loft for St. Louis from
where he will go to his former home,
Decatur, Illinois.
Rafael Montoya, a ranchman of San
Ildefonso, arrived in the city yester-
day and will be accompanied home
by his Bon Abel, a student ot the
high school here.
Alvan N. White, state su fieri ntend- -
ent of public instruction, left Santa
Fe last night for Albuquerque to at-
tend the session of the Democratic
State Central Committee.
General C. F. Easley and Attorney
C. R. Easley left the clt ylast evening
for Albuquerque and will attend the
meeting of the Democratic State Cen-
tral Committee today.
State Senator and Mrs. Thomas D.
Burns of Tierra Amarllla arrived on
Satjrday afternoon and left on a la-
ter train for Mexico City.
Hon. and Mrs. M. C. Mechcm went
over to Alnmogordo this week and
will be guests for a tew days in the
home of the Judge's brother, Attorney
Mechem. Socorro Chieftain.
Attorney E. R. Wright of Santa Fe,
who has been In Santa Rosa the past
few days on legal business, passed
through here on today's train on his
way home. Estancia News.
J. B. McManus, future superintend-
ent of the state penitentiary, left this
rrornlng for Albuquerque and will at-
tend the meetings of the Democratic
State Central Committee today.
J. S. Hartman of Aztec, was in the
city yesterday. He was on his way to
Albuquerque to attend the meeting of
the Democratic State Central Com-
mittee which will be held today.
Cleofes Romero, lormerly warden
of the penitentiary In Santa Fe who
was here yesterday and. today on
business, left for Santa Fe on the
noon train today. Estancia News,
Mrs. Anna 0. Hagerman, mother of
H. J. Hagerman of South
Springs, will leave In the morning for
Colorado Springs, where she will vis-
it relatives for a few weeks. Roswell
Dally Record.
M. Nash, head of the electric sup-
ply company of Albuquerque, Mrs
Nash, E. C. Butler and Mrs. Butler,
arrived In the city Sunday in the
Nash motor car. They returned yes-
terday afternoon.
Rafael Herrera, a ranchman of Las
Polvaderas, whose son Diego, is a
student of the High School of this
city, was a visitor on Saturday and
was accompanied home by his son
foi a short visit.
O. L. Owen, the contesting claim-
ant to a place on the state corpora
tion commission, departed yesterday
for Albuquerque and will attend the
meeting of the Democratic State Cen-
tral Committee today.
A. B. McGaffey, president of the
Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Company,
Mrs. .McGaffey and their children, ar
rived In Santa Fe Saturday from
their home In Albuquerque and spent
Sunday In the capital.
Emil Uhlfelder, who will take
charge of the Rosenwald Bros, branch
here, spent Sunday in Santa Fe. He
returned to his home in Albuquerque
this morning. Mr. and Mrs. Uhlfel
der and children will live at Santa
Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P. Downs and
Frank Rousseau expect to leave Sat-
urday morning in Mr. Downs' car for
Santa Fe. Mr. Rousseau will drive
the car and will make a map of the
road for future guidance. Alamogor-d-
News.
E. S. Barker, assistant forest ranger
who left last week for a hunting trip
on the upper Pecos, reports by phone
that he hag killed a mountain Hon and
that he Is hot on the trail of another.
Mr. Barker killed one of the large
cats only a short time ago.
Professor George J. Martin of the
faculty of the Spanish-America- Nor
mal School at El Rito, was a guest at
the Sanitarium yesterday. He re
turned to El Rito this morning.
Bishop Cameron Mann preached at
St. Luke's church, Demlng, on Satur
day.
Juan OHvas went to Albuquerque to
attend the Democratic Central Com-
mittee meeting.
Governor W. C. McDolnald arrived
In the capital from Las Vegas yester
day afternoon, and left the city this
morning for Albuquerque, where he'
will be present at the sessions of the
Democratic State Central Committee
today. He iB expected home tonight
Angus McGllllvray is erecting a
twelve-roo- bungalow in Santa Fe.
It will be ready for occupancy about
the first of April. The coBt of his
residence will be about twelve thou
sand dollars. August Relngardt is the
contractor and builder. Estancia
News.
Mayor Arthur Sellgman departed
last night for Albuquerque where be
will attend the session of the Demo-
cratic State Central Committee and a
meeting of the stockholders of the
American Lumber Company today. In
Albuquerque Mr. Sellgman will meet
Charles A. Otis and A. Hough, bank-
ers and brokers of Cleveland, Ohio,
and will probably persuade them to
visit the Ancient City.
TUESDAY, JANUAURY 13, 1912.
J. T. McDonnell of Lat Vegas, Is a
guest at the Palace.
Mrs. II. D. Moulton will not be at
home tomorrow afternoon.
Attorney Elmer E. Veeder of Las
Vegas, Is a Santa Fe visitor.
Alex Ousdorf, a prominent Demo-
crat of Taos, is a visitor in the Capi-
tal.
Ralph Halloran of Berkeley, Cal.
formerly of Albuquerque, is in the
capital.
H, L. Stltzar, a lumberman of Al-
buquerque, is a vlHllor In the city and
a guest at the Montezuma.
A. P. Tarklngton of Raton, a former
adjutant general of New Mexico, Is In
the city. He Is a guest at the Palace.
The Rev. L, Delovelle, a priest of
Ponasco, Taos county, is a visitor In
the city. He Is registered at the Pal-
ace.
0. N. Marron, tate treasurer,
of the Thirty club this evening. Al
buquerque Herald.
William C. McAdoo, the great en
gineer, and president of the Hudson
and Manhattan Railway Company,
passed La my today on his private car
bound home to New York from a visit
to the Pacific coast.
Mrs. Perry V. Ferguson who has had
charge of the school at Hyer, south-
ern Santa Fe county, will close the
school there next Friday and will go
to Cedar Grove to finish out the
term in that district.
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY I, 1912.
Attorney Charles R. Eatley of Es-
tancia, is in Albuquerque on business.
Juan Perea, a miner of Madrid, Is In
the city buying supplies from the l
merchants.
F. C. Worley, of the WlnBor ranch,
on the Vpper Pecos, is In the city
transacting business.
C. J. Roberts, chief Justice of the
slate supreme court, left the capital
last night for Raton.
W. J. Lucas, president of the board
of bar examiners, departed yejierda1
for bis home In Las Vegas.
J. S. of Los Angeles, who
has spent several weeks In Santa Fe,
returned to his home yesterday.
C. M. Botts, who took the bar ex
amination here, returned to his home
at Hope, Eddy county, this morning.
V. W. Moore, a business man of Tu-
cumcari, arrived in the city last even
ing and registered at the Monteiuma.
Dean Sherry of Alamogordo, who
was admitted to the bar on examina-
tion yesterday left for El Paso last
evening.
The infant child of General and
Mrs. A. S. Brookes is reported a
trifle Improved though not yet out of
danger.
Abel Anaya, a sheep raiser, who
lives in the vicinity of Galisteo Is In
the city transacting business with the
local merchants.
Attorneys Guy A. Reed of Carlsbad,
and C. M. Botts of Hope, Eddy coun-
ty, returned this afternoon for their
homes In Eddy county.
L. J. Chapman, district manager
for the Armour Packing Company,
with headquarters in Trinidad, is a
business visitor in the city.
Mrs. Angus McGillivray returned to
day to her ranch home in the Estan
da valley expecting to come to Santa
Fe again In two or three weeks.
Frank J. Lavan, United States com-
missioner at Santa Fe, was a visitor
to Albuquerque yesterday, returning
home last evening. Albuquerque
Journal.
Fred R. Martin, Bpeclal agent for
the General Land Office, left the city
lust night for Tucumcari, where he
will be gone a month on official bus!
ness.
0. X. Marron, state treasurer, left
the city last night for his former
home In Albuquerque where he will
visit with his family for a few days.
Thomas P. Gable, state game and
flBh warden, arrived in Albuquerque
last night and will be here fed ay on
personal business. Albuquerque
Journal.
Juan Trujillo, a prospector for an
Albuquerque mining concern, who has
been working in the San Pedro gold
and copper mining district, is in the
city buying supplies.
E. P. Davies, a prominent attorney
of Santa re, was an arrival in the city
last night and will attend to legal
business here today. Albuquerque
Journal.
Mrs. Enno 0. Breckleln, formerly
of Santa Fc, entertained at dinner,
Sunday Miss Orra Smith, Miss Mamie
Siceloff, Mr. and Mrs. John McGov- -
ern and Rov. J. W. Hendrix. Mori- -
arty Messenger.
Rafael Garcia, member of the state
legislature from Bernalillo county,
wife and two children, have changed
their residence from Albuquerque to
Santa Fe, which will be their home in
the future. Tbey have taken posses-
sion of the house at 123 Palace ave-
nue.
Mrs. 0. L. Owen of Clovls, wife' of
the contesting candidate for state" cor-
poration commissioner, arrived in the
city last night and expects to go to
Santa Fe today to join her husband
who Is spending some time In the
Capital looking after bis Interests.
Albuquerque Journal.
J. van Houten of Raton, who came
from the Gate City sever.i! days ago.
t last night on a short business
trip to New York City. M.'s. van Mou.
ten, who accompanied Mr. van Hou-
ten to Las Vegas, will remain In the
Madow City the guest nf her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Wlegand. Las
Vegas Optic.
Professor Perclval Lowell, head it
The Lowell observatory at Flagstaff,
and one of the authorities of the as
tronomical world, was at Albuquerque
and announced last night that he bad
made Important discoveries on Nep-
tune and Uranus, which would short-
ly be given to the public Albuquer-
que Journal.
W. H. Andrews has
been unexpectedly delayed in the east
by Important btiHlness engagements.
He went from the Waldorf Astoria,
New York, to the New Willard at
Washington, D. C, but expects to
reach Santa Fe next week. He has
ifnted the house of Stale Engineer
Charles D, Miller opposite the Palace
hotel for the legislative session.
Governor and Mrs. McDonald and
Miss Frances will arrive this after-
noon from Santa Fe, orftrain No. 10.
There will oe no demonstration and
no band or committee will greet
them. Governor and Mra. McDonald
will he given sufficiently cordiil greet-
ing at night at the reception. Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Jones will enterffiln the
McDonalds at their home on Fifth
street, and will meet them at the
train with their car. Las Vegas Op-
tic.
8ATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1912.
Mrs. A. J. Chapman returned last
A. B. Freeman of Philadelphia, Pa.,
left the city laBt night enroute for the
Grand Canyon and points on the Pa-
cific Coast. Mr. Freeman saw the
Indian dance at the San Juan pueblo
a few days ago, and was much Inter-
ested.
Archbishop John B. Pltaval, of the
archdiocese of Santa Fe, who only re-
cently returned from an extended
stay in Europe, will arrive in Albu-
querque on March 2S and on Passion
Sunday, March 24, will give holy com-
munion to the largest class of first
communicants In the history of the Im-
maculate Conception parish. Albu-
querque Herald.
Former Congressman and Mrs. Wil-
liam A. Cockes of Long Island, New
York, called on L.
Bradford Prince on Sunday, who hap-
pened to be an old friend. The vi-
siting statesman had served three
terms in congress. Is an intimate
friend of Theodore Roosevelt and li-
ves two mileB from Oyster Bay. Mr.
and Mrs.cockea are on their way
home from a six months trip that In-
cluded a visit to the far Northwest
and southern California.
A. M'ARTHUR DEAD
AFTER BRIEF ILLNESS.
Was Leading Merchant of Wagon
Mound for Past 8ixteen Years-Le- aves
Large Family.
Special to the New Mexican.
Wagon Mound, N. M., Feb. 12.
A. McActhur, president of the A.
Mercantile Company, and for
years a leading citizen of Mora coun-
ty, died at 8 o'clock this morning, aft-
er a short UlneBS. He is survived by
a wife and four children. He was a
Mason, and the Masons will take
charge of the funeral, which will be
held from the Opera Houbo. All busi
ness houses and the schoo.s will close
for the funeral. Mr. McAiihur was 4'l
years old last Wednesday. He had
lived in Wagon Mound for the past 16
years.
POWDER MAGAZINE AT
FORT HANCOCK BLOWS UP
Detonation Was Heard Ten Miles But
Ammunition Simply Went
Skyward.
New York, Feb. 12. A powder mag-
azine on the government's proving
gorunds at Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook,
exploded early today with a report
that waB heard for ten miles.
The bulk of the ammunition was
simply blown skyward and scattered
about the vicinity unexploded. No
one waB injured.
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
medicine can do more. Sold byall
druggists.
SEVEN MINERS LOSE LIVES
IN COAL MINE FIRE.
Remainder of Men Below Escaped by
Other "hafts Corpses Have
Been Recovered.
Antonienhuette, Prussian Silesia,
Feb. 12. Seven miners lost their lives
In a fire which broke out in ono of the
pits in this coal mining center last
night. Their corpses were brought to
the surface. The remainder of the
men In the mine escaped by other
shafts.
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entertained Informally at dinner for
a few friends last Monday evening
at their home on Palace Avenue.
The Saturday Card Club met this
alternoon at Mrs. R. P. Ervien's home
on Manhattan avenue. Only the mem-
bers of the club were present.
The Wallace Club met this afternoon
with Mrs. C. A. Wheelon at her home
on Palace avenue. The guests of the
club were: The Misses Grygla, Bishop
and Fischer.
Mrs. O. L. Owen of Clovls, wife of
the contesting claimant to a place on
the corporation commission, arrived
In the city last night and Joined Mr.
Owen at the Montezuma hotel.
Mrs. L. O. Moore will give a St. Val
entine's day dance at Library Hall
next Wednesday evening. Over eighty
Invitations have been issued and the
affair promises to be a brilliant one.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan will entertain
at a formal St. Valentines aay aiu-r.e- r
next Tuesday evening at her home
on Palace avenue. The function is
given in honor of Mrs. W. C. McDon
ald.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
arrived this afternoon from Santa
Fe to attend the reception this even-
ing in honor of Governor and Mrs.
William C. McDonald. Las Vegas Op-
tic.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts, chief
Justice of the supreme court of New
Mexico, came in this afternoon from
Santa Fe and will attend the govern
or's reception this evening Las Ve
gas Optic.
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott are in
the Capital on a visit from their
beautiful ranch ot the Ten Alders on
the Rito de los Frijoles in the Cliff
Dwelling region, twenty miles west
ot Santa Fe.
Corporation Commissioner George
H. Van Stone left the city last night
for Albiiaueroue and will return to
night. Mr. Van Stone has rented
house on Chapelle street and will re
move to it with his family next week.
Mrs. W. G. Sargent will entertain
the Thirteen Club at cards next Wed
nesday afternoon at the St. Vlncent'3
Sanitarium. The guests will play
bridge. The decorations and refresh
ments will be appropriate to St. Val-
entine's day.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert F. .Asplund
have Issued Invitations to a recep
tion, Friday evening, February IS,
from eight to eleven o'clock. The af-
fair is In the nature of a "
for their vnew home at 144
Marcy street.
Colonel H. B. Pain came in from
Joplin, Missouri, last evening, to vis--
his daughters, Mrs. frost end Miss
Pain, East Palace Avenue. He is de
veloping a large zinc mine on forty
acres of ground he owns in the heart
of the city of Joplin.
Mrs. William B. Prince entertained
the Thirteen Club this afternoon at
her home on Palace avenue. The club
and Its guests played cards. Besides
the club members the following were
present: Mesdames Wright, Kings-mil-l,
Mlfler, Collins and MIbs Fran-
ces McDonald.
Hugh H. Williams, chairman, and
George W. Armljo, secretary, of the
new state corporation commission of
New Mexico, are here today. They
came to get pointers on how the Kan
Bag utilities commission does business.
They visited the state house today
and spent considerable time with the
members of the Kansas commission.
From here they will go to Oklahoma
City. Topeka State Journal.
Cards of Harry D. Moulton, attor-
are out with the name of
Lorln C. Collins, of Counsel, upon
them. Judge Collins, for nine years
one of the Judges of the circuit court
of Cook county at Chicago, Illinois,
and lately a Justice of the supreme
court of the Canal Zone, Isthmus of
Panama, has located at Santa Fe. al
though he had already rented offices
to make Denver his headquarters,
Mrs. Collins is with him and both are
dnllghted with Snnta Fe.
The new state of New Mexico has a
corporation commission that Is Just be-
ginning business. The chairman and
the secretary came to Topeka yester-
day to talk with the members of the
Kansas Public Utilities commission in
order to And out how the corporations
and public utilities are handled In this
slate. Hugh H, Williams Is chairman
of the New Mexico commission, and
George W. Armljo Is secretary. They
talked with the members and secre-
tary of the Kansas commission and
secured some Information that will be
of value to them In their own state.
Toiwka Dully Capital.
Governor and Mrs. McDonald and
daughter Frances, were given a hearty
welcome at Las Vegas yesterday, their
arrival being announced by anvils and
the discharge of an old cannon of Dan
Rhodes. Today the Governor Inspect-
ed the scenic highway and visited the
public Institutions. Last evening, a
public reception took place at the
Duncan opera house, with the follow-
ing In the receiving line: Governor
and Mrs. W. C. McDonald, former Go-
vernor and Mrs, William J. Mills, Mis'
Fiances McDonald, Mayor Karl D.
Goodall, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs.
E. C. de Baca, Secretary of State and
Mrs. Antonio Lucero, Judge and Mrs.
David J, Leahy. After the reception
a dance was given.
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ln(rtheHlrtoes.-aie- . we naveiiuimrcuswi icnn,.u...
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J. L, MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL;
a
large quantities of ore dally. of the mine, Raton
There were thlrty-clgh- t cars of ore Range.
Kelly 8ocorro County,i MINES AND MINING shlped from Lordsbiirg last week,
RESIDENCE OF DR. V. 8.
CHEYNEY DESTROYED BY FIRE.
Most Pretentious Home in Eetancia
Valley North of Wlllard. Dry
Farmers Are Returning,
DOZENS OF PLACES HAD
NO JANUARY PRECIPITATION.
One of Five Dryest Months New Mex-
ico Ever Experienced Temp-
erature Below Normal.
DEATH OF MRS. QILMOUR
AT BRADENTOWN, FLA
8he Was Mother of Hugh K. Gllmour
of the Upper Pecos Country,
New Mexico.
Mrs. Susan Blali Gllmour, who
I. which kept the ore haulers busy. TheEighty Five mining company shipped The Nit Is now hauling Its ore tothe mill. The Juanlta
ninety-on- cars of ore In January, contract Is finished and the company
is running an upraise to tap the orewhich Is eleven more cars than the Wrlllard, New Mexico, Feb.
About nine o'clock Tuesday evening was "Pending the winter at Braden- -body. Magdalena News.
Mogollon Socorro County.
At the Ernestine Mining company
company had ever before shipped in
any calendar month, which looks as
though It was not necessary for Presi
February 6 the country residence of itown' I'Itt-- ' "1 suddenly on Monday
The temperature of January aver-
aged slightly below the normal owing
to the cold weather of the first halfafternoon. A telegram was receivedDr. V. 8. Cheyney three miles north of
ton, are found on the vein, but not
in commercial quantities. The breast
of this tunnel is nearly 400 feet below
grass roots; the deepest workings on
the eastern slope. If the expectations
of the lessees are realized, a decided
the clean up for the last ten days cl early in the afternoon from herWlllard was discovered to be on tiredent Barclay to worry while awayfrom the mine as Fred Smyth and
of the month, but the deficiency was
not sufficient to be notable. The reJanuary yielded 9,450 troy ounces of daughter, Mrs. James R. Sklllman,1
Socorro County,
The Juunlta mine, one of the oldest
properties at Kelly, which has until
recently been idle for many year, la
again In operation under the mane.,
gement of Lea Terry, and U producing
a high grade of zinc carbonate ore
at the rate of several cars per month.
Immense quantities of lead ore were
John- Evans seem to able to get out
by some of the citizens of Wlllard
who were returning home from a
meeting of the Commercial Club.
who was In attendance at
gold and sliver bullion, with n con-
centrate product of 9,250 poundB. The
past week 694 tons of ore were Hilled.
stimulus will be given to deep mining
who accompanied her mother to
Florida, saying that Mrs. Gllmour
was very ill. At 3:30 o'clock anoth
er telegram was received, announcing
markable dryness of the month, how-
ever, was noteworthy. Dozenof sta-
tions had no precipitation, or but a
trace, and the average for the entire
in that region.
In the long tunnel which was driven
on the Black Horse, a number of
The ore chute discovered several
weeks ago, remarkable for Kb size
the ore,
Things are beginning to move at
Steins, under the pushing of Jack Da-
vis. A townBlte has been surveyed,
and Monday he had fifteen men at
work on it It is at the mouth of the
gulch that leads up to the old Batch- -
the meeting of the club was Immedia-
tely notified and he and some other
men rushed to the place as swiftly
Airs. Gllmour's death.
MrB. Gllmour and ber daughter,
Mrs. Sklllman, left for Florida on
and richness, Is producing a large
amount of the highest grade milling as his auto could carry them, others
followed speedily. But alas! too late December 23. Mrs. Gllmour was en
years ago, an ore shoot averaging nine
Inches In width and $42 In value, Is
uncovered for a distance of 100 feet.
Samples taken every 15 feet along the
rock yet encountered In camp. The
state was only 0.09 Inch. There have
been drier months, but they have been
few Indeed. Only four have been re-
corded In 16 years, Blnce 8ufflclent
stations were established to afford a
fairly reliable average for the state:
May, 1896, bad an average of 0.07
Joying very good health and had beenthe lire had gained such headway
shipped from this property in the pio-
neer days of the camp but no atten-
tion was paid to the zinc ores other
than to keep the lead ores as free
from zinc ai possible to avoid the
penalty charged for the latter by the
lead Bmelter. The property Is under
lease and bond by a party composed
of local merchants.
The Germany Mining and Develop
new oil equipment recently Installed
is proving highly satisfactory and Is
rendering a saving of at least $100 per
elor mine, where Is a fine level place
for a town, and has been named El
Oro. The Lucky Lion Company has
that nothing could be done, the north
weBt corner of the house had ai
Inch; November, 1897, an average ofready fallen In, and the flames were 0.06 inch; November, 1903, only a
vein showed running from $23 to $76,
en unusual uniformity of gold content.
A winze Is now being sunk, In which
ten inches of ore is exposed. It is a
heavy lead oxide, carrying from $18
ti $20 gold. Several parties are now
day In power cost.
The Alberta Mining company's drift
on the vein Is now In ore of an aver-
age milling grade, with every Indica
secured possession of the Batchelor,
and has put men at work on It, taking
out $8 ore, which, owing to its high
silica contents, is a shipping ore. In
breaking through the windows in the
east and south sides of the building
when the first parties arrived. The
trace, and December, 1903, 0.07 inch.
The deficiency in precipitation was
general, but greatest, of course, Inment company Is Installing an elec--
unusually well during her stay In
Florida. The newB of her death came
aa a great shock to her family and
friends.
Mrs. Gllmour was a daughter of the
late J. Harvey Blair and was sixty-eigh- t
years of age. She was married
to Allan Gllmour In 1865 and to this
union seven children were born, and
all of them are living except Jessie
Gllmour. The children are: John Gll-
mour, Mrs. Susie Stirman Allan Gll-
mour, Blair Gllmour, Hugh K. Gll
house was the best In the valley, havtrie pump In the lowest workings of negotiating for a bond and lease on the eighties ores were shipped fromthe Batchelor that netted more than ing only been built last summer atthis property, which contains 80 acresthe property and also preparing to re.
sunie air drill work In the near tu
the mountain districts where the pre-
cipitation of January Is usually large,
but throughout the state It averaged
more than 0.40 Inch. There were no
a tnousand dollars to the car with cost of more than three thousand dolof ground and has produced $75,000.
lars. The house was expensivelyuperanons on the Paragon were furnished, Including a fine piano la days with general precipitation. Lightdiscontinued last November. Encour
tion of its increasing In value.
In the Deadwood mines some excel-
lent ore has been encountered on the
third level, the face of which is being
advanced rapidly. The milling plant
r.ms steadily, handling considerable
custom ore In addition to regular ton-
nage from mine.
At the jaks company a gasoline
hoist Is being installed at the south
shaft on the Pacific mine and will be
tely received. The household goods sr.ow flurries occurred at many northaging assays were reported at that being valued at over two thousand dol ern and a few central stations on thetime, and Mr. Prank W'lkerson, who mour and Mrs. James R. Stlllman,She Is also survived by two Bisters
tor. The air drills have not been j
In operation In this property Blnce
sinking was started last spring. The
property is equipped with an
compressor and electric power
plant; an electric hoist 1b in use un-
derground and the workings, aggre-- ;
gating several thousands of feet, are
lars. The building and contents werehas unbounded faith In the prospect, Mrs. Thomas Petit, of Owensboro. andparuy coverea Dy insurance, but no
Insurance to cover the total loss to the Mrs. W. H. Woodford of New Mexico,
states that he will start up again
Boon as snow melts.
Surface Improvements received
a high penalty on the silica. The El
Oro Consolidated Company has com-
menced work on the old Fox proper-
ties, four miles north of Steins. They
are running two tunnels. The south
tunnel has a Blx foot breast of ore
that esBays $26 in gold and 8 ounces
of silver. Mr. Davis has also com-
menced work on the north side of
Mineral Peak, running In a tunnel,
which has a breast of five feet, all ore,
that runs $8 gold and $3 In silver. In
the eighties the Kimball mining dis-
trict was a booming camp, and silver
When Mr. Gllmour died In 1886,doctor and to the citizens of the val
ley, as thlB building stood as a monu
51 h; again at scattered stations on
the 11th. Light misting rain occurred
at a few stations on the 16th or 17th,
and snow flurries or light rain again
on the 28th, but the average number
of days with precipitation waa less
than one.
The snowfall was exceedingly light.
ir. unmour continued to reBide atlarge share of attention from the Yel-
low Dog management last summer,
the old family home on West Second
street, which has been the scene of
ment of the doctor's faith and enter-
prise In the development of this valley.but throughout the coming season un
in reaainess lor operation wltbln a
week or ten days. The tunnel on this
mine had reached a point 232 feet
from portal on the first of the month.
Some good ore has been taken from
tunnel and the south shaft Is yielding
several tons dally of a pay grade,
many of the most brilliant social
fractions ever given In Owensboro.
Mrs. Gllmour received her earlv edu.
derground development will be posh
ed vigorously. The claims surround except at a
few of the high mountain
The origin of the Are is unknown but
wos evidently accidental. Indications
were that it started In the northwest stations, and the stored depth at the
close of 1911, has materially decreasing this property were bought up by corner of the house.
ed. Fortunately, however, the coldKaton people last year, so they nowhave an extensive acreage Cimarron
cation at a college at Shelbyvllle and
was a woman of unusually brilliant
literary attainments. She was a
member of the Fourth street Pri.
Dr. Cheyney has an office In Wll-
lard, Is an active member of the Com weather of the first half of the month
which is sent to Deadwood mill for
treatment. The drift from the north
shaft, forty-seve- n feet deep, has been
was selling for $1.25 an ounce. The
big values were supposed to be in
the silver, and as sliver commenced
t decline the camp went with It. Tom
Fox UBed to tell of the wonderful gold
mine he had, but he could never get
News.
Oil- - Land Legislation.
mercial Club and Mrs. Cheyney Is an
equal active member of the Ladiesextended south twenty-fiv- e feet.The legislation most urgently need
solidified the snow, and In most of
the higher districts melting has been
slow. Over the plains country and
In all of the lower mountain districts,
where much snow remained at the
Two shifts are employed. Aid Society. Both working in the
byterian church and took an active
Interest in religious and charity workin Owensboro. She was universally
popular and was held In hieh esteem
ed to provide for the disposition At the Socorro mine one unit of the way they believe best in the interest
mineral deposits 1b a law which will De La Vergne engine equipment is be
any one Interested In it, but it looks
aa though he had it, and that Mr. Da-
vis Is going to realize on It. Those
of Wlllard end Wlllard society. De by all who knew her.be applicable to oil and natural gas close of December, rapid melting oc-
curred, and these districts were genJames R. Sklllman left last nlrhtwho are acquainted with that mlnlnt
siring to attend a meeting of (lie club
on this evening, he and Mrs. Cheyney
had accepted an Invitation to take
Legislative action should not be liml
ted to an attempt to revamp the pre erally bare by the middle ot January
amply lighted by electricity.
The Smelting and De-
velopment Company has advanced
over 75 feet In the body of ore recent-
ly encountered in the cross cut from
the 200 foot level of the Nit shaft.
Surveyors of the Com-
pany and the Ozark Smelting and Min-
ing company have completed the sur-
veys for the connection of the Nit
workings with the lowest workings
of the Waldo, the latter belonging to
the Ozark company, and in order to
make the connection It will be neces-
sary to upraise about 45 feet from
the Nit level. Immediately the sur-
veys were completed a force of min-
ers was put to work In the Waldo to
,hasten work of making the connection
bo that the properties of the two com-
panies will be Joined In the very near
future. By mutual arrangement the
Nit ore body will be worked through
the connection, and the
water from the Nit shaft elevated to
the Waldo level and conducted to the
surface through the Waldo cross cut
tunnel. This arrangement is very be-
neficial to both companies, the con-
nection furnishing a good supply of
water for the Ozark company and
ventilating the workings, and reduces
district have always had great conlid
for the south and expects to meet the
remains at either Montgomery. Ala.. The run-of- f has been moderate, bow.Bent law, but should consist of the supper with Mrs. E. M. Brlckley. Theence in it, u it was worked by men ever, most of the moisture going intoor Jacksonville, Fla. It Is expectedenactment of an altogether new mea physician went out home about fourwho were wise to the mining busi that the remains will reach Owens.
ness, and had the capital necessary o'clock to attend to some stock, milksure. First, tue new law should au-thorize the Ibsuo of exploratory per the cows, etc. When he had completo properly develop the properties.
ing tried out and the balance will be
turned over soon. The new power
plant Is thoroughly modern In Its ap-
pointments and when In operation
will effect a great economy In cost of
ore treatment.
Jicarilla Lincoln County.
The Little Company has opened up
a very good lead of ore on the 110
foot level of the Gold Stain mine. Joe
Dotson and Sebnla Gonzales have
struck a very rich streak of placer
ai the head of Juana Gulch. Carrl-zoz-
News.
boro Thursday, morning, and the fu-
neral arrangements will not be com-
pleted until that time. Owensboro
mits, granting to Individuals or asso mm u iooks as tnougn it bad comeciations the exclusive privilege of oc Into Its own, with the advent of Mr. Dally Messenger.Davis. Western Liberal.
ted these chores, he built a fire in
the range Just sufficient to heat some
water to wash his hands, this being
the only fire In the house. The range
was located In the northwest corner
cupation, the 601e condition
of such a grant being diligent and ade Mrs. Gllmour occasionally visitedDona Ana County.quate prosecution of development her sons on the Gllmour ranch on the
upper Pecos and In Santa Fe.The new strike by Allen J. Papenwork, measured by the expenditure of
In the Berino district northeast of An room of the building. Mrs. Cheyney
was expecting to entertain the ladiesfixed Bums within certain periods, thony has attracted Professor Johnwith possibly the payment of a small BOYCE SENT JEWELSof the Aid Society the next day, Wedfee to the government In lieu of TO MRS. 8NEED.W Prout mining geologist of Denver,
Colo., who made the camp a visit of neBday,
and their silverware which
such expenditure during the first six
McKinley County.
Further favorable reports reached
Gallup the present week from the oil
fields; the first that the McKinley
had been in the bank vault for someInspection the past week. ProfesBormonths. The issue of this permit Murder Trial at Fort Worth, Texas, Istime would be needed on this occaProut Is visiting the camps of theshould preferably be limited to one to sion and the doctor took It out withSouthwest In the Interest of parties County Oil Company had struck a flowof oil at a depth of 270 feet. Quicklyeach citizen or association of citizens, him and It together with other Jewel- -
Interrupted By a Suicide
Outside.
Fort Worth, Texas, Feb. 12. The
who are looking for a desirable prop
the ground.
Temperature.
The mean temperature for the state
ai determined from the records of 75
stations, having a mean altitude of
about 5,000 feet, was 33.8 degrees, or
1 degree below the normal, and 6.3
degrees below the warm month of
January, 1911. The highest local
monthly mean was 44.0 degrees at
Carlsbad, and the highest recorded
temperature 83 degrees at the same
station on the 26th. The lowest
monthly mean was 19.9 degrees at
Chama, and the lowest recorded tem-
perature 18 degrees below zero at
Springer on the 2d and 3d. The great-
est local monthly range of tempera-
ture was 84 degrees at Valley, and
the least 43 degrees at Cloudcroft,
while the greatest local daily range
was 65 degrees at Valley on the 6th.
The district averages were as follows:
No. 7 (Canadian and Northeast) 32.2;
Xo. 8 (Pecos and Rio Grande) 34.4,
and No. 9 (Western) 34.4 degrees.
There was quite a marked defici-
ency in temperature over the easteii
border counties, and in the northwest
and west, also at a tew scattered sta-
tions elsewhere, but generally the
departure from the normal tempera-
ture were small. While the days
following on the heels of this reportalthough after the lapse or surrenderof such a permit the former bolder erty or properties to develop, and the ery,
mementoes and keepsakes which
tney valued very highly were burnednew camp has appealed to him as beshould be allowed to apply for anoth with their other goods. A five dollar
the lift, of both ore and water, 150
feet for the company. The
n company has completed
the installation of a power screening
plant near the No. $ workings of the'
Kelly mine and the dumps of low
grade oxidised ores from the latter
workings are being screened and a
zinc product made of sufficient grade
came another that the Gallup Inde-
pendent Oil Company had struck a
veritable stream at a depth of about
700 feet. This is the deepest well,
ing worthy of Investigation. Theer exploratory permit. gold piece, which Mrs. Cheyney keptcamp being so accessible to rail trans
trial of John Beall Sneed, charged
with the murder of Captain A. G.
Boyce, temporarily was Interrupted
today when it was learned In the court
room that a man named Taylor, a Con
In the second place, the law should as a pocket piece, was found amongprovide that upon discovery the hold probably In the field. McKinley Coun
ty Republican.
tne ruins, one half of which was
melted out of any resemblance of aer of the permit be given a leaseholdtitle with a royalty varied to meet lo federate veteran, had committed sui
portation, and within a short haul of
the smelter at El Paso, makes an Ideal
location for a big low grade property.
The formation of lime and porphyry
13 one that points to depth and per
u. a. com, wnue the other half recal and actual conditions. The "wild BRITISH MINISTER OF cide near an entrance to the courthouse. An hour later, the prosecution
resumed the cross examination of
William H. Atwell, the V. 8. district
WAR VISITS GERMANY,catter" or prospector in unproved
country, whether such unproved ter manency, and the development work
tained shape and marks sufficient to
determine that It had been a coin. A
Columbian half dollar retained its
shape sufficiently that when polished
one may be able to determine what
He Was Given Plenty of Opportunityritory Is classified on geologic evid-
ence as oil land or not, should be giv attorney, who acted as Sneed's attor
ney before the killing of Boyce.to Confer With High IOfficials.
so far accomplished, while but
scratching the surface In a sen Be, still
shows beyond a doub that this forma-
tion will get better with uepth. Ore
that has been sampled from the vari
en special privilege to offset his great It bad been; so bad an old five cent Boyce Shipped Jewels to Mrs. Sneed.er risk. This privilege might take the silver piece. Crookston, Minn., Feb. 12. Jewels,form of an Increased acreage, held Berlin, Feb. 12. Reports that the e Edward A. Mann and valued at $52,000 shipped by expressboth under permit and under lease, ous prospects on the main lea? show
very high values In silver and lead,
to stand transportation to the smelt-
ers in the east. The aerial tramway
of the company, conveying sulphide
ore from the No. 3 workings to the
concentration magnetic plant, Is also
In operation.
Colfax County,
The tunnel beftig driven on the
western slope of the ridge, western
Colfax county, by the Oold and Copper
Deep Mining company, has penetrated
Baldy mountain three-fifth- s of a
mile, with a depth at the breast of
feet, occasionally encountering
stringers of ore carrying values in
gold, copper, silver and molybdenum.
On the blue Bandana a shaft was
sunk 450 feet and then lost when a
by A. G. Boyce, Jr., to Mis. Lena were warm the last half of the month.haac Barth, attorneys of Albuquer-que, were here last Friday and Sator a practical exemption from the Sneed, wife of J. B. Sneed, wealthy
mission to Germany of Viscount Hald-nne- ,
British secretary of war, had
been a failure, were circulated on the
Bourse today and contributed to the
while some specimens taken out nearpayment of royalty, merely a nominal urday going to and returning from Amarlllo, Texas, banker, on trial atthe bottom of the shaft have free
low night temperature continued, and
the average for the month was prac-
tically normal or slightly below Cold
rental being charged under the lease, Fort Worth, Texas, for the murder ofdistrict court at Eetancia where they
had business before Judge Medler Ingold
that can be Been with the naked
eye. The formation of solid kidneys Captain
A. G. Boyce, Sr., have beenThe chief advantage of thefor oil over a title lies
prevailing weakness and pessimism.
The rumors were not Justified, as the seized by the customs officers at St.his court. Judge Mann expressedof mineral in the lime would indicate situation will be cleared only afterin the prevention of monopolization incent, Minn., on the Canadian bor
weather was general at tho beginning
of the month, and continued until the
13th to 15th. Brief cool periods
again occurred from the 19th to 21st,
himself as highly pleased with Wllthat the vein comes from being walls Viscount Haldeane's conference withthrough large holdings. Such large lard and its present outlook and thatdownward, the mineral is being en his colelagues of the British minisholdings without production would be
der. The gems are being held, it Is
said, because a document, which it Is
said, would complete the evidence
I: would undoubtedly make one ofcountered with greater frequency andguarded against by a ground rental try with whom rests the decision as
to whether definite negotiations withsufficiently high to discourage the ac that the Jewels were purchased andGermany are to be begun.
in larger quantities as depth gained.
Profes'sor Prout expressed the opinion
that the work done so far hfld but
quisition of lands except for imme owned in the United States, is lackThe German foreign office apparentdiate and continued development, al ing.
and 28th to 30th; the 2nd and 3rd
were generally the coldest days of
the month. The most marked warm
period occurred from the 23rd to the
26th, but fairly high temperatures al-
so prevailed from the 15th to the
17th. The 26th was generally the
warmest day ot the month.
ly Is well satisfied concerning thetouched the surface ores, that thethough provision should also be made
in the lease for surrender under terms Here Is a message of hope and goodViscount Haldeane returned to Lonwhich would protect the government. cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, Boone
Mill. Va., who Is the mother of eighThis indirect control of development
the new state's prominent towns In
the near future and suggested that
the citizens should at once start the
building oi good sidewalks. The citi-
zens are actively agitating the build-
ing of cement sidewalks. Than
you Judge, come again arid stay
longer.
The stock of the Wlllard Drug Co.
which for sometime has been in the
hands of a receiver was last Saturday
sold to Mrs. Elsie T. Ottosen, of 10009
Woodlawn, Chicago, and Dr. C. D. Ot-
tosen of Wlllard, 1b In charge as
manager. The business of the drug
don In possession of an outline of the
new German naval and military pro-
posals, notwithstanding the fact that
The dryness caused low relativeteen children. 'Mrs. Martin was
openings were not on the true ledge,
and that it would take depth to de-
velop large bodies of shipping ore,
however, this Is true In the Organ
camp, especially In the Torpedo and
Bennett, and it Is apparent that the
formation of the Organ district and
the Berino district, while separate and
would be preferable to the direct en-
forcement, by forfeiture, of continu-
ous production, which should be avoid
humidity readings; the average for
the month at the Agricultural Col
cured of stomach trouble and consti-
pation by Chamberlain's Tablets at- -
heavy flow of water was encountered
Two hundred and fifty feet would
measure the Bob Tall and Moreno
shafts In Qrouse gulch, from collar to
sump, while work on the Legal Tender
and AJax mines on Willow creek, has
been confined to comparatively short
tunnels and winzes. In the latter y
there is exposed ten feet of ore
which engineers pronounce readily
amenable to cyanide. A shipment of
sorted rock sent to the smelter two
years ago, returned $27 gold "per ton.
Work was suspended at that time,
pending negotiations for a sale,
On the eastern slope, consistent
development Is going ahead on the
Aztec, Montezuma and Black Horse,
ed because of the danger of disturb
these have not yet been communicat-
ed to the German federal council.
Germany Is Sarcastic.
Cologne, Germany, Feb. 12. Vis
er five years of suffering, and now lege was 35 per cent, at Santa Fe, 56
per cent, at Fort Stanton 29 per cent,ing the delicate equilibrium between ecommends these tablets to the pub- -
distinct, still show a similarity thatsupply and demand. Sold by all dealers.ic
would indicate they are of the earnsTransfers of Interest, under either
and at Roswell 53 per cent. The per-
centage of sunshine was large; there
was 85 per cent of the total possible
amount at Santa Fe and 84 per cent
permit or lease, should be permitted DEATH CONQUERS ONEcompany has for sometime been in
OF FRENCH IMMORTALS.
origin and were formed about the
sume period. Hainer and Papen are
most enthusiastic over the showing
made thus far in the development of
at Roswe,!, while for the state as a
the hands of a receiver and In litiga-
tion and therefore has been badly ne
because of me absolute necessity In
most Instances of procuring capital
for both drilling and operating an oil
well. The law, however, should set
General Hlppolyte Langlols, Member whole there were 22 clear days, 7
partly cloudy and only 2 cloudy. Thethis camp, and already the vein Is lo
count Haldane, the British secretary
of war, had plenty of opportunities
during his visit to Berlin to confer
with authoritative personages and
thus gain an understanding of the ex-
isting feeling In Germany, according
to an Inspired dispatch from Berlin
which appears in today's Cologne Ga-
zette.
This dispatch sayB: "When a per-
sonage of the Importance of the Brit-
ish Minister of War goes home after
a trip of orientation, the Information
while operations on the Paragon, ad of French Academy Dies In Sevent-
y-second Year.
Paris, Feb. 12. General Hlppolyte
joining the Black Horse, and the Yel- - forth the purpose of the control of
glected and allowed to Tun down and
the passing Into the hands of the
new owner was hailed with delight
by the residents and Insures us a
first class drug store for the Hub
low Dog Group In Copper Perk will be transfer, which would be to pro- -
resumed as soon as spring opens up. vide protection for the original loca-
cated several claims each way from
the original 'discovery. Albert Ellis
has a small force working on his
property Joining the claims of the or-
iginal discoverers, and the ore taken
out is showing up equal to the ore on
City. The Doctor assures us that
Langlols, Senator from the Depart-
ment of Meurthe-E- t Moselle and mem-
ber of the French academy died to-
day. He was elected one of the forty
The Aztec, credited with a production tors, most of them men of small
of nearly $1,000,000 In the days of means, and more espe tally to insure
crude milling appliances, has been the prohibition of too large holdings
the store will be brought back to Its
past high standard and that all known Immortals" on February 9, 1911, Ine older properties. Prospecting acquired by him undoubtedly will
wind movement of the month was
about that of the usual January. A
few brisk to high winds occurred, but
no gales were recorded, and the
month was a pleasant one. The pre-
vailing direction of the wind was from
the west.
Precipitation.
The average precipitation for the
Btate, as determined by the records of
145 stations, was 0.09 Inch, or 0.48 inch
below the normal, and 0.50 below Jan-
uary, 1911. The greatest amount was
1.90 Inches at Chacon, and the least
wants, which are made to a fffst classrejuvenated. Under the direction of of government leases by big compa-J-
T. Sparks, resident engineer for the nleB- succession to Costa de Beauregard.parties are almost a dally occurrence have weight wit his government. This drug wl, reason was an authority on militarythe new camp, and a strike of the Information probably will tend, amongMaxwell L,and Grant comDanv. a (Prom annual report of Director able prices,
other things, to change Winston Spenpermanent ore bodies In large quanti-
ties suitable for Immediate shipment cer Churchill's surprising conception
strategy and tactics and his works on
n.odern warfare are widely known.
He was born in 1839 and was a grand
officer of the Legion of Honor.
that a fleet Is a luxury for Germany,ill not be a surprise to these who
steady production has been maintain- - United Statea Geological Survey.)
ed during the past 12 months. Four Grant County,
adits have been run on a slate and Several experts representing the
quartzlte contact, with results highly Phelps-Dodg- syndicate are now in
gratifying to the management. In , Tyrone going through the bisr Che
have studied the formation and the Whether the secretary of war's trip
will have further consequences, muBtcharacter of the ore.
be awaited.Colfax County.mung copper mine taking out samples
Progress on the development work
A representative of the Retail Busi-
ness Men's Association was here yes-
terday Interviewing our business men.
He represents that 36 states are now
organized in his organization.
Mr. Byrd who has farm northwest
of town recently returned here after
having spent two years In Texas. He
now regrets very much that he ever
left the valley. So with many others
who are returning.
H. B. Jones, president of the Tor-
rance County Savings Bank, was here
yesterday looking after banking
6TRICTER SUPERVISION OFYankee is going along rapidly un NATIONAL BANKS ORDERED.
der the Impetus given by favorable
weather conditions. The work of In Federal Examiner Will Hereafter
none at 44 stations, while 35 addition-
al had only a trace. The greatest
amount In any 24 hours was 1.08 Inch-
es at Chacon on the 8th. The average
snowfall for the state was 1.2 Inches,
practically all of this, however, fell
In the northern counties and the
higher mountain districts. The dis-
trict averages were as follows: No. 7,
0.07 Inch; No. 8, 0.12 Inch; No. 9, 0.03
Inch. There was an average of less
than one day with appreciable precip-
itation CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.
CLARK AND WILSON TIE
IN OKLAHOMA PRIMARIES,
Oklahoma City, tsTa., Feb. 12. In-
complete returns today from Demo-
cratic precinct conventions that were
held throughout Oklahoma on Satur-
day Indicate that Speaker Champ
Clark and Governor Wilson will have
about an equal number of instructed
delegates at the state convention on
February 22, when delegates will be
named to attend the National
Meet With Board of Direc-
tors.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Comp
stalling the machinery for the new
power plant was begun yesterday, and
the finishing touches on the new mile
Incline about wound up by the string-
ing of the 12,000 feet of wire cable.
The new tipple, depot and storehouse
troller Murray today ordered that
boards of directors of national banks
hereafter shall meet the federal bank
examiners at every examination to
discuss the affairs of the Institutions,
Do you know that more real danger
lurks In a common cold than in any
of ore. This Is believed to indicate
that the mine Is to change hands,
and will close the Phelps-Dodg- e deal
which has evidently been under con-
sideration for many months. If this
be true It 1b said a railroad from Ty-
rone to Deming will be constructed Im-
mediately, all the heavy grading on
the line having been done last year.
At that time It was bellved the term-
inus of the road would be Whitewater
on the Santa Fe, but now it is report-
ed that the line will be diverted and
will run to Deming, where It will con-
nect with the El Psbo & Southwest-
ern. Several miners have reached
Leopold and Tyrone during the past
few daj'B, and more are said to have
gone out yesterday, and everything
seems to Indicate that the mines at
both Leopold and Tyrone will resume
operations In a very Bhort time.
The Colorado Fuel & Iron Company
other of the minor ailments? The safeare also coming along nicely and w''I
especially their loans and discounts.ready for the opening of the camp The comptroller advised about sou
way is to take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, a thoroughly reliable prepa-
ration, and rid yourself of the cold
for several times Us present amount tanks In various parts of the country,buslneBB by early spring. At pres
tunnel No. 2 started In February,
1910, an ore shoot was intersected
about 200 feet from the portal. This
ore, which Is a free milling oxide, Is
treated at the company's mill. A re-
covery of 90 per cent it effected by
means of stamps, concentrating tables
and cyanide solution. In August, at
a point 500 feet from the entrance to
No. 4 tunnel, a north and south cross
vein was cut at a vertical depth of
180 feet from the Burface. The vein
was followed a distance of 60 feet
when drifting was discontinued, up-
raises end winzes being driven to de-
termine the continuity of the deposit.
The vein averages 20 Inches in width,
and $53 gold per ton, It Is refractory,
carrying 5 to 10 per cent copper and
a few ounces silver. One carload Is
sent to the smelter every month. The
breast of this adit Is being driven on
the contact, under the old workings.
Ore of a good grade Is saved from two
streaks as development proceeds.
Wilson and associates, operating
the Montezuma through the Thelma
tunnel, are following a vertical vein
through a porphyry sheet, with the
expectation of cutting a rich ore shoot
on the slate contact, From calcula-
tions, they have about 100 feet yet to
drive. Occasional deposits of arsentl-ca- l
pyrlte assaying at high as $150 per
that their course in recently electing
CUDAHY PACKING COMPANY
INDICTED 265 TIMES.
Atlanta, Ga Feb. 12. The Cudahy
Pncklng Company was Indicted here
today by federal grand Jury on 265
counts for making false Internal rev
as quickly as possible. This remedy
Is IT sale by all dealers.
ent the old tipple and old entries are
producing about 230 tons dally. With as a majority of tneir Doaros, audit-ors who are not residents of the
WEATHER CLEAR AND TRACK
FAST AT JUAREZ TODAY.
Juarez, Mex., Feb. 12. Weather
clear, track fast. First race, four fur-
longs. John Hurle 110 (Small) 2 to 1,
first. Icicle, 107 (Buxton) 2 to 1, sec-
ond. ' Far Cathay, 107 (Keogh) 8 to
5, third. Time :49. Katty Conner,
Maggie Cunningham, Mobs Rose, Reck-
less Lad, ran,
the opening of the new entries one
places where the banks are located,
waa "objectionable."lie northeast of the camp and tho
completion of the new incline, the enue returns on sales of oleomargar
tput will soon be increased to a
lly output of over 1,000 tons. The
SPECIAL SESSION OF
MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
Urgent Reques's by Votera for a
Presidential Election,
Is Cause,
Lansing, Mich., Feh. 12. Governor
ine. It Is charged the company sold
large quantities to a local butter deal-
er, and reported It as having been
Bold to restaurants,
is pushing mining work at Fierroand
large quantities of Iron ore Is shipped
Snnta Fe and Eastern 1,'racklaylng
gang worked all last night finishing
up the laying of the new line of trackout dally to the smelter and Iron
An Epidemic or Cougning
Is sweeuing over the town, Old and
young allk are affected, and the
strain Is particularly hard on ll.'lo
Chase S. Osborn announced todayworks at Pueblo, Colo. A full force of between the Kruse ranch home and R008EVELT WILL ADDRESS
OHIO CONSTITUTION MAKER8.
Flrat La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Ballet McCrenry, Ky. "My wife
was taken down with a severe at-
tack of la grippe, which run Into
bronchitis. She coughed as tho' she
had consumption and could not sleep
at night. The first bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tf Compound gave her
so much reller that she continued
using it until she was permanently
cured." For sale by all druggists.
that he Is preparing a call for a spe
children und on elderly people. Fo- -cial session of the legislature for Feb
ruary 26. The governor's action Is Columbus, Ohio, Feb. 12. Theodore ley's Honey and Tar Compound is a
Roosevelt will address the delegates quick, safe and reliable cure for all
men Is now working the Jim Fair and the new camp at Sugarite. For the
"86" mines, the latter having been past Beveral days the camp has been
idle most of laBt year. without railroad communication and
The Chloride Flat silver mine sent some of the work on the construction
a carload of rich ore to the El Psbo of the company houses has been
This company 1b taKIng out ponded In consequence, pending .he
said to have been the result of urgent
requests by voters for a Presidential to Ohio's fourth constitutional con- - coughs and colds. Contains no opia--
primary eleotlon, Iventlon on Wednesday, February 21. it. For sale by all flrugglsti.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15. 1912.PAGE EIGHT CULLEN'S COLORADO GROWNto ride through a cemetery, smokinga cigar and with his hot on, while a
in progress? This some-
what complicated Inquiry summarizes
Thoroughly eollmated CoBTttio Wort end hlsjh iltltudsC C C iTB CGood gardenersJE.BJara Shoso who First olnsi stock. ttwMed nr Graftod. WILL BE FRISH DUO.Apples 11)0, Cherries 120. 1'luma Wo. follows Bo, Conuurd Gmni'nJ2.60 Per 100. Wo nav froluht an 110.00 orders of Nuranrv atn-- k
ques, at Lordsburg, were stolen
while the men were in the mine.
Making Conorete Culverts.
Two or throe moa ot the convict
force have been engaged for some
time at the Liles place across the
street from the School of Mines mak-
ing concrete culverts for the good
roads In vicinity of Socorro,
Pneumonia Followed Measles.
The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Trujillo died Sun-
day night at Springer, of pneumonia,
which the child contracted after it
tm veoETABili; cerKe
nilll OAT A I (1A and avw" FamousTlifl hsfc lnttucAnn nnrtli. Crisp, tender amihm tood fur high and fwi1s. Our oatmlofr itIvm descriptions and instmotfnup for
wrfflJ'K itf. J. CULLEN mWAWAfAWSiH
has recovered from a siege of measles.
Mrs. Armer Hurt In Runaway. .
Mrs. Armer of Kingston, Sierra
county, famous because of her fine
herds of Anaora acats was seriously
hurt by a horse running away throw- -
Inn her nut nf tha hnirirv nii ltlnklnir
Iier.
IRoswell Boy Marries Indian Girl.
. In the presence of a large party ot
friends and relatives. Miss Serena
Farnsworth, a well-to-d- o Indian girl
mid a former resident of Oklahoma,
and ljeon Kennedy of Roswell, were
united in marriage at the home of:
Mrs. Lena Spencer by the Rev. H. Van
Valkenburgh, pastor of the First M.
E. church. The attendants were Miss
Mary Adams and Everett Wheeler ot
Cumberland.
Two Newspaper Changes.
a, r, v ceil a ui iiiv raincii, icAaoj
Tribune, has taken over from L. B.
Loomls, the Texlco Trumpet, which
latter will be issued for the last time
next week. The Mosquero Sun, B. F.
Brown, publisher, has made its ap- -
pearance again.
Washout on Santa Fe.
Although there has not been a drop
of rain for a month, the Santa Fe
tracks one and a halt miles north
of Las Cruces was washed out, the
damage being done by a break in au
irrigation ditch. Three hundred yards
of track were destroyed and trains
were tied up for several hours.
No One Is Sorry.
One of the houses ot ill fame in
this city, better known as No. 42,
burned to the ground about midnight
last Friday night. Little regret Is
manifested by our citizens at the loss
of this resort that has been a dis--
grace to the community for some
time. Magdalena News.
He Must Be a Slugger.
Ernest Matthews of the I X Ranch
assaulted W. E. Baskin, manager ot
the Carrizo'o Trading Co., aftej.a few
words had passed betweeh the men,
ir Carrizozo. Baskin suffered a seri-
ous injury to his lip, it being neces-
sary for Dr. Walker to take nine
stitches. A warrant was immediately
issued for Matthews' arrest, Mat-
thews has also been under bond for
assault since the last Grand Jury Ses-
sion. Carrizozo News,
Turkey Track Ranch No More. .
The Turkey Track ranch under the
management of the Hansford Land
and Cattle company, . Is no more.l
Captain Burton C. Mossman of Kan-
sas City has bought all the land and
stock, and water rights, and now hag
complete control. The former man-
ager, J. M. Colburn, will not be con-- ,
nected with It Inne-p- He In nrnv in !
ull"(la aml wives 1b due, in a souse, to
the indifference of communitfe to
, lrf'h. going," the Rev. C. G. Williams
I"""or ot "e Capitol Heights Presby-
u'rlan church, said In a sermon at
Denver.
Appendicitis Epldemlo.
I There must be an appendicitis epl- -
demlc at owb, for daily one or
,wo Pt"ni are being performedd"""" The late8t victim is twelve
ld M's8 Harris. Recently a
thirteen yeur old girl was operated
n at Roswell for the disease.
Progressive Gallup,
The board of trustees ot the town of
Gallup at Its recent meeting decided
to submit to the voters of this place
a proposition to Issue bonda in the
6um $7500 for a sewer, water and
1(s1h aystem and improvements, made
necessnry by the rnpid growth of the
town.
Methodists Oppose Prize Fight.
The Methodist people of Las Vegas
are against the staging of the John-
Bon.Flvnn heavy welght cnaml)ton8nlp
boxing bout, sunaay the congrega-
tion adopted resolutions to the effect
that the fight if pulled off In Las Ve-
gas, would be detrimental to the com-
munity. All but three persons pres-
ent voted in favor of the adoption of
the resolution. One of the three was
woman Whether Bhe favored the
bringing of the champions here or did
not care to cast a vote was not stated.
Took Poison By Mistake.
Mrs. John Peters, 29 years old, ths
wife of one of the foremen at the
Tjurango smelter, took poison by mis-
take at her home at Durango, fo!o.,
and died two hours later. She had
been in poor health. After she had
eaten dinner she took a teaspoonful
of what she supposed was her medl
cine.
The Usual Result of Booze.
'
"Deputy Sheriff Santistevan had a
bunch of would-b- e gay citizens doing
a good Job of street cleaning this
week. Some young sports imbibed
too freely of red liquor and became;
conspicuous, bo "Billy" gave them
atop-ove- r checks for the county bunk-hous-
The plaza looks all the better
lor their labors." Taos Valley News.
Gifts for Elka- - Club.
Mrs. Dr. Robert Smart has present-
ed to the Albuquerque lodge of Elks,
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
No. 6841. Evelyn D. Castle vs.
Charles L. Castle. In the District
Court of the First Judicial District
of the State of New Mexico for the
County of Santa Fe.
The said defendant, Charles I,,
ulv 06
"!'"s
which the plaintiff prays for a divorce
and for an allowance of I5J.00 per
month for the support and maintain-anc-
of Benarthur Randolph Castle
and Charles Maynes Castle, the two
children of the said plaintiff and
defendant until they become of age
or self supporting, for attorneys fees
for the prosecution of this action and
for a special decree by the court
awarding to plaintiff the full custody
and control ot the said ohlldren and
for such other relief as may be pro-
per in the premises and for costs.
And that unless you enter your ap-
pearance In Bald cause on or beforo
the 29th day of April, A. D. 1912,
judgment will be rendered against
you in said cause by default.
In witness whereof, I have here-
unto set my hand and seal ot said
court at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
27th day of January, A. D. 1912.
M. A. ORTIZ,
Clerk.
By EDWARD L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
(SEAL)
Applications for Grazing Permits.
Notice Is hereby Riven that all aprtlcat1on for permits U cnttle, hoi-e-
sheep and (tontB within the IIARBON NA-
TIONAL FOREST durlnn the Reason ot
1912 must be filed In my ofllce at Trea Pled
New Mexico, on or before FebruaryFull Information In retard to the
ffrnzinir fees to be ct artred. and blank forntH
to lie used in ntahlnir applications, will befurnished upon 0. O. HA1,L, Supervisor.
(Wayside
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, Committed to Insane Asylum.
Feltclta Gallegoa hai been commit
ted to the asylum for the insane at
Las Vegas.
New Postmaster at Alamosa.
' Rose "Wilder has been appointed
postmaster at Alamosa, Colorado, to
succeed James A. Mitchell.
Moving Three Houses.
An eight-roo- and two five room
houses are being moved from Mexico
to Clovis, Curry county.
Wants to Be a Citizen.
Edwin Joseph Cullen, a citizen of
Canada, has applied for final naturali-
zation papers at Las Vegas.
Suit on Account,
' Grunsfeld Brothers at Albuquerque,
have filed suit on account against Filo- -
meno and Maria C. de Mora for
(1,687.35.
Soldier Was Drunk.
James Rltchberger, a private of the
Fourth Cavalry, was arrested at El
Paso for being drunk and carrying a
pistol.
Farmer 8erlously Hurt.
W. H. Llgon, a farmer of the
valley, was badly, perhaps, fa-
tally, hurt by a sack of beans falling
on him and injuring him internally.
White Slaver Arrested.
Miss Laura Kohr charged Charles
Morey at Denver with taking her
earnings in the Red Light District and
he was arrested and placed under
$2,000 bond.
Electric Plant for Wagon Mound.
Henry Shaw of Las Vegas, has been
given a franchise by the board of
county commissioners of Mora county
to erect an electric light plant at Wag-
on Mound.
Jap Beat White Wife.
Frank 8. Sumarai was jailed at
Walsenburg, Colorado, for beating his
white wife. They were married last
September upon the Jap promising
the girl a life of Oriental leisure and
luxury.
Store Seized.
Sheriff Ramon Gallegos of San Mi-
guel county seized the Gold Star Cash
Store at Lag Vegas on an execution
in favor of Charles Ilfeld for $1,975.
The Brown Shoe Company also
brought suit for $208.
May Appoint a Guardian.
William E. Gortner has been ap-
pointed as a commissioner to inquire
into the ability of Mrs. Pauline Grant,
widow of the late Julius Graaf to
manage her business affairs. Mrs
Graaf had been prostrated since the
death of her husband.
Fatally Injured on Bicycle.
Eduardo Montoya, a student at the
Ccllege of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, was fatally injured at Las Cru
ces in trying to ride a bicycle down
the Ice chute in the railroad yards.
His skull was fractured and he was
picked up unconscious.
Arrested at Depot.
uerardo and Jose Telles were ar
rested in the Union depot at El Paso
just as they were about to leave for
Valentine, Texas. On them was found
J2'5 in money, two stick pins, a pistol
two gold watches, a gold nugget and
a diamond ring, believed to be loot
from Juarei.
School Girl Commits Suicide.
Viola McGuire, a student at the
Denver Technical High School, drank
carbolic acid and then ran screaming
to the house of a school chum who
refused her admittance. The girl
dropped dead on the street in a few
minutes.
Will Double Track.
Instead of standard gauging the nar
row gauge branches, the Denver &
Rio Grande management has decided
to double track its main line so as
to be able to handle the traffic of the
San Francisco and San Diego exposi
tions in 1915.
Friends of Dope Fiends. to
The Democratic city council of
Denver has voted down the Cocaine
Prohibition bill on the plea that there an
are many dope fiends in Denver and
that prohibition would not prohibit.
The aldermen favor "the unrestricted
sale of poisonous drugs," according to
the Rocky Mountain News.
Accidentally Shot.
Eddie Culver, a boy of Oro Grande,
Otero county, was seriously, if not
finally, shot by Juan Gonzales whom
he had hired to carry his gun while
out gunning. Gonzales, thinking the
gun was not loaded, pointed it at Cul-
ver and discharged it, the shot pene-
trating Culver's lung, also striking
Culver in the forehead, the cheek and
the right side of the chest.
Mother Jones Against Roosevelt. ofMother Jones at Denver declared
yesterday that although Roosevelt is
a "monkey chaser," he will be elected
the next President of the United
States. I have no use for him, for
he plays to the galleries and Wall
Street at the same time. He is the
fellow who sent guns to murder the
workingmen in the strike of 1904.
"Taft is right In with him," she de-
clared in an address to the Western of
Federation of Miners. to
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Had Wrong Prisoner.
When the case of Francisco Jurado
for theft was called in court at El
Paso, the constable produced Fran-
cisco Moreno, Jurado had been dis-
charged by mistake for Moreno.
New Mexico Miners Held Up.
Paul Colby and E. G. Decker, min-
ing atmen of Hurley, Grant county,
were held up and robbed of their hor-
ses, guns and ammunition by eleven
Vasquistas near San Pedro in Chihua-
hua where the two were prospecting. of
Deaths at Las Vegas.
The infant daughter of former Pro-
bate Judge Manuel Martinez died of
whooping cough at Las Vegas. The
Infnnl daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Garcia, succumbed to brief Illness at
Las Vegas. The child was sixteen
months old. A.
El Paso's Books Being Audited,
At an expense of $2,600 two expert to
accountants from- Houston are audit-
ing the city's books for two years
past. The first work is being done
Jottings.)
In the assessor's office. If the city
wants the audit to extend back four
years, the entire cost will be $4,000.
Black Leg In Chaves County.
Black leg has broken out among
cattle east of Roswell. Two cases
are reported anions; dairy cattle at
Dexter and the Winkler Brothers are
heavy losers. Carcasses of dead ani
mals have been permitted to lie on
the range and thus spread the di-
sease.
Three Arrests at El Paso.
Oenaro Cisneros was arrested at
E! Paso on suspicion of having brok
en the neutrality laws. He had on
him a watch, papers, a Icnlfe, a pen,
pins, 17.55 in U. S, money and $112
Mexican money. Manuel Carrasco
ond pedro Estrada "were arrested for
8ang wood.Two Deaths at Albuquerque.
jlereciana Apodaca died at .Altai- -
Queraue o( tuberculosis, leaving a
v,u8ban(j Rn(j four children. J. W.
jjoyti aged 62 years, died at Albuquer
que of consumption. He leaves a
wife. Hoyt was an Odd Fellow and a
Red Man and came to New Mexico
from Muncie, Indiana.
Civil War Claims.
The Omnibus Claim bill of congress
has the following New Mexico Items:
Anastaclo de Baca, administrator
of Francisco de Baca, deceased, of
Santa Ana, now Bernalillo county,
$1,325: Edward H. Bergman, of San-
ti Fe, $1,200, and Mary W. Littel,
widow of William J. Littel, deceased,
of Lincoln county, $632.18.
Thirteen Arrests at Las Vegas.
During January 13 arrests were
made by the police of Las Vegas, sis
of them for drunkenness, two for
vninncr. three for flKhtinK, one for
resisting an officer and one for dis
orderly conduct. Jail sentences ot
twentv davs were inflicted on each of
two of the drunks and in other cases
the penalties were lighter.
Rebels Captured In Dona Ana
County. .
Thirty heavily armed rebels from
Mexico were captured at Noria, Dona
Ana county, by troopers of the Fourth
Cavalry and taken to Fort Bliss. Sev
eral of the group said they were Ma- -
deristaB and others declared they
were Vasquistas. Sixteen horses,
thirteen rifles, ten revolvers and a
lot of ammunition was taken from
them.
More than $200,000,000 are epent
annually to bury the dead in the Unit
ed States and at first blush this seems
a useless waste of money. But then
coffin makers, undertakers, florists,
grave diggers have to live and many a
man who never lets go of a penny dur- -
i! g life is given a sumptuous funeral
that distributes the coin into places
where it will do more good than in
its former board. There are always
two sides to a proposition of that kind.
Sacrificed on Altar of Reform.
W. H. M. Smith, editor of the True- -
kee, Nevada, Republican, was shot
twice and fatally wounded by P. M.
Doyle, merchant and owner of the lo
cal electric power plant. Smith
through his newspaper had been wag-
ing a crusade against the saloons
ot Truckee and against Doyle as be
ing connected with them.
Canta Fe officials at Albuquerque.
Second Vice President W. B. Storey,
General Manager Arthur 0. Wells,
General Manager F. C. Fox Superin
tendents J. M. Kurn, I. H. Hibbard, E.
J. Gibson and other Santa Fe officials
were in conference, at Albuquerque
yesterday.
Funeral Haltid.
Startling statements made before,
juuge cen a. wnusey oi me juvenile
court, a few hours before she ended
her life by drinking carbolic acid at
Denver, have caused Judge Lindsey
Issue an order upon Coroner Horan
calling upon that official to halt the
funeral of Viola May McGuire until
autopsy can be performed upon her
body. The son of wealthy parents is
said to be Implicated.
Confesses Killing a Man.
Masses N. Gatliff to
the authorities at Albuquerque yesttr-da-
confessing tbat five years ago he
shot and killed Robert Rlgsby at
Mount Vernon, Kentucky in self de-
fense. Gatliff is a typical mountain
eer 31 years of age ai.d had been
working for the American Lumber
Company In the Zunl forest.
Midwife Acquitted.
Mrs. Alma Dlttman, a midwife, who
was charged by the Colorado state
board of health with murder, because
an alleged Illegal operation which of
resulted in the death of Mrs. Blanche
Grace Ainsley, and against whom the ed
district attorney beued an Informa-
tion, was discharged In the west side
court at Denver when the gtate'B at-
torneys announced they had no case
against the woman.
Wedding at Albuquerque.
Harriet Floyd McAdoo, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William tiibbs McAdoo
Irviugton, New York, was married
Charles Tabor Martin of New York
Albuquerque, the ceremony taking
place In St. John's Episcopal church
yesterday afternoon at two o'clock.
The father of the bride, is the presi-
dent of the Hudson and Manhattan
Railroad Company and constructed
the McAdoo tunnel under the Hudson. his
Archdeacon W. E, Warren performed
the ceremony. The couple will reside
Prcscott, Arizona.
Views on Flirting.
Whether flirting Is a crime or a dis
ease is the question engaging Tren-
ton, N. J., authorities since the action
Magistrate Naer In sentencing Sar-
ah Reed to serve six months In the
on that charge. Several
physicians criticise the sentence on
the ground that flirting is a disease
and lawyers contend that if this is
true, offenders are nofresponslble and
can appeal to higher courts, Charles
Leigh, a leading business man,
says a youth who will not endeavor
flirt when he sees a pretty girl
should be in jail.
Smoked at the Funeral, all
Is it a breach of law for a priest
the charge on which Italian residents j
of Rock Springs, Wyoming, caused the
arrest of the Rev, Father M. J. Kelley.
Ilia accusers assert that while the
funeral of Mrs. Thomas Rolando waj
In progress, no priest officiating, the
Rev. Father Kelley rode around the
lot and funeral party with his hat ou
his head and a lighted cigar in his
mouth.
Wanted to Stay Up Late.
Anna Anderson, 19 years old, or
Chicago, who ran away from home a
week ago, but sought food and she-
lter at the Twenty-secon- Street po
lice station, explained her course:
left home." she sa.d, "because my
parents were too strict with me. Tney
made me go to bed at 9 o'clock every
night." Miss Anderson- was cold and
hungry when she appeared at the sta
tion. She1 asked that her father be
told of her whereabouts. Her father
was notified and she was taken home.
Students Are Peevish.
What Is considered by the under
graduate body at Amherst, Mass., a
grave situation has arisen during the
last week owing to what the current
Amherst student calls the snobbish
ness of the faculty in refusing to In-
vite the undergraduates to an exhib-
ition of swimming and diving In the
gymnasium last Friday by Miss Rose
Pltonof. New England's Annette Kel- -
lerman. Only members of .the facul-
ty and their men and women friends
were admitted to the gymnasium to
see the performer, and students who
had put back their, pride and gone to
the gymnasium to take a look were
further humiliated by being started in
the direction of some other place. The
college paper Is selling well. The sit
uation is put succinctly In the Stud-
ent when It says in its "Picked Up in
Passing" column:
Twenty-fiv- minutes she played In
the tank;
Twenty-fiv-e faculty smiled as she
sank;
And five hundred students gazed long
ingly through
Fiost covered windows until they were
blue.
And then there is a verified appeal
to the better natures of the faculty
and a severe reproof:
Faculty, faculty, selfish and proud,
Having a party where we're not al
lowed ;
Haven't you come to our smokers for
years?
This sudden snobbishness moves us
to tears.
Rose said she liked Amherst, con
tinues the Student, and adds peevish-
ly:
No doubt Amherst would have Ilk
ed her. too. if we had had a chance
to get acquainted." to
And the paragrapher sighs from the
bottom of the column:
"Oh, you little mermaid!"
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Given Thirty Days.
Jose Abeyta was given thirty days
fr. Jail at Albuquerque for petty lar
ceny.
Wight is 8uid.
Frederick L. Wight of Union coun
ty, one of the heirs of the $2,000,000
estate left by the late Frederick D.
Wight, is defendant in a suit for
separate maintenance, filed in the
district court at Denver by his wife,
Mrs. Alice M. D. Wight.
Joke and .he World Jokes With You.
"Forlorn is tho man who can't
crack a joke, and more miserable Is
be who can't laugh at one." Thus
spoke Chauncey M, Depew, who has
laughed his way through the world,
In speaking with a reporter at New
York, of men who take themselves
too seriously.
Insurance Company Quits.
The officers and directors of the
$1,000,000 United States Postal Inmir- -
ance corporation, incorporated under by
the laws of Colorado four years ago,
are defendants in a suit filed in the
district court at Denver by H. Grieg-e-
who asks that the defendants be
compelled to refund to him the
amount he paid for six shares of
stock. He alleges the company has
quit business.
Three Albuquerqueans Dead.
Mrs. Inez Broad, died at Albuquer-
que andof tuberculosis. iShe came to
Xew Mexico from Bagley, Wisconsin.
Mrs. Marcelina Lewis of Albuquerque,
died at San Marclal, Socorro county,
where she was visiting her daughter, aMrs. Trujillo. She was 94- years old theand besides her daughter leaves three
sons, J. G. Lewis of Albuquerque,
Charles Lewis of Chit-ago- and William highLewis. E. w. Furry of Albuquerque, mendied at Pasadena, California.
A Pathetic Incident.
The opening of the minute books
the B. ot L, F. and E. at the ses-
sion tyheld Monday afternoon reveal
the peculiar and pathetic circum tin.stance that the minutes of the previ
ous meeting had been entered by
the hand of C. D. Crabtree as secre
tary and contained menticn of the
prensence of Fireman Krite as a vis-
itor. Both men hao just lost their
lives In the Shoemaker wreck and '
the succeeding minutes were des
tined to record the resolutions of
the order on their deaths. Raton Re-
porter.
An Archaeological Find.
Bert G. Phillips, the noted artist
who resides In Taos, recently purchas-
ed the beautiful antlnue ceremonial
bowl, which L. M, Cutter dug up on
ranch at Lobo Beveral years ago.
This piece of ancient pottery is- ten
Inches in diameter and five Inches
deep. The design, which is in black
a white ground, represents a colled
serpent, the rattles resting on the top
edge of the bowl and the head on the
bottom and- center. Mr. Phillips con-
siders this relic the most valuable
ethnological discovery ever made In
this vicinity, and be Is to be congratu-
lated upon procuring this specimen, on
which he has had a standing offer for
about six years. Taos Recorder.
Laughing Gas in Use Again,
''Laughing gas," clothed in the
twentieth century garments of "ni-
trous
so
oxide and oxygpn," has been re-
vived in the medical world and Is be-
ing
Used
extensively used as an anesthetic
through the east, and within the
past three weeks has been UBed in
Kansas City. This is the oldest and t astie, is hereby notified tbat a corn-on-
of the largest ranches In New Plaint has been died against him in
Mexico. It lies mostly in Eddy coun-- the County Court for the County of
ty a small part In Chaves county. Santa Fe- - state ot New Mexico, that
Knocked Down Wife of Postmaster. 1,61,18 "ie court in which said case
William A. Pearce, an old time peRdlng 8aId Plaintiff, Evelyn D.
resident of Oscuro, was arrested by Cast1?' the generaI oWect of 801,1 ac- -
en and veaotabli-s- . Good
iioweni ana veeetaiues come
from good seeds, we 're
duce good seeds tho infer-
ence is obvious. For sale .
everywhere.
1011 SEED ANNUAL
Fr oa quasi
B.ILnuYtCO.
Dttrall. met
several operations In Denver. At the
county hospital two cases of rupture
went niteratpd llnnn mid both opera
tions were very successful with the
use of the anesthetic. In both cases
the heart, lungs and kidneys were In
such a condition that It would not
have been safe to have administered
an ordinary anesthetic. Dr. Edward
F. Dean performed the operation and
Dr. S. G. Parsons gave the anesthetic,
The chief value of the "laughing gas"
is that It has no bad after effects.
There Is not the usual sickness that is
experienced after the patient rallies
from the common anesthetic and the
heart Is not affected by the adminis
tration of the nitrous oxide and oxy
gen. In severe operations wnere lire
patient is extremely nervous he is put
to sleep with the "laughing gas" anes
thetic and afterwards given ether or
some stronger anesthetic to produce a
deeper sleep.
Jack London on New York.
Here are some of the opinions on
New York by Jack London as express
ed in an interview:
New York is one mad maelstrom.
There are no words to express it.
It Is a place as foreign from the
rest of the world as earth is from
Mars.
Money is the god of all and you
can't get away from Its influence.
All is vanity, and as for homes-th- ere
are no Buch places.
The boiled shirts and high collars
rule day and night and man cannot
squirm out of them.
The tips at every table in one even-
ing at any restaurant would keep
some families of the "other half" a
week.
My Lady Bountiful societies are a
menace, to poor mankind in ths seeth-
ing city. Paupers are made of people
who can and should help themselves.
To be healthy is lost In the whirl-
wind of being wealthy and wise. Here,
making an impression is more import-
ant than making good.
"New York; What do I think of
New York?" the author repeated in an-
swer to the Interviewer's query.
"Words cannot express what
is. There is no City in the world
compare with it. "It is a distinct,
Individual thing that has no parallel.
Rome In Its wildest days was mild in
comparison. Things are done in New
York that would not be found any-
where." ' '
"Considering that New York was the
medium of your success, just what do
you mean?"
"I plead guilty, I admit." answered
Mr. London. "But no one gets any-
thing from New York that New York
doesn't get from hlm..,Let me toll you
how I first came to New Yonc.
"A few years ago, after tramping
my way over the Pennsylvania road to
Jersey City, I had to work in that city
four days to get a pair of shoes; went
down to the East Side, scrubbed floors
and windows right at the bottom 'of
things. Nobody cared a hang who I
was or what became of me, for nobody
knows his next door neighbor doesn't
want to.
"But, if anywhere in this great city,
down there, where they are all huddled
together, are live souls
that know what humanity means.
There is where you will find them.
But generally humanity is measured
the height of skyscrapers and the
figures after the dollar mark.
There are little children here who
have never seen a cow, who do not
know a dandelion from a Bunflower.
And the Lady Bountiful societies ex-
pect to uplift and reform these little
souls by a day or a week in the coun-
try. It can't be done. It is too stif
ling.
And you expect to squelch crime
raise people out of the mire under
such conditions?
The human feelings nave not
changed since the days of Adam. The
leves and hates are just as poignant
they were then. But civilization in
city has taken away a humanity
loving attribute that began with the
origin of man. The boiled Bhirt and
collar rule by day and night, and
cannot squirm out of them."
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Hotel Sold at Tax Sale,
Tax Collector Robins of Sierra coun
sold the Warren Hotel at Eugle
delinquent tax sale to Robert Mar
'..
School Closed at Estancla.
Parents at Estancla are indignant
because the public school has been
closed for lack of funds, after a five
months' term.
Reclamation Camp.
The Reclamation Camp on the low-
er Rio Grande was moved on Satur-
day from Mossman's ranch near Mes-qult- e
to Anthony on the. New Mexico
Texas line.
Woman Burned by Gasoline.
Mrs. W. H. Baldwin was badly
burned at Roswell while cleaning
clothes with, gasoline, The friction
Ignited the gasoline and she receiv-
ed burns on her arms and chest,
Mine Mule 8olen.
The mule used in the Eighty-Fiv- e
mine, a horse belonging to Joseph
Olney but used by Foreman Lum
Moore, and the horse of Gabriel Mar--
THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS-
-
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Fevetsh-lies- ,
Headache, Bad Stomach, Teeth-
ing: Disorders, move and regulate the
Bowels.and Destroy Worms. They
break up colds In 24 hours. They are
pleasant to the taste Children like
them. Over 10,000 testimonials.
by Mothors for 22 years. They
never fail. Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
Sample mailed FREE, Address, Al-
len S Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y,
FRESH AND rULLOF uFE
packet of Cullou's
None SENT FREE
iweet, For twnntv.alr mrh t.hm tinriT r vxi
for the Elks' Club, a handsome auto-
graphed photograph of Edwin Booth,
forty-fou- r miscellaneous books, some
of them quite expensive, and a magni-
ficent mounted reindeer head from
Alaska. The gifts are much appreci-
ated by the Elks and will occupy
prominent places In the club rooms.
The deer's head la an especially fine
specimen and has been much ad-
mired.
Weary of Life.
; Mrs. Mary Golden dressed her two
small children in their best clothes
at New York and sent them out with
five cents each to buy candy, telllrig
them not to hurry back, as she was
going to heaven." The two little
totg were found at night .locked in
each other's arms, faBt a sleep, infront of the door of the Golden apart-
ment, nobody having responded to
their continued calls to be let in. The
reason for the silence wbb revealed
when the door was forced open and
" u'uuiwi was luunu lying uena onthe kitchen floor, a tube connected
with the gas range in her mouth.
, Arrested for Larceny,
Five men, arrested at Koehler on
February S, were brought here for a
hearing and remanded to Jail awaiting
the action of the grand Jury. The
hearing was held before Judge
Bayne. They are accused of breakln(!
piuie giaBs winaows in Mendelssohn s
store in Raton and stealing clothing.
Some of the articles found In their
possession were identified by Men-
delssohn. These men have been sell-
ing polished horns throughout the
state, and it is believed they are the
same persons who broke windows In
the stores of Bachechi and Michael
brothers in Albuquerque and stole
goods.
FOR SALE Land Scrip which can
be used to locate any government
Iiind which Is open to homestead en-
try. Patent secured promptly with-
out settlement. Fully guaranteed.
Price on application. Address L. W.
hUBBELL & SON, Springfield, Mis-
souri.
RUPTURE CURE.
Reliable, Safe, Sure. $1 per bottle, prepaid
External Application
No Inconvenience,
t works while you sleep. Send
your orders now
DR. NELSON MEDICINE CO., IITICA, N Y
.
THE
WHITE IS KING
The BESI Family
Sewing Machine thai can be pro-
duced. Made in both ROTARY and
VIBRATOR styles.
The rotary makes both LOCK
and CHAIN stitch. The latest up
to the minute steel attachments
with each machine. Sold on easy
payments. Send name and ad
dress for our beautiful H, T. cata
ogue free.
White Sewing Machine Co.
1460 Market Street,
San Francisco. California
FE.
SALE.
Colo., to Espanola, N. M.,
stations west of Antonito
17 and 18; from Farm- -
February 24th. I
Deputy Sheriff Al. Roberts of Carrizo- - i
zo, on complaint of Postmaster Ash-- 1
ford. Pearce was arraigned before
Justice of the Peace Thornton, and it
developed that he had knocked Mrs.
Ashtord, wife of the postmaster, down
twice, after a wordy altercation over
some local water matters. Justice
Thornton fined Pearce and his Bon,
who was also Implicated, ten and fivo
dollars each, respectively, with costs,
Carrizozo News,
Suits on Notes.
Three suits were filed at Roswell in
the district court, all for the collec-
tion of notes and mortgages given in
connection with the notes. The first
is styled the Union Central Life In-
surance Company vs. The Riverside
Irrigation Company, Frederick W.
Flats and Edward S. Mundy asking
that they be paid $12,000 with inter
est from October, 1911, also $960
which is interest on the first
amount and $136.95 with in-
terest which they have paid as
taxes on the land mortgaged. The
second 1b styled the Union Central
Life Insurance vs. John F. McMurray
and J. A. Edwards and Amarlllo Hard-
ware company, asking that they be
paid the sum of $4,000, $400 interest
on same and $265 and $378.10 paid for
taxes on the land. Reld and Hervy
are named as attorneys In both suits.
The third suit is styled the Continen-
tal Oil Company vs. S. Bilberry for
the payment of a promissory note of
$4,979.15 with interest. P. E. Carper
of Portales, is named as the attorney
for the plaintiff in this BJit.
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Out on Ball,
Jose Barela arrested at HIllBboro
for making a gun play, has been relea-
sed on $200 ball.
In a 8orry Plight.
A woman and five children are in
Artesia in a pitiable plight. The hus-- j
band and father has been arrested on
a charge of stealing a team ot very,
sorry horses.
Died of Pneumonia.
A week after arriving at Roswell,
Mrs. Stephen M. Hopkins, aged 65
years, died at the home of her daugh-- 1
ter, Miss Roger B. Atkinson of 'phed- -
monla. Mrs. Hopkins came from
Rhode Island.
Captain Mclntyre Dead,
Captain W, F. Mclntyre died sud-
denly at Fort Sumner, Guadalupe coun
ty, after a stroke of paralysis, tie
was an old Mississippi steamboat
captain and a bachelor. Captain Mc-
lntyre was 05 years of age.
Like a Peripatetic Court.
Suffragist leaders of Washington
are preparing to formulate a petition
to be signed only by women, asking
President Taft to appoint a woman
to the federal bench for the district
of western Washington to succeed
Judge George Donworth, who will re-
tire soon.
Cause of Divorce.
"The lack of fidelity between hus--
!
-
EIGHTH REUNION j
SCOTTISH RITE.
SANTA
FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION
The Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
will protect rate of one fare for the round trip
from stations on its line In Southern
Colorado and New Mexico.
DATES OF
From stations, Alamosa,
February 18 and 19; front
to Durango, Colo., February
ington Branch Points, February 16 and 17.
Return Limit,
